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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Some design guides and manuals for blast-resistant reinforced

concrete structures stipulate the use of shear reinforcement in

roof; floor, and wall slabs irrespective of shear stress levels.

In such cases, the primary purpose of shear reinforcement is not

to resist shear forces, but rather to improve performance in the

large-deflection region by tying the two principal reinforcement

mats together. Shear reinforcement used in blast-resistant slab

design usually consists of either lacing bars or single-leg

stirrups (Figure 1.1). Lacing bars are reinforcing bars that

extend in the direction parallel to the principal reinforcement

and are bent into a diagonal pattern between mats of principal

reinforcement. The lacing bars enclose the transverse reinforcing

bars (often referred to as temperature steel in one-way slabs)

which are plazed external to the principal reinforcement for a

laced slab. The cost of using lacing reinforcement is

considerably greater than that of using single-leg stirrups due to

the more complicated fabrication and installation procedures.

Section 4.23.1 of the Tri-Service Technical Manual (TM) 5-

1300 (1) provides some discussion on construction economy. It

states that construction costs are divided between labor and

material costs, with labor cost accounting for as much as 70

percent of the cost of blast-resistant concrete. TM 5-1300 states

that the initial design, optimized for material quantities, may

need to be modified when constructability is considered. It



ft :ther states that such a modification may actually increase the

total cost of materials for the structure while reducing labor-

intensive activities. It is generally known that the fabrication

and installation of large quantities of shear reinforcement,

particularly that having a complex configuration (such as lacing

bars), are labor-intensive activities.

In the design of conventional structures, the primary purpose

of shear reinforcement is to prevent the formation and propagation

of diagonal tension cracks. The shear reinforcement requirements

for conventional structures are based on much research and data,

particularly, from statically tested beams. Relatively little

study has been devoted to examining the role of shear

reinforcement in slabs subjected to distributed dynamic loads,

especially in the large-deflection region of response. In

blast-resistant design, structures are typically designed to

survive only one loading and relatively large deflections are

acceptable as long as catastrophic failure is prevented.

A considerable amount of recent (1970's and 80's) data from

various experiments conducted on slabs indicated that tne shear

reinforcement design criteria that is typical of design manuals

such as TM 5-1300 may be excessive. A data base, including static

and dynamic tests conducted from the 1960's through the early

1990's, is presented in this thesis. The data base consists

primarily of slab tests conducted to investigate parameters other

than shear reinforcement details. Consequently, a thorough study

of the role of shear reinforcement (stirrups and lacing) in slabs

designed to resist blast loadings or undergo large deflections has

never been conducted. A better understanding of the contributions

2
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of the shear reinforcement will allow the designer to evaluate the

benefits of using shear reinforcement and to determine which type

is most desirable for the given structure. This capability will

result in more efficient and effective designs as reflected by

lower cost structures without the loss of blast-resistant

capacity. As presented herein, a reasonable first step toward

this goal is to perform a series of laboratory experiments that

compare the effects of stirrups and lacing bars on the large-

deflection behavior of one-way slabs.

1.2 Obiective

The overall objective of this study is to better understand

the effects of shear reinforcement details on slab behavior in

order to improve the state-of-the-art in protective construction

design, for both safety and cost effectiveness. This is not

particularly a study of shear stresses in slabs, but rather a

study of the effects of shear reinforcement on the large-

deflection behavior of slabs.

Specifically, the objective is to evaluate and compare the

effectiveness of stirrups and )acing bars in enhancing the

ductility of one-way slabs. This must include a consideration of

how shear reinforcement details interact with other physical

details to affect the response of a slab. The w3rk reported

herein is directed toward the development of new guidelines for

shear reinforcement requirements in blast-resistant structures.

1.3 Sc_

In order to understand the development of current design

criteria and to document recent data, a literature survey was

3
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conducted in search of data obtained from experiments where

reinforced concrete slabs were loaded to failure or to large

deflections '.-ttically and dynamically). The available data were

in the f.,ým of research papers and technical reports. Of course,

different authors addressed different concepts and details;

therefore, the design parameters that were presented and

emphasized varied among the reports.

The known design/construction parameters and other parameters

(such as ultimate resistance, secondary resistance, maximum

deflection, support rotation, loading technique, and extent of

damage) associated with the structural response of the slabs were

tabulated and entered into a Lotus 1-2-3 file for future

manipulation. Discussion of the data is presented in this paper.

Also, a summary of current design criteria found in the design

manuals is presented, and data are compared to the criteria.

Sixteen one-way reinforced concrete slabs were statically

(slowly) loaded with water pressure in the 4-foot-diameter blast

load generator located at the U.S. Army Engineer Waterways

Experiment Station (WES). The design, construction, and loading

of the specimens are described herein. The responses of the slabs

to the uniform loading and the effects of the reinforcement

details on the responses are evaluated.

4
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Flexural Reinforcement

a. Lacing Reinforcement

b. Single-leg Stirrup

Figure 1.1. Shear Reinforcement
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CHAPTER 2

CURRENT PRACTICE

2.1 Introduction

In order to form an understanding of the intended role of

shear reinforcement in structures designed to resist conventional

weapons effects, summaries of selected design manuals or guidance

documents are given in this chapter. The reader's familarality

with current design criteria, as described below, is essential for

recognizing the significance of the data presented and discussed

in subsequent chapters of this thesis.

In conventional building design the primary source of design

guidance for the placement of reinforcing steel in reinforced

concrete structures, including shear reinforcement, is that of the

American Concrete Institute's (ACI) Committee 318 (2). No such

single, widely accepted criteria document exists for blast-

resistant design guidance; however, the most widely used reference

for protective design in the area of explosive safety (pertaining

to non-nuclear accidental explosions) is TM 5-1300 (1). Other

prominent guidance documents include the Army manual on protective

construction for conventional weapons effects, TM 5-855-1 (3); a

recent supplement to TM 5-855-1, Engineer Technical Letter (ETL)

1110-9-7 (4); and the semi-hard design criteria document published

by the U.S. Air Force (5). Summaries of the guidance for shear

reinforcement from each of these design documents follow.

2.2 The Tri-Service Technical Manual 5-1300

Intended primarily for explosives safety applications, the TM

5-1300 (Army designation) is the most widely used manual for

6
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structural design to resist blast effects from conventional

weapons or explosives. Its Navy designation is NAVFAC P397, and

for the Air Force it is AFM 88-22. For convenience it will only

be referred to as TM 5-1300 in this thesis. The manual was

recently revised into six chapters. Chapter 4 of TM 5-1300 deals

with reinforcement details and will be the primary portion of the

manual discussed.

In Section 3-11 of the original TM 5-1300 (6) that was

published in 1969, the use of lacing was required for "close-in"

detonations, i.e. whenever pressures much larger than 200 psi were

expected. The use of nonlaced concrete elements was allowed at

lower pressures if a maximum support rotation (8), defined simply

as the arctan of the quantity given by the midspan deflection

divided by one-half of the clear span length, of less than 2

degrees was predicted. These restrictions have been relaxed

slightly in Chapter 4 of the current version of TM 5-1300 as

follows. Considering the resistance-deflection relationship for

flexural response of a reinforced concrete element, Section 4-9.a

of the current manual states that, within the range following

yielding of the flexural reinforcement, the compression concrete

crushes at a deflection corresponding to 2 degrees support

rotation. This crushing of the compression concrete is considered

to be "failure" for elements without shear reinforcement. For

elements with shear reinforcement (single-leg stirrups or lacing

reinforcement) which properly tie the flexural reinforcement, the

crushing of the concrete results in a slight loss of capacity

since the compressive force is transferred to the compression

reinforcement. As the reinforcement enters into its

7



strain-hardening region, the resistance increases with increasing

deflection. Section 4-9.1 of the manual states that single-leg

stirrups will restrain the compression reinforcement for a short

time into its strain hardening region until the element loses its

structural integrity and failure occurs at a support rotation of 4

degrees. It further states that lacing reinforcement will

restrain the flexural reinforcement, through truss action, through

its entire strain-hardening region until tension failure of the

principal reinforcement occurs at a support rotation of 12

degrees.

TM 5-1300 distinguishes between a "close-in" design range and

a "far" design range for purposes of predicting the mode of

response. In the far design range, the distribution of the

applied loads is considered to be fairly uniform and deflections

required to absorb the loading are comparatively small. Section

4-9.2 states that nonlaced elements are considered to be adequate

to resist the far-design loads with ductile behavior within the

constraints of the allowable support rotations discussed in the

preceding paragraph. The design of the element to undergo

deflections corresponding to support rotations between 4 and 12

degrees requires the use of laced reinforcement. An exception is

when the element has sufficient lateral restraint to develop

in-plane forces in the tensile membrane region of response. In

this case, Section 4-9.2 states that the capacity of a nonlaced

element increases with increasing deflection until the

reinforcement fails in tension. A value of support rotation is

not given here, but one might deduce that a support rotation of 12

degrees is intended since it is the value given in Section 4-9.1

8
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for tension failure of the reinforcement in a laced slab.

However, a value of 8 degrees is given elsewhere in the manual as

a limit of support rotation for elements containing stirrups and

experiencing tensile membrane behavior.

Section 4-9.3 of TM 5-1300 discusses ductile behavior in the

close-in design range. Again, the maximum deflection of a laced

element experiencing flexural response is given as that

corresponding to 12 degrees support rotation. This section states

the following:

"Single leg stirrups contribute to the integrity of a

protective element in much the same way as lacing, however, the

stirrups are less effective at the closer explosive separation

distances. The explosive charge must be located further away from

an element containing stirrups than a laced element. In addition,

the maximum deflection of an element with single leg stirrups is

limited to 4 degrees support rotation under flexural action or 8

degrees under tension membrane action. If the charge location

permits and reduced support rotations are required, elements with

single leg stirrups may prove more economical than laced

elements."

Section 4-32 of TM 5-1300 states:

"... Also, the blast capacity of laced elements are greater

than corresponding (same concrete thickness and quantity of

reinforcement) elements with single leg stirrups. Laced elements

may attain deflections corresponding to 12 degrees support

rotation whereas elements with single leg stirrups are designed

for a maximum rotation of 8 degrees. These nonlaced elements must

develop tension membrane action in order to develop this large

9



support rotation. If support conditions do not permit tension

membrane action, lacing reinforcement must be used to achieve

large deflections."

It is stated throughout TM 5-1300 that laced elements may

attain support rotations of 12 degrees whether or not they are

restrained against lateral movement at the supports. The manual

also implies that a nonlaced element may only achieve its maximum

support rotation of 8 degrees when it is restraine_ ainst

lateral movement.

In addition to being required for large-deflection behavior,

lacing reinforcement is always required in slabs subjected to

blast at scaled distances less than 1.0 ft/lbs" 3 . Section 4-9.4

of the TM 5-1300 indicates that lacing reinforcement is required

due to the need to limit the effects of post-failure fragments

resulting from flexural failure. It is stated that the size of

failed sections of laced elements is fixed by the location of the

yield lines, whereas the failure of a nonlaced element results in

a loss of structural integrity and produces fragments in the form

of concrete rubble. Section 4-22 discusses the use of single-leg

stirrups in slabs at scaled distances between 1.0 and 3.0

ft/lbs"3 , which are considered to be respectively the lower and

upper bounds of the close-in range for slabs with stirrups.

Support rotations in slabs with stirrups are limited to 4 degrees

in the close-in design range unless support conditions exist to

induce tensile membrane behavior. Another distinction given

between laced and nonlaced elements is that a nonlaced element

designed for "small" deflections in the close-in design range is

considered to not be reusable (no multiple loadings).

10
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2.3 Army Technical Manual 5-855-1

TM 5-855-1 (3) is intended for use by engineers involved in

designing hardened facilities to resist the effects of

conventional weapons. The manual includes design criteria for

protection against the effects of a penetrating weapon, a contact

detonation, or the blast and fragmentation from a standoff

detonation.

Chapter 9 of TM 5-855-1 discusses the design of shear

reinforcement. The criteria presented are based primarily on the

guidance given in the 1983 edition of ACI 318 with consideration

of available test data. The maximum allowable shear stress to be

contributed by the concrete and the shear reinforcement is given

as 11.5(fWc) 112 for design purposes. An upper bound to the shear

capacity of members with web reinforcing is given as that

corresponding to a 100 percent increase in the total shear

capacity outlined by ACI 318-83 and consisting of contributions

from the concrete and shear reinforcement. An important statement

concerning shear reinforcement in one-way slabs and beams is given

in Section 9-7 and reads as follows:

"Some vertical web reinforcing should be provided for all

flexural members subjected to blast loads. A minimum of 50-psi

shear stress capacity should be provided by shear steel in the

form of stirrups. In those cases where analysis indicates a

requirement of vertical shear reinforcing, it should be provided

in the form of stirrups."

TM 5-855-1 states that shear failures are unlikely in

normally constructed two-way slabs, but that the possibility of

shear failure increases in some protective construction

, 11
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applications due to high-intensity loads. Shear is given as the

governing mode of failure for deep, square, two-way slabs. For

beams, one-way slabs, and two-way slabs, the manual recommends a

design ductility ratio of 5.0 to 10.0 for flexural design. The

recommended response limits are only given in terms of ductility

ratios, not support rotations.

2.4 Army Enaineer Technical Letter 1110-9-7

ETL 1110-9-7 (4) is a recent guide developed to supplement TM

5-855-1. Much of the ETL was written by this author, based on the

data reviewed as part of this study; therefore, it is the result

of an effort to incorporate the results of recent data into a

guidance document. In brief, the criteria given in the ETL for

restrained slabs allow design support rotations of 12 and 20

degrees for anticipated damage levels categorized as "moderate"

and "heavy", respectively. The moderate damage level is described

as that recommended for the protection of personnel and sensitive

equipment. Significant concrete scabbing and reinforcement

rupture have not occurred at this level. The dust and debris

environment on the protected side of the slab is moderate;

however, the allowable slab motions are large. Heavy damage means

that the slab is at incipient failure. Under this damage level,

significant reinforcement rupture has occurred, and only concrete

rubble remains suspended over much of the slab. The heavy damage

level is recommended for cases in which significant concrete

scabbing can be tolerated, such as for the protection of water

tanks and stored goods and other insensitive equipment.

The ETL sets forth some design conditions that must be

12



satisfied in conjunction with applying its response limits. These

limitations reflect an aggressive approach, yet maintain

appropriate conservatism based on available data. The scaled

range must exceed 0.5 ft/lb"/3 and the span-to-effective-depth

(L/d) ratio of the slab must exceed 5. Principal reinforcement

spacing is to be minimized and shall never exceed the effective

depth (d) of the slab. Stirrup reinforcement is required,

regardless of computed shear stress, to provide adequate concrete

confinement and principal steel restraint in the large-deflection

region. Stirrups are required along each principal bar at a

maximum spacing of one-half the effective depth (d/2) when the

scaled range is less than 2.0 ft/lb1 /3 and at a maximum spacing

equal to the effective depth at larger scaled ranges. All stirrup

reinforcement is to provide a minimum of 50 psi shear stress

capacity.

The following types of stirrups are permitted by the ETL:

a. Single-leg stirrups having a 135-degree bend at one

end and at least a 90-degree bend at the other end.

When 90-degree bends are used at one end, the

90-degree bend should be placed near the compression

face.

b. U-shaped and multi-leg stirrups with at least

135-degree bends at each end.

c. Closed-looped stirrups that enclose the principal

reinforcement and have at least 135-degree bends at

each end.

2.5 U.S. Air Force. Euroge (USAFE) Semihard Desian Criteria

The purpose of the document (5) is to give guidance for semi-

13
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hardened and protected facilities with conventional, nuclear,

biological, and chemical weapon protection. It states that these

structures shall be designed to provide a ductile response to

blast loading. Ductility of structural members is considered

imperative to provide structural economy and energy absorption

capability and to preclude catastrophic (brittle) failures. For

design, a ductility ratio of 10 may be used, or theoretical joint

rotations are to be limited to less than 4 degrees. Where

explosive testing provides a sufficient data base, designers may

size structural members to duplicate the performance of acceptable

specimens in the data base. Structural deformations must not

prohibit functional operation of the structure nor produce

dangerous, high velocity, concrete spall fragments. All

reinforced concrete sections are required to be doubly reinforced

(reinforced in both faces) in both longitudinal and transverse

directions. Where flexural response is predicted to be

significant, the structural element is to be reinforced

symmetrically, i.e. the compression and tension reinforcement are

identical. The use of stirrups is discussed as follows:

"Ties and/or stirrups shall be provided in all members to

provide concrete confinement, shear reinforcement, and to enable

the element to reach its ultimate section capacity. Without

stirrups, cracking and dislodgement of the concrete from between

the reinforcement layers and buckling of the compression steel

usually produce failure long before the ultimate strain of the

reinforcement and the maximum energy absorption are attained.

Stirrupa contribute to the integrity of the element in the

following ways:

14L. _



a. The ductility of the primary flexural steel is

developed.

b. Integrity of the concrete between the two layers of

flexural reinforcement is maintained.

c. Compression reinforcement is restrained from buckling.

d. High shear stresses at the supports are resisted.

e. The resistance to local shear failure produced by the

high intensity of the peak blast pressures is

increased.

f. Quantity and velocity of post-failure fragments are

reduced. Stirrups shall be bent a minimum of 135

degrees around the interior face steel and 90 degrees

around the exterior face steel. Shear, splice, and

anchorage details shall receive added design

attention. Designers shall refer to protective design

manuals and/or seismic design manuals for appropriate

details."

The document does not address the use of laced reinforcement.

The above list of ways that stirrups enhance the integrity of

structural elements is very similar to the wording given in TM

5-1300 for the ways that lacing enhances the integrity of

structural elements, except for the stirrup details given in Item

f above.

2.6 Summary of Desimn Criteria

The criteria review indicates that guidance documents differ

on the type of shear reinforcement required; however, the use of

some type of shear reinforcement is uniformly required for blast

15
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design. TM 5-1300 places restrictions on the use of slabs

containing stirrups that are significantly different from those

for the use of laced slabs. It allows the use of stirrups in

elements designed to undergo support rotations of up to 8 degrees

for scaled ranges greater than 1.0 ft/lb"/3 when restraint against

lateral movement exists at the supports. Lacing bars are required

by TM 5-1300 for support rotations greater than 8 degrees and for

detonations at scaled ranges less than 1.0 ft/lb 1 3 . Laced slabs,

whether restrained against lateral movement or not, may be

designed to undergo support rotations of 12 degrees. Although TM

5-855-1 and the USAFE semihardened criteria do not require lacing,

they do require some form uf shear reinforcement in all elements

designed to resist blast loads.

16



CHAPTER 3

DESCRIPTION AND DISCUSSION OF PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

3.1 Introduction

Previous experimental studies were reviewed in order to gain

an understanding of their contributions to the development of

current design guidance. The data review also allowed the

identification of significant gaps in the data base that need to

be filled to enhance further development of design criteria. This

chapter presents a discussion of the available experimental data,

particularly for one-way slabs, considered to be most applicable

to this study. Both detailed and condensed tables containing

design parameters and response values are presented. Section 3.2

describes the presentation of the data in the tables. Brief

summaries of the overall purpose and results of the experimental

series are presented in Section 3.3. General and detailed

discussions of the data are presented in Sections 3.4 and 3.5,

respectively. The chapter closes in Section 3.6 with comments

regarding the application of the data to the development of design

criteria.

3.2 Presentation of Data from Previous Experiments

Known construction parameters and results of the available

pertinent experiments are presented in Tables 3.1 through 3.4.

Figures 3.1 through 3.4 provide a means to visually evaluate the

ranges of the design parameters and response values given in

Tables 3.1 through 3.4. Data for a total of 258 tests are

presented. Fifty-four of the tests were static loadings of

one-way slabs, and ten were static loadings of box elements.

17



One-hundred, twenty-one of the tests were dynamic loadings of

slabs, most of which were one-way slabs. Seventy-three tests were

dynamic loadings of the box-type structures. The tests were

conducted by the U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station,

the Air Force Armament Laboratory, the U.S. Naval Civil

Engineering Laboratory, or the Picatinny Arsenal.

Data Notation

The element identification number is given in the first

column of each table and usually begins with the initial of the

author of the report on that particular study. The author's

initial, or other descriptive letter(s), is followed by a number

assigned to the specimen by that author. The identification

number also includes the year that the report or paper for the

experiment was published. In Table 3.3, most of the element

identification numbers deviate from the form described above and

contain four parts that may be described with terms used in the

reports as follows:

A-B-C-D

where

A: FS (full scale); 1/3 (1/3-scale); 1/8 (1/8-scale)

B: 1 (standard slab 1)

2 (standard slab 2)

S1 (strengthened slab 1)

S2 (strengthened slab 2)

etc.

18
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C: year of test series

D: consecutive numbering of specimens

The "restraint" column indicates the support conditions that

were used. Most of the statically loaded slabs were clamped at

Lae supports with steel plates and were considered to have rigid

support conditions. The support structure of the G-84 series of

statically tested slabs allowed some rotational freedom, resulting

in partial restraint. The slabs of the box elements were

monolithically supported either at two or at four sides by walls

of the box. As defined in the legend on Table 3.3, support

conditions varied the most among the dynam~ically loaded slabs.

For many of those slabs, it is not clear as to what was the

relative amount of restraint imposed by the support conditions.

Most of the dynamic slab tests were conducted by the

Picatinny Arsenal. The reports on many of those tests did not

present some of the parameters listed as headings in Tables 3.1

through 3.4. In particular, the effective depth (d) of the slab,

the concrete compressive strength (f',), the steel yield strength

(fy), the spacing of the principal steel (s), and the spacing of

the shear reinforcement (S.) were often not reported. The

thickness (t) of the slab was always reported. Therefore, the

clear-span-to-thickaess (L/t) ratio is presented in the tables

rather than the more commonly used L/d ratio. Similarly, the

ratios of principal steel spacing to thickness (s/t) and shear

reinforcement spacing to thickness (S./t) are given where known.

The tension steel quantity (p) and the compression steel quantity

(p'), each given as a percentage of the slab width and effective

depth, at the midspan and the support are reported for all slabs.
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The shear reinforcement ratio (p.) is also known for all slabs.

In this thesis, p. is defined as the ratio of the cross-

sectional area of the shear reinforcement bar (stirrup or lacing

bar) to the product of the lateral spacing and the longitudinal

spacing of the shear reinforcement. For all slabs discussed, the

lateral spacing of the shear reinforcement is equivalent to the

principal steel spacing (s), and the longitudinal spacing is

equivalent to the shear reinforcement spacing (S.). Since p. is

computed using the cross-sectional area of the shear reinforcement

bar, the value is not affected by the inclination of the lacing

bar. No inclined stirrups were used in any of the slabs discussed

in this thesis.

The scaled range is presented for all dynamic tests except in

the case of the HEST (High Explosive Simulation Technique) tests,

for which it is not appropriate. A PEST setup consists of a

cavity that is constructed above a structure, typically a buried

structure. Explosives are distributed within the cavity, and a

soil overburden is placed over the cavity. In general, a HEST

loading results in a relatively uniform dynamic load over a large

surface. The development of this procedure is discussed in detail

in Reference 7. The type of reinforcing bars used for the

principal steel is presented for some of the dynamic tests.

Nearly all of the statically tested slabs were constructed with

heat-treated deformed wire. For the static tests and a few of the

dynamic tests, the support rotation (0) at test termination or

collapse is presented. The permanent deflection (&P) is

reported for the dynamic tests when known.

The general load-deflection curve for a reinforced concrete
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slab may be described as in Figure 3.5. The ultimate resistance

(u) used in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 is defined by point A. The

incipient failure load (I) is the load resistance occurring when

the structure is about to collapse and lose its load-carrying

ability. For a ductile slab experiencing tensile membrane

behavior, the incipient failure load is at point C of Figure 3.5.

For a brittle slab, I and u may have nearly the same value.

However, I and u may have similar values in a ductile slab that

experiences tensile membrane behavior. Therefore, the I/u ratio

should only be examined in context with the value of support

rotation, 0. The ratio I/u is presented for the static tests

since the load-deflection curve is easily obtained in static

tests.

The "Remarks" section of each table includes comments about

special construction details and the test results. The symbols

used in the remarks section as well as in some of the other

columns are defined in the legends of the tables and correspond to

the notation given in the reports documenting the data.

3.3 General Description of Previous Experiments

General descriptions of the previous experimental studies are

given below to supplement and provide some background information

for the data presented in Tables 3.1 through 3.4. The title given

for each series is consistent with the element names given in the

tables.

K-82 and SB-82 Series

Series: K-82
Type: One-way slabs
Supports: Fixed, restrained
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Loadings: 1 - static, at surface
2 - static, buried at L/2

Flex. Steel: p - 0.0050, top and bottom
.Shear Steel: p, = 0.0025, closed hoops
L/t: 8.3
Agency: WES
Reference: 8
Table: 3.1

Series: SB-82
Type: Box Elements, one-way action
Supports: Fixed, restrained
Loadings: 2 - Dynamic, buried at L/2
Flex. Steel: p = 0.0050, top and bottom
Shear Steel: p, = 0.0025, closed hoops
L/t: 8.3
Agency: WES
Reference: 8
Table: 3.4

Kiger, Eagles, and Baylot (8) statically tested three one-way

slabs and dynamically tested two one-way slabs as part of a study

to evaluate the effects of soil cover on the capacity of

earth-covered slabs. The results indicated that the capacity of

the slab buried in sand was substantially greater than either the

surface-flush slab or the slab buried in clay. The authors of

Reference 8 attributed this increased load capacity to soil-

structure interaction and used the term "soil arching." They

concluded that soil arching acted to distribute much of the load

from the center region of the slab to the supports.

B-83 Series

Type: One-way slabs
Supports: Fixed, restrained
Loadings: 3 - static, at surface
Flex. Steel: 1 - p = 0.0047, top and bottom

1 - p = 0.0104, top and bottom
1 - p = 0.0046, top and bottom

Shear Steel: 1 - p, = 0.0023, single-leg stirrup
1 - p, = 0.0098, single-leg stirrup
1 - p, = 0.0041, single-leg stirrup

L/t: 2 - 10.0
1 - 5.0

Agency: WES
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Reference: 9
Table: 3.1

Baylot and others (9) conducted three static tests on one-way

slab elements as part of a program to investigate the

vulnerability of buried structures to conventional weapons.

Although large deflections were not achieved, the tests indicated

that slabs with adequate lateral support will develop a

significant enhancement in ultimate capacity due to compressive

membrane action.

W-83 Series

Type: One-way slabs
Supports: Fixed, restrained
Loadings: 10-static, at surface
Flex. Steel: 8 - p = 0.0085, top; 0.0074, bottom

2 - p = 0.0086, top; 0.0075, bottom
Shear Steel: 1 - None

1 - p, = 0.0009, single-leg stirrup
5 - p, = 0.0018, single-leg stirrup
1 - p, = 0.0019, single-leg stirrup
1 - p. = 0.0036, single-leg stirrup
1 - p. = 0.0038, single-leg stirrup

L/t: 10.4
Agency: WES
Reference: 10
Table: 3.1

Woodson (10) tested ten one-way reinforced concrete slabs,

primarily to investigate the effects of stirrups and stirrup

details on the load response behavior of slabs. Support rotations

between 13 and 21 degrees were observed. Figure 3.6 is a posttest

view of the slabs. As a result of the increase in resistance with

increasing deflections of a slab with a large number of single-leg

stirrups, the loading of the slab was not terminated until support

rotations were approximately 21 degrees (see Figure 3.7). A slab

having no shear reinforcement achieved support rotations greater

than 16 degrees without failure. These slabs had sufficient
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lateral restraint to develop in-plane forces in the tensile

membrane region of response. In this case, TM 5-1300 would allow

a dynamically loaded slab with single-leg stirrups to undergo

maximum support rotations up to 8 degrees. The slab with 21

degrees of support rotation contained single-leg stirrups

(135-degree bend on one end and a 90-degree bend on the other end)

spaced at about 0.4 d. The maximum spacing allowed in TM 5-1300

is 0.5 d, and at least 135-degree bends are required on each end

of the stirrup.

W-84 Serie

Type: One-way slabs
Supports: Fixed, restrained
Loadings: 15-Static, at surface
Flex. Steel: 1 - p = 0.0085, top; 0.0074 bottom

1 - p = 0.0079, top and bottom
3 - p = 0.0040, top; 0.0114, bottom
1 - p = None, top; 0.0158, bottom
7 - p = 0.0045, top; 0.0113, bottom
1 - p = 0.0102, top and bottom
1 - p = 0.0045, top; 0.0079, bottom

Shear Steel: 9 - None
1 - p, = 0.0006, single-leg stirrup
4 - p, = 0.0022, single-leg stirrup
1 - p. = 0.0153, single-leg stirrup

L/t: 14 - 10.4
1 - 8.3

Woodson and Garner (11) statically tested fifteen one-way

slabs to determine the effects of principal steel quantities and

details on slab behavior. A posttest view of the slabs is shown

in Figure 3.8. All but two of the slabs contained approximately

the same total area of continuous principal steel as that of the

W-83 series. However, the distribution of the total area of

principal steel was varied. Reinforcement details which were

investigated included the use of dowels (short lengths of

reinforcement in-plane with the principal steel bars) at the
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supports, the use of bent-up bars, and the use of cut-off bars

(principal steel bars not extending into the supports). Duplicate

slabs with bent-up bars and closely spaced stirrups were tested to

indicate the repeatability of experimental results for slabs with

identical construction details. All slabs were rigidly restrained

at the supports and loaded with uniformly distributed pressure.

The principal reinforcement configuration that resulted in

the best overall performance was a combination of bent-up and

straight bars. This combination consisted of 75 percent of the

total longitudinal steel being placed in the tension zones at

midspan and at the supports. The single-leg stirrups were spaced

at about 0.4 d. Many of the slabs in this series contained no

shear reinforcement, and one slab contained only bent-up bars.

Nearly all of the slabs sustained support rotations greater than

20 degrees. Except for one slab, the failure mode was primarily a

3-hinged mechanism with a compressive-membrane enhancement and an

increase in load resistance in the tensile membrane region. The

best tensile membrane enhancement occurred for the slab in which

all principal steel consisted of bent-up bars and no stirrups were

used. However, due to the lack of any confining steel, large

sections of concrete fell from the slab at the locations of the

steel bends as this slab responded in a 4-hinged mechanism. The

series demonstrated that principal steel details significantly

affect the large-deflection behavior of a one-way slab.

Type: One-way slabs
Supports: Partial notational restraint,

laterally restrained
Loadings: 16-Static, at surface
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Flex Steel: 2 - p = 0.0052, top and bottom
4 - p = 0.0074, top and bottom
2 - p - 0.0106, top and bottom
2 - p = 0.0058, top and bottom
4 - p = 0.0114, top and bottom
2 - p = 0.0147, top and bottom

Shear Steel: 10 - p, = 0.0018, single-leg stirrup
2 - p, = 0.0022, single-leg stirrup
2 - p, - 0.0024, single-leg stirrup
2 - p, = 0.0027, single-leg stirrup

L/t: 8 - 10.4
8 - 14.8

Agency: WES
Reference: 12
Table: 3.1

Guice (12) statically tested sixteen one-way reinforced

concrete slabs with uniformly distributed load, primarily to

investigate the effects of edge restraint on slab behavior. Each

slab contained single-leg stirrups spaced at approximately 1.5 d.

The stirrups had a 135 degree bend on one end and a 90 degree

bends on the other end. Support rotations of about 20 degrees

were sustained. Regardless of support rotational freedom, the

tests indicated that the percentage of load carried by tensile

membrane action is related to the slab's span-to-thickness ratio.

Guice concluded that elements which have a span-to-thickness ratio

of about 15, have 1.0 to 1.5 percent of steel in each face, and

are supported with a relatively large lateral stiffness and a

moderate rotational stiffness will probably result in a structure

which best combines the characteristics of strength, ductility,

and economy.

K4S-69 and K4D-69 Series

Series: K4S-69
Type: One-way slab
Supports: Fixed, restrained
Loadings: 1 - Static, at surface
Flex. Steel: p - 0.0211, top and bottom
Shear Steel: p. - 0.0137, lacing
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L/t: 12
Agency: NCEL
Reference: 13
Table: 3.1

Series: K4D-69
Type: One-way slabs
Supports: Fixed, restrained
Loadings: 3 - Dynamic, at surface
Flex. Steel: p = 0.0211, top and bottom
Shear Steel: p8  0.0137, lacing
L/t: 12
Agency: NCEL
Reference: 13
Table: 3.3

Keenan (13) tested four laced reinforced concrete one-way

slabs. One slab was tested with an increasing static load applied

by water pressure, and the other three slabs were subjected to two

or more short-duration dynamic loads. Keenan reported that the

rotational capacity at the critical sections of the statically

tested slab was greater than 9.2 degrees, but could not be exactly

determined due to safety limitations on the loading device that

prohibited further respose. Slab behavior was similar under

static and dynamic load. Keenan stated that the type of loading

did not change the extent of cracked or crushed concrete, the

collapse mechanism, the mode of failure, or the rotational

capacity at supports. He reported that the stress in the lacing

bars at the hinges was induced by rotation of the cross-section in

addition to shear. The tests showed that the effects of rotation,

in addition to shear, should be considered in designing lacing

reinforcement for sections near a support.

K9M-69 and K9D-69 Series

Series: K9S-69
Type: Two-way slabs
Supports: Fixed, restrained
Loadings: 6 - Static, at surface
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Flex. Steel: 1 - None
3 - p - 0.0082, top and bottom
1 - p = 0.0089, top and bottom
1 - p = 0.0133, top and bottom

Shear Steel: 1 - None
3 - p. = 0.0019, lacing
1 - p. - 0.0042, lacing
1 - p. = 0.0167, lacing

L/t: 4 - 24
1 - 15.2
1 - 12

Agency: NCEL
Reference: 14
Table: 3.1

Series: K9D-69
Type: Two-way slabs
Supports: Fixed, restrained
Loadings: 3 - Dynamic, at surface
Flex. Steel: 1 - p = 0.0082, top and bottom

2 - p = 0.0089, top and bottom
Shear Steel: 1 - P. - 0.0019, lacing

2 - p. - 0.0042, lacing
L/t: 1 - 24

2 - 15.2
Agency: NCEL
Reference: 14
Table: 3.3

Keenan (14) tested nine reinforced concrete two-way slabs.

The slabs were square and restrained against rotation and lateral

movement at the edges. Keenan discussed the observation of

"tensile-membrane fragments" that were the size of the reinforcing

mesh spacing in a slab that contained no lacing at midspan. This

slab only had lacing near the supports and contained no stirrups.

It was observed that lacing at midspan prevented this type of

fragmentation in another slab. However, lacing did not prevent

severe spalling. It was concluded that slabs should contain

lacing or closely spaced principal reinforcement to prevent

fragmentation caused by dynamic deflections in the tensile

membrane region of behavior. None of the slabs contained

stirrups.
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Although TM 5-1300 does not address the use of closely spaced

principal reinforcement, test data indicate that using smaller

principal reinforcing bars with a reduced spacing will enhance the

ductile response of slabs. This was reported by Keenan (13 and

14) and Woodson (10).

K-78179 and FH-78,79 Series

Series: K - 78,79
Type: Box structures, one-way action
Supports: Fixed, restrained
Loadings: 2 - Static, buried at L/2

2 - Static, buried at L/5
Flex. Steel: 3 - p = 0.0100, top and bottom

1 - p = 0.0185, top and bottom
Shear Steel: 3 - p, = 0.0153, single-leg stirrup

1 - p, = 0.0110, single-leg stirrup
L/t: 3 - 8.3

1 - 3.3
Agency: WES
References: 15, 17, 18
Table: 3.2

Series: FH - 78,79
Type: Box structures, one-way action
Supports: Fixed, restrained
Loadings: 4 - Dynamic, buried at L/2

3 - Dynamic, buried at L/5
Flex. Steel: 6 - p = 0.0100, top and bottom

1 - p = 0.0150, top and bottom
Shear Steel: 1 - p, = 0.0150, double-leg stirrup

6 - p, = 0.0150, double-leg stirrup
L/t: 8.6
Agency: WES
References: 16-20
Table: 3.4

Kiger and Getchell (15 through 20) conducted seven dynamic

tests and four static tests investigating the effects of load

intensity, backfill type, and depth-of-burial on the response of

one-way roof slabs of box elements. The dynamic tests were

conducted with 1/4-scale box structures loaded by simulated

nuclear overpressures utilizing a HEST. The static tests were
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conducted on 1/8-scale structures in the Large Blast Load

Generator at WES. Huff (21) describes the capabilities of the

test device.

Figure 3.9 shows the damage incurred by a box structure

(FH3-78) buried 2 feet deep in clay and subjected to a simulated

nuclear overpressure of approximately 2000 psi peak pressure.

Permanent deflection was at approximately 6 inches (corresponding

to approximately 14 degrees support rotation) with some concrete

cover broken free. In another experiment (FH4-79), a box was

buried 10 inches in sand and also loaded with approximately 2000

psi peak pressure. Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show a partial failure

of the roof and some loss of concrete cover from the

reinforcement. Permanent roof deflections were approximately 12.5

inches (corresponding to approximately 28 degrees support

rotation). Although the roof was clearly on the verge of

collapse, it did sustain this level of damage at a very high

pressure without catastrophic failure.

S-83, F-83. and F-84 Series

Series: S-83
Type: Box-elements, one-way action
Supports: Fixed, restrained
Loadings: 1 - Static, at surface

5 - Static, buried at 4L/11
Flex. Steel: p = 0.0069, top and bottom
Shear Steel: p. = 0.0018, double-leg stirrup
L/t: 13.2
Agency: WES
Reference: 22
Table: 3.2

Series: F-83
Type: Box-elements, one-way action
Supports: Fixed, restrained
Loadings: 1 - Dynamic, at surface

7 - Dynamic, buried at 4L/11
Agency: WES
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Reference: 22
Table: 3.4

Series: F-84
Type: Box elements, one-way action
Supports: Fixed, restrained
Loadings: 4 - Dynamic, buried at 4L/11
Flex. Steel: p = 0.0040, top; 0.0120, bottom
Shear Steel: None
L/t: 14.7
Agency: WES
Reference: 22
Table: 3.4

Slawson and others (22) conducted six static and twelve (four

were repeated dynamic loads) dynamic tests investigating

structural design, structural response in various backfills, the

effects of concrete strength on response, and the effects of

repeated loadings on structural response. The slabs contained

single-leg stirrups at a moderate spacing and most of the roof

slabs in the static tests sustained support rotations greater than

15 degrees.

FS-1-63 and 1/3-1-63 Series

Series: FS-1-63
Type: Two-way slabs, full-scale
Supports: Simple, unrestrained
Loadings: 5 - Dynamic, at surface
Flex. Steel: p 0.0015, top and bottom
Shear Steel: None
L/t: 8
Agency: Picatinny Arsenal
Reference: 23
Table: 3.3

Series: 1/3-1-63
Type: Two-way slabs, 1/3-scale
Supports: Simple, unrestrained
Loadings: 6 - Dynamic, at surface
Flex. Steel: p = 0.0015, top and bottom
Shear Steel: None
L/t: 8
Agency: Picatinny Arsenal
Reference: 23
Table: 3.3
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Rindner and Schwartz (23) summarized tests conducted up

through December, 1964, in support of the establishment of design

criteria for facilities used for operations dealing with

explosives. Eleven dynamic tests were conducted primarily to

investigate the validity of scale-model testing. The slabs were

tested in a horizontal position, resting on timber supports on the

ground. The range of damage extended from surface pitting to

complete destruction, producing rubble. In most of the tests, the

supporting timbers were displaced and severely damaged. Donor

charges were placed at various standoff distances and consisted of

bare cylinders of Composition B for the smaller charges, but the

explosive was encased in 1/8-thick pipe for the larger charges.

The study showed a good qualitative correlation of damage between

the experiments using the full-scale and 1/3-scale models under

similar loading and support conditions. None of the slabs

contained any shear reinforcement, and all contained only about

0.15 percent principal reinforcement in each face. The scaled

ranges varied from approximately 1.0 to 2.6 ft/lb"/3 .

FS-1-64 and 1/3-1-64 Series

Series: FS-1-64
Type: Two-way slabs, full-scale
Supports: 1 - Simple, unrestrained

2 - Fixed, restrained
Loadings: 3 - Dynamic, at surface
Flex. Steel: p = 0.0015, top and bottom
Shear Steel: None
L/t: 8
Agency: Picatinny Arsenal
Reference: 23
Table: 3.3

Series: 1/3-1-64
Type: Two-way slabs, 1/3-scale
Supports: 1 - Simple, unrestrained

2 - Fixed, restrained
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Loadings: 3 - Dynamic, at surface
Flex. Steel: p = 0.0015, top and bottom
Shear Steel: None
L/t: 8
Agency: Picatinny Arsenal
Reference: 23
Table: 3.3

Rindner and Schwartz (23) also summarized a second series of

scaling investigations. Six slabs were tested to further

investigate the feasibility of one-third scale testing and to

investigate different methods of slab support that would allow

photographic coverage of slab fragment movement. Four of the

slabs were supported by structural steel t.ames. The supports

were destroyed by blasts in the vertical tests of the series.

None of the slabs contained shear reinforcement and scaled

distances varied from approximately 1.0 to 2.6 ft/lbI". Slab

damage ranged from surface cracking to break-up of the slab into a

few sections. The one-third scale slabs displayed brittle failure

characteristics while the full-scale slabs tended to crack and

deflect.

CAM-64 Series

Type: Two-way slabs
Supports: 2 - Simple, unrestrained

1 - Fixed, restrained
Loadings: 3 - Dynamic, at surface
Flex. Steel: p = 0.0015, top and bottom
Shear Steel: None
L/t: 8
Agency: Picatinny Arsenal
Reference: 23
Table: 3.3

Rindner and Schwartz (23) also included discussion of three

tests that were conducted to further investigate methods of slab

support that would allow photographic coverage of slab fragment

movement. Two of the slabs were supported in a horizontal
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position on heavy steel plates on edge. The third slab was

supported in a vertical position by walls of a steel tunnel. None

of the slabs contained any shear reinforcement, and scaled ranges

were approximately 0.5 ft/lb113 in each test. Each slab was

completely destroyed.

BAL-64 Series

Type: Two-way slabs
Supports: Fixed, restrained
Loadings: 2 - Dynamic, at surface
Flex. Steel: p = 0.0130, top and bottom
Shear Steel: None
L/t: 8
Agency: Picatinny Arsenal
Reference: 23
Table: 3.3

In these two experiments, presented by Rindner and Schwartz

(23), slabs were constructed with balanced steel percentages of

approximately 1.3 percent in each face. No shear reinforcement

was used. One slab was tested at a scaled range of 0.5 ft/lb",

and one was at 2.5 ft/lb"3 . For the scaled range of 0.5 ft/lb" 3 ,

the slab was reduced to small rubble. For the scaled range of 2.5

ft/lb" 3 , the slab experienced heavy damage with large cracks and

some rubble.

1/3-2-64 and 1/3-Sl-64 Series

Series: 1/3-2-64
Type: Two-way slabs, 1/3 scale
Supports: Fixed, restrained
Loadings: 5 - Dynamic, at surface
Flex. Steel: p 0.0015, top and bottom
Shear Steel: None
L/t: 8
Agency: Picatinny Arsenal
Reference: 23
Table: 3.3

Series: 1/3-Sl-64
Type: Two-way slabs, 1/3-scale
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Supports: Fixed, restrained
Loadings: 4 Dynamic, at surface
Flex. Steel: p 0.0040, top and bottom
Shear Steel: None
L/t: 14
Agency: Picatinny Arsenal
Reference: 23
Table: 3.3

These tests were also summarized by Rindner and Schwartz (23)

and were conducted to investigate the responses of various basic

types of slabs when subjected to different loading conditions.

Scaled ranges varied from approximately 0.5 to 3.5 ft/lb1/3. The

extent of the damage ranged from hairline cracks to complete

destruction.

1/3-65 Series

Type: Two-way slabs, 1/3-scale
Supports: 22 - Fixed, restrained

9 - Fixed, unrestrained
Loadings: 31 - Dynamic, at surface
Flex. Steel: 1 - p = 0.0015, top and bottom

2 - p = 0.0044, top and bottom
5 - p = 0.0065, top and bottom
1 - p = 0.0075, top and bottom

17 - p = 0.0140, top; 0.0065, bottom
1 - p = 0.0027, top; 0.0065, bottom
1 - p = 0.0133, top; 0.0069, bottom
3 - p = 0.0270, top and bottom

Shear Steel: 20 - None
1 - p, = 0.0003, loop
2 - p, = 0.0015, lacing
4 - p, = 0.0040, lacing
2 - p, = 0.0053, lacing
2 - p, = 0.0120, lacing

L/t: 1 - 1.85
2 -2
1 -4

27- 6
Agency: Picatinny Arsenal
Reference: 24
Table: 3.3

Rindner, Wachtell, and Saffian (24) summarized tests

conducted during 1965 for the establishment of design criteria.

Thirty-one tests conducted in that year are applicable to this
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study. The tests were conducted to:

a. establish the explosive quantity range for specially

reinforced concrete

b. establish a general configuration of reinforced

concrete (plain, composite, etc.) which will be used

in the construction of explosive facilities

c. evaluate the blast loading (impulse) applied to the

wall

d. investigate the optimiwý amount of reinforcement and

the maximum amount of reinforcement that is feasible

in the construction of explosive-storage cubicles

e. evaluate specific detailing of reinforcement

(various types of shear reinforcement and placement of

reinforcement).

Most of the slabs contained no shear reinforcement, but ten

slabs contained lacing. One slab contained "looped" shear

reinforcement. Scaled ranges varied from approximately 0.4 to 1.6

ft/ib 1 13 . The slabs were either supported in the steel tunnel or

in the "new support structure" designed for charges over 30 lbs.

Bending-restraint plates were also used in some of the tests, but

those particular slabs were not laterally restrained. It was

concluded that a substantial increase in slab capacity is

accomplished by strengthening the slab (using a higher percentage

of reinforcement) and by the proper use of ties (shear reinforcing

in the form of lacing) which significantly increased the

resistance to blast.
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1/3-66 and 1/8-66 Series

Series: 1/3-66
Type: Two-way slabs, 1/3-scale
Supports: Fixed, restrained
Loadings: 13 - Dynamic, at surface
Flex. Steel: 7 - p - 0.0065, top and bottom

6 - p - 0.0200, top and bottom
Shear Steel: 6 - p, = 0.0015, lacing

1 - p, = 0.0030, loop
6 - p, = 0.0120, lacing

L/t: 1 - 2
6 -4
6 6

Agency: Picatinny Arsenal
Reference: 25
Table: 3.3

Series: 1/8-66
Type: Two-way slabs, 1/8-scale
Supports: Fixed, restrained
Loadings: 15 - Dynamic, at surface
Flex. Steel: 1 - p = 0.0015, top and bottom

1 - p = 0.0065, top and bottom
10 - p = 0.0140, top; 0.0065 bottom

3 - p = 0.0270, top and bottom
Shear Steel: 6 - None

1 - p, = 0.0015, lacing
5 - p. = 0.0040, lacing
3 - p, = 0.0120, lacing

L/t: 3 - 4
12 - 6

Agency: Picatinny Arsenal
Reference: 25
Table: 3.3

Rindner, Wachtell, and Saffian (25) discussed this series

conducted in 1966 to:

a. determine both qualitative and quantitative data on

slab response

b. investigate the effects of high and low compression

strength concrete and the addition of fibrous

materials (cut wire and nylon).

c. determine the validity of 1/8-scale testing.

Most of the slabs contained lacing. One slab contained

looped reinforcement, and six slabs had no shear reinforcement.
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Scaled ranges varied from 0.3 to 1.25 lb/ft1 1 3 . Damage levels

ranged from slight damage to total destruction.

1/3-67 Series

Type: Two-way slabs, 1/3-scale
Supports: Fixed, restrained
Loadings: 19 - Dynamic, at surface
Flex. Steel: 5 - p = 0.0065, top and bottom

14 - p = 0.0270, top and bottom
Shear Steel: 5 - p, = 0.0015, lacing

14 - p, = 0.0120, lacing
L/t: 3 - 2

5 -4
11 - 6

Agency: Picatinny Arsenal
Reference: 26
Table: 3.3

Rindner, Wachtell, and Saffian (26) summarized tests

conducted during 1967 for the establishment of design criteria.

All of the slabs were bolted into the "modified new support

structure" which included the use of lateral restraining plates.

All of the slabs contained laced reinforcement, and scaled ranges

varied from 0.50 to 1.65 ft/lb1 /3. The slabs were tested to obtain

data for the design of reinforced concrete laced elements

subjected to close-in blasts. The tests also evaluated the use of

fibrous reinforced concrete for reducing spall and the use of low

compressive strength concrete (2,500-3,000 psi).

It was concluded that the impulse capacity of reinforced

slabs containing fibers is larger than that of slabs without

fibrous material. There was no significant loss in capacity due

to the reduced concrete strength. It was concluded that incipient

failure of a laced reinforced concrete element may be described by

a maximum deflection corresponding to a support rotation of 12

degrees.
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1-88 Sre

Type: Two-way slabs
Supports: Fixed, restrained
Loadings: 6 - Dynamic, at surface
Flex. Steel: 1 - p - 0.0031, top and bottom

3 - p = 0.0100, top and bottom
1 - p = 0.0150, top and bottom
1 - p = 0.0250, top and bottom

Shear Steel: 1 - None
1 - p. = 0.0022, lacing
1 - p, = 0.0045, single-leg stirrup
1 - p, = 0.0047, single-leg stirrup
1 - p, = 0.0048, single-leg stirrup
1 - p, = 0.0049, single-leg stirrup

Lt: 1 - 15
5 - 20

Agency: NCEL
Reference: 27
Table: 3.3

Tancreto (27) tested six two-way slabs to verify design

criteria for slabs with tensile membrane resistance and to

investigate the effects of stirrup details on the response of

reinforced concrete slabs at large support rotations (described as

being greater than 4 degrees) and for close-in explosions. The

slabs were not loaded to failure. The tests indicated that the TM

5-1300 breaching criterion is conservative since stirrups were

adequate at a scaled range of 0.7 ft/lb"/3, which is less than the

value of 1.0 lb/ft 1 / 3 specified in TM 5-1300 as the lower limit for

the use of stirrups. Stirrup spacings equal to the slab effective

depths were described as being adequate, as opposed to the upper

limit of d/2 given in TM 5-1300. Tancreto concluded that more

tests are needed to establish:

a. improved breaching criteria

b. allowable stirrup spacing (for flexural ductility and

for shear)

c. allowable maximum rotation for slabs containing
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stirrups

d. ultimate rotation with tensile membrane resistance.

DS-81 and DS-82 Series

Series: DS-81
Type: Box elements, one-way action
Supports: Fixed, restrained
Loadings: 5 - Dynamic, buried at L/5
Flex. Steel: p - 0.0100, top and bottom
Shear Steel: 1 - p, - 0.0150, double-leg stirrup

4 - p, - 0.0150, single-leg stirrup
L/t: 8.6
Agency: WES
Reference: 28
Table: 3.4

Series: DS-82
Type: Box elements, one-way action
Supports: Fixed, restrair-d
Loadings: 6 - Dynamic, buried at L/5
Flex. Steel: 3 - p - 0.0075, top and bottom

3 - p - 0.0120, top and bottom
Shear Steel: 6 - p, - 0.0050, single-leg stirrups
L/t: 6.2
Agency: WES
Reference: 28
Table: 3.4

Slawson (28) dynamically tested eleven shallow-buried

reinforced concrete box elements, primarily to evaluate dynamic

shear failure criteria. The structures were subjected to

high-pressure (greater than 2000 psi peak pressure) short-duration

loads. Shear reinforcement consisted of single-leg stirrups with

a 90-degree bend and a 135-degree bend. When what appeared to be

dynamic shear failure occurred, severing the roof slab from the

walls, the concrete throughout the slab was severely crushed and

fell from the roof slab reinforcement mats when lifted from the
floor for post-test examination.

The one-way roof slabs of four of Slawson's structures did

not experience total collapse. One of these roof slabs, having a
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span-to-thickness ratio of 8.6, experienced a deflection at

midspan of approximately 10 inches for the 48-inch clear span.

This deflection corresponds to a support rotation of approximately

23 degrees. Some spalling occurred at the walls, but the rest of

the slab was cracked without spalling action (see Figure 3.12).

This slab contained single-leg stirrups spaced at approximately

0.8 d with two stirrups at each location. The remaining three

slabs contained one single-leg stirrup at each location, and the

spacing varied from approximately 0.25 d near the supports to 0.5

d at midspan. These slabs had span-to-thickness ratios of 6.2.

One slab responded predominantly in shear with a permanent midspan

deflection of approximately 4.5 inches. The unloaded face of the

slab experienced cracking with severe crushing of the concrete

occurring only at the supports. Another roof slab experienced a

midspan deflection of approximately 12 inches (corresponds to a

support rotation of approximately 26 degrees). The concrete cover

spalled, and the concrete between the principal reinforcement mats

was broken up over the entire span but did not fall from the

reinforcement cage (see Figure 2.13). These data indicated that

slabs with single-leg stirrups can resist high-pressure

short-duration loads without total collapse.

1/8-MC-71 Test

Type: Box structure, two-way action
Supports: Fixed, restrained
Loadings: 1 - Dynamic, at surface
Flex. Steel: p = 0.0042, top and bottom
Shear Steel: Unreported quantity, lacing
L/t: 10
Agency: Picatinny Arsenal
Reference: 29
Table: 3.4
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Levy and others (29) discussed a test on an 1/8-scale model

cubicle wall, loaded at a scaled range of 0.5 ft/lb113 . The

structure successfully withstood the loading with heavy damage but

without failure of any reinforcement.

Type: Box structure, one-way action
Supports: Fixed, restrained
Loadings: 1 - Dynamic, at surface
Flex. Steel: p = 0.0051, top and bottom
Shear Steel: P= 0.0003, single-leg stirrup
L/t: 14.8
Agency: WES
Reference: 30
Table: 3.4

Baylot (30) dynamically loaded a 1/4-scale reinforced

concrete model of a weapon storage cubicle using a HEST. Three

layers of reinforcement were provided in the principal direction

in the long walls, roof, and floor, while two layers were provided

in the transverse direction. One of the three layers was placed

near the center of the element's cross section. The shear steel

only existed in the roof slab near the supports. The stirrups had

a 135-degree bend at one end and a 90-degree bend at the other.

A 2.5 kiloton weapon with a peak pressure of approximately

1500 psi was simulated with the HEST. The midspan deflection of

the roof slab was approximately 11.4 inches, corresponding to a

support rotation of approximately 16 degrees. Some stirrups along

the exterior wall were broken. A very small shallow zone of

concrete crushing occurred down the center of the top surface of

the roof slab. The largest crack on the bottom surface was

approximately 1/8-inch wide.
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Type: Box structure, one-way action
Supports: Fixed, restrained
Loadings: 1 - Dynamic, buried at L/2.75
Flex. Steel: p - 0.0036, top; 0.0110, bottom
Shear Steel: None
L/t:. 12.9
Agency: WES
Reference: 31
Table: .3.4

A full-scale 100-man capacity blast shelter was tested in a

simulated nuclear overpressure environment as reported by Slawson

(31). The 3-bay structure had a roof span of approximately 11

feet for each bay, a roof thickness of approximately 10.25 inches.

Some principal steel (25 percent of the total) was "draped"

(actually, bent-up bars were used) so that it served as tensile

reinforcement at both the supports (top face) and midspan (bottom

face) of the roof. No shear reinforcement was used in the roof,

and the bottom face of the roof slab was covered by corrugated

sheet metal that served as form work and effectively prevented any

separation of the concrete from the roof that might would have

occurred due to spalling action or scabbing. A posttest view of

the interior of Bay 1 is shown in Figure 3.14. The maximum roof

deflection was approximately 17 inches (corresponding to a support

rotation of approximately 14 degrees).

F-77 Serie

Type: Box elements (walls), 3 - two-way action
20 - one-way action

Supports: Fixed, restrained
Loadings: 23 - Dynamic, buried wall
Flex. Steel: p = 0.0200, top and bottom
Shear Steel: None
L/t: 4 - 6

6- 9
7 - 12
6 - 18
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Agency: Air Force
Reference: 32
Table: 3.4

Fuehrer and Keeser (32) conducted a test program to provide

data defining the vulnerability of underground reinforced concrete

targets. The objective was to generate experimental data relating

the maximum distances at which explosive charges of specified

weights are capable of breaching reinforced concrete slabs.

Charge weights ranged from 4.6 to 27 pounds. The maximum standoff

distance at which the slabs were breached increased with

decreasing values of span-to-thickness ratios.

B-85 and H-89 Series

Series: B-85
Type: Box elements (walls), one-way action
Supports: Fixed, restrained
Loadings: 11 - Dynamic, buried wall
Flex. Steel: 9 - p - 0.0050, top and bottom

2 - p - 0.0100, top and bottom
Shear Steel: 2 - p, - 0.0027, single-leg stirrup

7 - p. - 0.0032, single-leg stirrup
2 - p, - 0.0050, single-leg stirrup

L/t: 2 - 5
9 - 10

Agency: WES
Reference: 33
Table: 3.4

Series: H-89
Type: Box elements (walls), one-way action
Supports: Fixed, restrained
Loadings: 4 - Dynamic, buried wall
Flex. Steel: 1 - p - 0.0050, top and bottom

3 - p - 0.0100, top and bottom
Shear Steel: 1 - p, - 0.0028, single-leg stirrup

3 - p, - 0.0050, single-leg stirrup

L/t: 1 - 5
3 - 10

Agency: WES
Reference: 33
Table: 3.4

Eleven tests were conducted in the B-85 series (33) to study
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the response of structures buried in sand to the loading from a

point-source detonation. Each test involved a reinforced concrete

slab and a cylindrical cased charge. The parameters that were

varied included the charge orientation, standoff distance,

span-to-thickness ratio, and the amount of reinforcing steel in

the test slab.

The H-89 series (33) was conducted to investigate the effects

of backfill type as a follow-up to the B-85 series. A breach

occurred in a slab tested in the low-shear-strength, low-seismic-

velocity, reconstituted clay backfill. Light damage occurred in a

slab tested in the high-shear-strength, low-seismic-velocity sand

backfill.

3.4 General Discussion of Results of Previous Exteriments

The discussion that follows highlights significant features

of the presented data and prepares the reader for the more

detailed discussion of Section 3.5. All of the statically tested

slabs were laterally restrained such that compressive and tensile

membrane forces could be developed. However, as noted by Guice

(12), slabs of the G-84 series that had relatively large values of

rotational freedom were not able to achieve their potential

compressive membrane capacity because of large, early support

rotations. Therefore, the slab snapped through to the tensile

membrane stage before significant thrusts were developed. For the

thinner slabs of the G-84 series, this snap-through occurred for

smaller rotational freedoms than for that of the thicker slabs.

Small rotational freedoms at the supports, as opposed to rigid

supports, enhanced the tensile membrane capacity and the incipient
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collapse deflection of the slabs.

The L/t values for all of the statically tested slabs were

large enough to insure that the slabs were not "deep" slabs, and

that a flexural response mode was probable. All of the statically

tested slabs had nearly equal percentages of steel in the top and

bottom faces except for the W-84 series. The objective of that

series was to investigate the effects of varying the placement of

the principal steel between the compression and tension faces of

the slab, while maintaining the total amount of principal steel at

an equal value in all slabs. It was found that ductility

increased when more of the total area of principal reinforcement

was placed in the tension zones. The compressive strength of the

concrete for the statically tested slabs ranged from about 3.6 to

5 ksi except for the K-82 and B-83 series, where values from 6.1

to 6.9 ksi were reported. The yield strength of the principal

steel was also greater for these two series as it ranged from

approximately 70 to 90 ksi. Additionally, all but one of the

slabs of the K-82 and B-83 series had principal steel quantities

of around 0.5 percent, compared to about 0.75 to 1.6 percent for

slabs in the other static test series. Ignoring the two slabs of

the K-82 series with soil cover, the slabs of these two series

were similar to the other statically tested slabs for all other

parameters; yet, these slabs failed at relatively small support

rotations. The static slab tests of Table 3.1 demonstrated that

slabs with single-leg stirrups (or even no shear reinforcement)

can achieve large support rotations without collapse.

The static box tests of Table 3.2 were each tested in a

buried configuration. Values of construction parameters were in
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the same general range of those for the statically tested slabs of

Table 3.1. One box (K4-79) had a L/t ratio of only 3.3 and failed

in shear without rupture of any reinforcement. Large support

rotations were achieved in many of the static box tests, all of

which contained single- or double-leg stirrups.

The largest group of tests is that of the dynamically tested

slabs presented in Table 3.3. Most of these tests were conducted

in the 1960's with the objective of developing desiýn criteria for

the 1969 version of TM 5-1300. Most of the slabs identified in

Table 3.3 contained either laced reinforcement or no shear

reinforcement. Only two slabs (1/3-S12-65-1 and 1/3-S12-66-1)

contained a form of stirrups (actually referred to as "looped"

reinforcement). Therefore, it is not surprising that the 1969

version of TM 5-1300 imposed significant limitations on slabs with

stirrups - little data was available for slabs with stirrups. Of

those two slabs with looped reinforcement, one was tested at a

scaled range of 1.25 ft/lb"/3 and experienced only medium damage

with no rupture of reinforcement (the revised TM 5-1300 requires

lacing when the scaled range is less than 1 ) ft/ibl/3) . The other

slab with looped reinforcement was tested aL a scaled range of 1.0

ft/lb"/3 and was described as incurring partial destruction with

all tension steel failing and with shear failure in the concrete.

This slab was not laterally restrained; therefore, tensile

membrane forces could not be developed. Both of these slabs had a

L/t ratio of 6.0, which is near that of a deep slab where large-

deflection ductile behavior is less likely to occur for moderately

reinforced slabs. Due to the combinations of the

construction/test parameters involved, these two slabs contributed
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little to the large-felfection design criteria of TM 5-1300.

Principal steel quantities varied considerably among the

dynamically tested slabs. Slab 1/3-S14-65-1 contained a large

percentage of steel in each face (2.7 percent), but it did not

contain shear reinforcement. The L/t ratio was equal to 4, and it

was tested at a scaled range of 0.5. The slab experienced only

medium damage with all steel intact. A laced slab (1/3-S13-65-1)

with the same parameter values, except for L/t equal to 6,

incurred heavy damage with tension steel failing at the supports

and at midspan. Apparently, characteristics of shear

reinforcement was not the controlling parameters affecting the

response of the two slabs.

Some of the dynamically tested slabs with no shear

reinforcement failed in large sections, as opposed to being

reduced to "small rubble", the failure mode specified in TM 5-1300

for slabs subjected to close-in blasts. For example, slab

1/3-1-63-5 was tested at a scaled range of 0.99 ft/lb1 /3 with L/t

equal to 8 and was broken into 2 large sections. Three of the

slabs with no shear reinforcement were tested at a scaled range of

0.80 ft/lb1/3. The rest of these slabs were tested at a scaled

range of 1 ft/lb1 /3 or greater, or at the smaller value of

approximately 0.5 ft/lb 13 . The three slabs tested at a scaled

range of 0.80 ft/lb1 /3 had a L/t value of 6 experienced total

destruction. However, the slabs were unusual as they contained

over twice as much compression steel as tension steel at midspan

and vice versa at the supports.

Some laced slabs also experienced heavy damage. It is

obvious that the laced slabs generally responded better than the
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slabs with no shear reinforcement, but the limits of response for

slabs without shear reinforcement cannot be determined from these

tests. Additionally, the group of dynamically tested slabs makes

almost no contribution to the understanding of the behavior of

slabs containing stirrups.

The T-88 series is the only set of dynamic slab tests which

was directed toward some comparison of laced and stirrup slabs.

Only one of these six slabs contained lacing, and one contained no

shear reinforcement. The slabs were not tested to failure and

many parameters were varied, making it difficult to quantify the

relative effectiveness of lacing and stirrups. However, the tests

indicated that slabs with stirrups can achieve support rotations

greater than those allowed by TM 5-1300. These slabs were two-way

slabs with large L/t ratios of 15 or 20. Tancreto (27) concluded

that more research is needed to determine the rotational capacity

and tensile membrane behavior of slabs with stirrups, the

allowable stirrup spacing, and to improve breaching criteria.

All but the roof slab of one (1/8-MC-71) of the dynamically

tested boxes listed in Table 3.4 were one-way slabs and were part

of the same research programs as the static tests. The boxes

contained either stirrups or no shear reinforcement, and

construction parameters were similar to those of the static tests.

Of these dynamically tested boxes, only element F2-83 was tested

at surface flush. The other boxes were buried. The 1/8-MC-71

roof slab was a two-way slab with lacing and no soil cover. It

was also part of the only box that was not tested in a HEST

configuration. The scaled range was 0.5 for this box, and it

experienced heavy damage but no reinforcement was ruptured.
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3.5 Detailed Discussion of Previous Experiments

General

The discussion in this section makes specific comparisons of

the responses of slabs with various construction parameters to

provide insight into the role of the parameters and to emphasize

the existence of gaps in the data base. Three catergories are

provided for the discussion: laterally-restrained boxes,

laterally-restrained slabs, and laterally-unrestrained slabs.

Selected parameters from the data base are given in Tables 3.5

through 3.10 for convenience. The following discussions refer to

the parameters that are included in Tables 3.5 through 3.10.

Laterally-Restrained Boxes

The roof, floor, and wall slabs of protective structures,

particularly those in the data base, are generally laterally

restrained. This is partly due to the extension of the principal

reinforcement of a slab into the adjoining slab. Lateral

restraint is necessary for the formation of tension membrane

forces that enhance the large-deflection behavior of slabs.

Parameters for boxes loaded with point-source charges are

presented in Table 3.5. Most of the boxes were tested at scaled

ranges of 2.0 ft/lb"I3 or less, were buried, and had a tension

reinforcement quantity equivalent to 2.0 percent. For slabs of

boxes tested at a scaled range of 1.0 ft/lb"/3 and having low

* values of L/t in the range of approximately 5 or 6, damage was

* slight, and support rotations were small (5 to 7 degrees). Some

wall slabs of boxes having L/t values of approximately 8 to 12

experienced large support rotations (15 to 29 degrees) and were
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damaged to near incipient collapse. However, a wall slab with a

small L/t value equal to 6 was tested at a scaled range of 0.75

ft/lb113 and sustained a support rotation of 26 degrees without

breaching, although it contained no shear reinforcement.

Breaching did not occur in the group of slabs tested at scaled

ranges less than 2.0 ft/lb1 /3 until support rotations reached 15

degrees, and some slabs achieved support rotations significantly

greater that 15 degrees without breaching occurring. In general,

no shear reinforcement was used in this group of slabs.

The data base also includes a group of laterally-restrained

slabs (components of box structures) tested at a scaled range of

2.0 ft/lb 1 /3 or greater. The L/t values for these slabs ranged

from approximately 5 to 18 and p was relatively large, 2.0 percent

(the upper limit allowed by TM 5-855-1 for ductility

considerations). Although support rotations were generally small

and the damage was slight (mainly hairline cracks), support

rotations were as large as 26 degrees for a wall slab (L/t of 10)

of a box structure buried in clay. Typically, the boxes in the

data base were buried in sand, which generally results in less

structural response than when clay backfill is used. A slab with

a L/t value of approximately 5 incurred only slight damage with a

support rotation of 2 degrees when the scaled range equaled 2.0

ft/lb"/3 . This slab contained single-leg stirrups, with 135-degree

bends on each end, spaced at less than one-half the slab

thickness. The slab that was tested in clay contained similar

stirrups spaced at greater than one-half the slab thickness. As

the scaled range was increased to 2.8, 4.0, and 5.0 ft/lb"I3 for

some walls, support rotations remained very small (1.5, 1.0, and
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2.0 degrees, respectively).

Parameters for boxes loaded with REST conditions are

presented in Table 3.6. Although many of the REST tests are often

considered to be "highly-impulsive" by the research community, it

is assumed in this discussion that they may more accurately

represent tests that have a charge placed at a scaled range

greater than 2.0 ft/lb"/3 . The parameter p varied from 0.5 to 1.2

percent for the HEST-tested roof slabs, and the boxes usually

contained single-leg stirrups with a 90-degree bend on one end and

a 135-degree bend on the other end. The stirrups werc spaced at

less than one-half the slab thickness, and the L/t values ranged

from approximately 6 to 15. Generally, very little steel was

ruptured in these tests. The only case in which more than 50

percent of the tension reinforcement was ruptured was for a slab

with no shear reinforcement and 1.2 percent principal

reinforcement. Also, the principal reinforcement in this slab was

spaced at a distance greater than the slab thickness, and the slab

experienced support rotations of approximately 15 degrees. When

the principal reinforcement in a similar slab (p of 1.1 percent)

was spaced at a distance less than the slab thickness, no steel

was ruptured, and the slab sustained support rotations of

approximately 14 degrees. In addition, a slab with single-leg

stirrups (with 90- and 135-degree bends), a p of only 0.51 percent

(principle reinforcement at a spacing less than the slab

thickness), and a L/t ratio of approximately 14 achieved support

rotations of approximately 16 degrees with no rupture of steel.

This group (laterally-restrained boxes) of data indicated that

slabs with single-leg stirrups (with 90- and 135-degree bends) and
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L/d values from 6 to 15 are capable of sustaining support

rotations up to approximately 30 degrees with significant damage

and can achieve support rotations of approximately 25 degrees with

little to no rupture of steel. Actually, this was also the case

for some slabs that contained no shear reinforcement.

Laterally-Restrained Slabs

Many of the nonlaced slabs presented in Table 3.7 were tested

in reaction devices for which the degree of lateral restraint

cannot be determined with great confidence based on the

information provided in the reports. Only two of the one-way

slabs tested at scaled ranges less than 2.0 ft/lb"/3 were

definitely restrained. Although one of these was lightly

reinforced (p equal to 0.15) with no shear reinforcement and with

L/t approximately equal to 7, it sustained only "slight" damage

when tested at a scaled range of 1.0 ft/lb"/3 . Unfortunately,

values for support rotation or midspan deflection are not

available for these slabs. Damage was described as "heavy" when

the scaled range was increased to 1.25 ft/lb"/3, L/t was decreased

to 6, p was increased to 0.65, and looped reinforcement was used.

Such variations in the data base are difficult to explain.

A considerable amount of information is available for the

five two-way slabs that were laterally restrained, had L/t values

of 20, and were tested at a scaled range of 2.0 ft/lb"/3. The

amounts of principal steel for these slabs (0.31, 1.0, 1.5, and

2.5 percent) included low, middle, and high values, considering

the range of p for the data base. For values of p equal to 1.0 or

1.5 percent, the two-way slabs achieved support rotations of 10 to
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12 degrees with no rupture of the tension steel and with "medium"

damage. Even the slab having the low value of p equal to 0.31

percent and having no stirrups sustained a support rotation of

10.4 degrees with medium damage and no rupture of reinforcement.

When p equaled 2.5 percent and the scaled range was 0.65 ft/lb13,

the support rotation was limited to 5 degrees due to the large

quantity of principal reinforcement. When single-leg stirrups

(180-degree bends on each end) were used, they were spaced at less

than one-half the thickness of the slab.

A review of data for the laterally-restrained laced slabs

tested at scaled ranges less than 2.0 ft/lb"3 and included in

Table 3.8 provides some insight into the comparative behavior of

laced and nonlaced slabs. The fact that both a laced slab and a

slab with no shear reinforcement (from Table 3.7) incurred heavy

damage when tested at scaled ranges of 1.5 ft/lb"/3 and 1.25

ft/lbI/3 respectively, somewhat questions the significance of

lacing when p is approximately 0.65 percent. When laced slabs

with a p of 2.7 percent were subjected to scaled ranges of 0.3

ft/lbI3 and 0.5 ft/lb"3 , they experienced partial destruction and

heavy damage, respectively. All parameters were the same for

these two slabs except that L/t equaled 2 for the slab tested at a

scaled range of 0.3 ft/lb"/3 and L/t equaled 4 to 6 for the slabs

tested at a scaled range of 0.5 ft/lb"13. However, a laterally-

unrestrained slab (from Table 3.7) with no shear reinforcement, a

p of 2.7, and L/t of 4 incurred only medium damage at a scaled

range of 0.5 ft/lb' 3 . This indicates that the effects of the

large p of 2.7 percent and, to some extent, the small L/t values

overshadowed the effects of shear reinforcement on the response of
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these slabs.

Laterallv-Unrestrained Slabs

Data for laterally-unrestrained, nonlaced slabs tested at

scaled ranges less than 2.0 ft/lb113 are included in Table 3.7.

One of these slabs contained looped shear reinforcement, had a L/t

value of approximately 6, and was tested at a scaled range of 1.0

ft/lb113 . The damage was described as partial destruction. The

rest of the slabs in the data base for this category (laterally-

unrestrained slabs) contained no shear reinforcement. The damage

levels ranged from slight damage to total destruction for slabs

that had a L/t of approximately 8, a p of 0.15 percent, and were

tested at scaled ranges varying from 1.7 to 1.0 ft/lb"3 ,

respectively. Medium damage occurred when the scaled range

equaled 1'1 ft/lb113. When slabs having a L/t ratio of

approximately 6 were tested at a scaled range of only 0.5 ft/ib 1 1 3 ,

one with a p of 0.65 incurred total destruction and one with a p

.of 2.7 percent incurred heavy damage. Damage was also heavy for

two unrestrained laced slabs with a L/t ratio of 6 and a p of 0.65

percent when tested at a scaled range of 1.0 ft/lb1 /3 . It is

obvious that unrestrained slabs with small amounts of tension

steel are susceptible to major damage when the scaled range is

less than 2.0 ft/lb11 .

Data for laterally-unrestrained, nonlaced slabs tested at

scaled ranges greater than or equal to 2.0 ft/lb1 /3 are very

limited. Four of these slabs had a L/t ratio of approximately 8

and a very low p of 0.15 percent. The damage levels ranged from

total destruction when the scaled range equaled 2.0 ft/lbl1 3 to
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slight damage when the scaled range equaled 2.6 ft/lb11 3. Slight

damage also occurred when the L/t ratio was approximately 14, p

equaled approximately 0.4 percent, and the scaled range equaled

the relatively large value of 3.5 ft/lb 1 / 3. None of these slabs

contained any shear reinforcement.

3.6 Res]2osLe Liits Based on Previous Exgeriments

Much of the data discussed in this chapter were taken from

tests on walls or roofs of buried box structures. Most of the

above-ground tests were conducted using bare (uncased) explosives,

which did not produce a fragment loading and consequent

degradation of the slabs.

The data from the 1960's presented in this chapter, primarily

that in Table 3.3, provided the basis for the allowable response

limits given in TM 5-1300. The more recent data provided that

basis for the allowable response limits given in ETL 1110-9-7.

From the presentation of the design criteria in Chapter 2, it is

obvious that the allowable response limits given by TM 5-1300 are

more conservative (allow less support rotations, particularly for

slabs without lacing) than those given in ETL 1110-9-7. The

greater conservatism found in TM 5-1300 is the result of a

reliance on the 1960's data and the philosophy that many of the

facilities designed in accordance with its criteria are utilized

by civilians in peacetime operations. In contrast, the ETL relies

on the more recent data that indicated that slabs with stirrups

can sustain large deflections. Additionally, the ETL criteria are

intended solely for the design of military facilities, where

significant damage is often acceptable. Although the data review
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work of this study has already impacted design criteria for

military structures subjected to conventional weapons effects, the

data are not adequate to significantly impact design criteria for

structures to resist the effects of accidental explosions, i.e.

explosives safety applications. The design of structures to

resist the effects of accidental explosions is governed by TM 5-

1300, which calls for the use of laced reinforcement for large

deflections (support rotations greater than 8 degrees) and for

close-in blast (scaled ranges less than 1.0 ft/lb"i3 ). It is

obvious that the safety requirements of ETL 1110-9-7 are less

conservative than those of TM 5-1300 due to the military nature of

structures intended to be designed in accordance with the ETL

guidance. The data base on previous experiments does not include

a thorough study comparing the behavior of laced and inlaced

slabs. It is rather a collection of experiments which were

conducted for various purposes, thus the various design parameters

are difficult to correlate between experiments. The experimental

study discussed in the remainder of this paper is a first step

toward a more thorough comparison of laced and nonlaced slabs.
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Table 3.1 Static Slab Tests

Midapan support f f 4 t b SherIleusat Restraint L/t p p * p p' (1 i) i) (in) (in) s/t (U) Rainoro•mi

R1-42 Rigid 8.3 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 90.2 6.7 2.40 2.90 0.49 0.13 CION" Eam22-42 Rigid 6.3 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 90.2 6.8 2.40 2.90 0.49 0.13 Cloged Eam103-2 Rigid 8.3 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.S0 90.2 6.7 2.40 2.90 0.69 0.13 Closed amg

31-83 Rigid 10.0 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.47 77.7 6.1 1.95 2.40 0.63 0.15 13"-4-3122-43 Rigid 10.0 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 70.1 6.1 1.88 2.40 0.69 0.21 135S--13133-63 Rigid 5.0 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 70.1 6.1 4.30 4.80 0.69 0.31 135-6-131

31-63 Rigid 10.4 0.74 0.65 0.65 0.74 59.0 4.8 1.94 2.31 1.62 0.25 so"e
3-43 Rigid 10.4 0.74 0.85 0.85 0.74 59.8 4.9 1.94 2.31 1.62 0.25 135-6-131M3-43 R 10.4 0.74 0.85 0.85 0.74 59.8 5.1 1.94 2.31 1.62 0.25 135-6-131W4-43 Rigid 10.4 0.74 0.05 0.85 0.74 59.6 4.9 1.94 2.31 1.63 0.25 135-6-131W54-3 Rigid 10.4 0.74 0.85 0.65 0.74 59.8 5.1 1.94 2.31 1.43 0.25 1356-131W"63 Rigid 10.4 0.74 0.85 0.65 0.74 59.8 4.9 1.94 2.31 1.62 0.25 135a- ofW743"-4R3 10.4 0.74 0.85 0.65 0.74 59.6 5.0 1.94 2.31 1.62 0.25 135-4-94=6-43 Rigid 10.4 0.74 0.85 0.85 0.74 59.8 5.1 1.94 2.31 1.62 0.25 Double 1IW9-63 Rigi 10.4 0.75 0.86 0.86 o.75 62.4 4.7 1.94 2.31 0.76 0.18 135-6-121110-63 Rigid 10.4 0.75 0.86 0.64 0.75 62.4 4.9 1.94 2.31 0.76 0.18 13"--13!

WIL-84 Rigid 10.4 0.74 0.65 0.85 0.74 66.0 4.5 1.94 2.31 1.62 0.25 Nam32-64 Rigid 10.4 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.79 66.0 4.5 1.81 2.31 1.42 0.25 NonW3-64 Rigid 10.4 1.14 0.40 0.40 1.14 63.5 4.5 1.61 2.31 1.42 0.38 NoneW4-64 Rigid 10.4 1.14 0.40 1.19 1.14 63.5 4.5 1.81 2.31 1.62 0.176 Rona
0.3035-64 Rigid 10.4 1.14 0.40 1.19 1.14 63.5 4.5 1.81 2.31 1.62 0.178 Kone
0.30W6-64 Rigid 10.4 1.58 0.00 1.58 0.00 66.0 4C5 1.61 2.31 1.62 0.25 NoneW7-64 Rigid 10.4 1.13 0.45 1.13 0.45 66.0 4.3 1.81 2.31 1.62 0.25 rone36-64 Rigid 10.4 1.13 0.45 1.13 0.45 66.0 4.3 1.61 2.31 1.62 0.25 1358-9W9-84 Rigid 10.4 1.13 0.45 1.13 0.45 86.0 4.0 1.61 2.31 1.62 0.25 1358-9310-84 Rigid 10.4 1.13 0.45 1.13 0.45 66.0 4.0 1.81 2.31 1.62 0.25 135-8-91111-64 Rigid 10.4 1.13 0.45 1.13 0.45 66.0 4.2 1.81 2.31 1.62 0.25 135"-9312-44 Rigid 10.4 1.13 0.45 1.13 0.45 64.0 4.2 1.81 2.31 1.62 0.25 135-"-9U13-84 Rigid 10.4 1.13 0.45 1.13 0.45 66.0 4.2 1.81 2.31 1.62 0.25 None314-84 Rigid 10.4 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 60.3 3.6 2.40 2.90 0.49 0.25 135--9W15-84 Rigid 10.4 0.79 0.45 0.79 0.45 66.0 3.6 1.61 2.31 1.62 0.25 None

01-64 Partial 10.4 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52 50.0 4.4 1.94 2.31 1.30 0.20 135-89@3-04 Partial 10.4 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52 50.0 4.3 1.94 2.31 1.30 0.20 135-503-64 Partial, 10.4 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 56.5 4.4 1.94 2.31 1.62 0.25 135-8-04-44 Partial 10.4 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 58.5 4.3 1.94 2.31 1.62 0.25 135-"G4&-64 Partial 10.4 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 58.5 4.2 1.94 2.31 1.62 0.25 135-81-@4"-4 Partial 10.4 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 58.5 4.2 1.94 2.31 1.62 0.25 135-8-465-64 Partial 10.4 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.06 58.5 4.4 1.94 2.31 1.08 0.25 135-8--G6-84 Partial 10.4 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.06 56.5 4.3 1.94 2.31 1.08 0.25 135-8-4
67-84 Partial 14.8 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 67.3 5.0 1.25 1.63 2.31 0.18 135-8-S@6-64 Partial 14.8 0.58 0.58 0.56 0.56 67.3 5.0 1.25 1.63 2.31 0.18 135-8-1G"-84 Partial 14.8 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 58.5 5.0 1.25 1.63 2.31 0.25 135-35-09k-44 Partial 14.6 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 58.5 5.0 1.25 1.63 2.31 0.25 135-8-1010-44 PIrtial 14.6 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 58.5 5.0 1.25 1.63 2.31 0.25 135-6-110&--84 Partial 14.8 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 58.5 5.0 1.25 1.63 2.31 0.25 135-8"011-44 Partial 14.8 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47 58.5 5.0 1.25 1.63 1.69 0.25 135-8-f@12-84 Partial 14.6 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.47 56.5 5.0 1.25 1.63 1.69 0.25 135-8-

148-69 Rigid 12.0 2.11 2.11 2.11 2.11 49.9 5.0 4.875 6.00 0.25 0.63 ,A O

K981-49 Rigid 2-Way 24.0 0.82 0.62 0.62 0.62 49.6 3.6 2.25 3.00 2.00 0.38 XAoRof2-49 Rigid 2-Way 24.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 V.00 49.6 4.1 - 3.00 - - Ikmw1m3-49 Rigd 3-Way 24.0 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.83 49.6 4.1 2.25 3.00 2.00 0.38 Le51[984-49 Riid 2-Way 24.0 0.82 0.62 0.82 0.82 49.6 3.3 2.25 3.00 2.00 0.36 L4a0j95-0t Rigid 2-Way 15.2 0.89 0.69 0.89 0.89 47.4 3.2 3.75 4.75 1.26 0.50 [dLORO86-49 Rigid 2-Way 13.0 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 47.4 .6 5.00 6.00 0.50 0.50 T[AC

_ _ _ __i, _ill il il~ i I I



3-3 - 3-kLfWd.shL3-.Mf.,d - 3.raa
0 D". ditmb of burivl

st 4 -ii•"Od cote"C.S tfrod. &t SUPpts

0.25 Shear
0.25 sit (an) Reinforcement *0 sl't * zRumarks
0.23 .69 0.18 Clow"i oop 0.25 0.69 0.50 1.00 3-9, tes ter-inatsd at U, 100 tei &gVW at •-_dpa

0.23 '-69 0.18 Close Soep 0.25 0.69 5.70 0.90 DOB - 1/2, 3-5, 100 tension steel rpbu at

0.98 .69 0.18 Closed SoOp 0.25 0.69 12.90 0.32 =0 - L12, 3-3. 10, tension ad s* camp. Steal &VptWe at Mid

0.41 .83 0.15 135-3-135 0.23 0.61 5.20 0.77 3-3

_ .69 0.21 135-"-135 0.90 0.46 3.30 1.00 3-B, test termlnated at U

0.36 '.69 0.21 135-1-135 0.41 0.35 3.10 1.00 3-N, test terminatsd at U

0.18
0.09 .62 0.25 NonIe - - 16.3 0.72 3-M, 86% taOuBiO stool rupVtu at midapan, 504 teuIl'n teel r--

0.18 .62 0.25 135-6-135 0.36 0.33 20.6 1.02 3-$ , 100 ton. A 433 COM- steel rupt. at vidopme, "a te. ru

0 .62 0.25 135-6-135 0.18 0.65 14.0 0.43 3-5, 003 tgson s ueture at uldopan, 423 teASI xnp at St

o.1S .62 0.2 135-4-135 0.09 1.30 3..1 0.55 3-3, 100 tension ZVStU at Kidpa.n, 39* tensio tre St sW

i.s .162 0.25 135-8-135 0.18 0.65 15.4 0.43 5oW. steel Outsids, 3-3, 64t ten. rult. 0 midspe, 14% ton. W

019 .62 0.25 1358-•90 0.18 0.65 14.0 0.72 3-3, 71% tONSIOlNt~ o at aispan, 143 temsiLo ZupbW at S -

0.38 -62 0.25 13.5-6-N0 0.1 0.65 14.5 0.35 %Mu. Steel onte", 3-3, 86% tom. r•Wt. 0 aidema, 14 team. r-

.62 0.25 Double 135 0.16 0.65 14.0 0.78 3-H, 710 tausienp, MtU at 1aispem, 144 tea-is It at Cu_

-- .76 0.18 135--135 0.19 0.65 16.3 0.79 3-9. ION tesmies ruptur at Aidpai, 39% tension at s

-- .76 0.18 13S-8-135 0.38 0.33 16.4 1.12 3-3, 100% tansioU & 7 rompuptu at iLdmpan, 71% tensi0n Zup

- .. 62 0.25 None - - 18.4 0.73 3-5, 1003 tension at midspan & 74 tension at Support ruptred

-. 62 0.25 None - - 19.7 0.35 3-s, 100% tension at Widepan a 140 tension at Suppot ruptured

.. 62 0.38 None - - 21.0 0.85 3-N, 713 t!msion at midPan & 863 tension at suuort ruptured

.62 0.178 none - - 20.6 0.85 2 doels at•Supports. 3-WI, 43% teo•Iat aidepan & 7% ten. at wI

0.30
_ .. 62 0.178 None - - 23.4 0.68 2 dovels I supp. 3-.3, 71% ton. & 29% camp. rupt. 0 aidepan, 14-

0.30
0.06 62 0.25 None - - 14.0 1.47 2 pairs bent. 4-H, no steel ruptured
0 22~
0:22 .. 62 0.25 None - - 19.7 0.91 AlternatA 2 pairs bent. 3-M1, 40% tan at aidapen a 103 ton. at a

0.22 .62 0.25 135-8-90 0.06 1.30 23.4 0.93 Alternat. 2 pairs bent. 3-M3, 60% ten at aldspan & 203 ton. at i

0.22 62 0.25 135-8-90 0.22 0.32 23.4 1.04 Alternate 2 pairs bent. 3-M, 803 ton at aLdspen a 20% ton. at a

.62 0.25 135-8-90 0.22 0.32 23.4 0.65 Alternaft 2 pairs bent. 3-MU, 60% ten a 25% ooup 0 mid G 453 tex

1- .562 0.25 135-8-90 0.22 0.32 19.3 0.74 Alternate 2 pairN bent. 3-EN, 1000 ten & 50% co u mid & 45 V4

".5 .62 0.25 135-8-90 0.22 0.32 24.6 0.99 Alt 2 pairs bent. 3-M, top steel out, 50% ten at mid & 253 te-

.. 62 0.25 now - - 22.6 0.70 Alternate 2 pairs cut. 3-M4, 40% ten•imon at sidspan A 15% ttn al

).69 0.25 135-8-90 1.53 0.55 22.6 0.76 3-H, 100% tension at midspan & 100% tension at Support rupture

0.22 62 0.25 None - - 24.2 0.69 3-H, 100 tension at midspan G 57% tension at support ruptu*
0.22-
o.18 .30 0.20 135-8-90 0.22 1.30 17.1 0.44 0 - 1.82, 3-3, 100% tens & 100% coup at ildspan G 683 tens at d
0.1i L.30 0.20 135-1-90 0.22 1.30 19.3 0.65 * - 1.54, 3-2, 10% ten & 883% co at maidspan a 686 ten at sq

S__ L.62 0.25 135-8-90 0.18 1.30 18.9 1.13 0 - 1.24, 3-M,. 713 tension at :idepan a 29% tenmion at supporl

_ .62 0.25 135-90 0.18 1.30 18.0 1.07 so- 1.50, 3-M, 43% teAion at midePan & 143 tension at suppr

L.62 0.25 135-S-90 0.16 1.30 20.1 1.38 #a - 2.52, 3-M3, 573 t4MeLon at zrptur

0.1f L.62 0.25 135-6-90 0.16 1.30 12.7 0.86 m -2.20, 3-, 293 tension at idispel rupture
L.08 0.25 335-6-90 0.27 1.30 16.3 0.85 - 0.55, 3-M, 30% tenion at Uidspsn G 40% tension at suppot

0 L.08 0.25 135-"-90 0.27 1.30 16.3 1.33 0 2.04, 3-13, 20% tension at:id i rwptur
.10 ...31 0.18 135-8-90 0.18 1.85 17.1 0.84 -0.61, 3-H, 86 tension & CXop at aiepi & 933 ten at sum

0.: -" 2.31 0.18 135-"-90 0.18 1.85 15.8 1.00 *- 2.20, 3-3, 100% ten & 866 ,cop at sidspan & 93% ten at msp5

0 -,2.31 0.25 135-"-90 0.18 1.85 16.7 2.23 * 1.29, 3-Ml, 143 tenaLon at supor rupture

0.2, 2.31 0.25 135-8-90 0.16 1.85 18.0 2.24 - 0.40, 3-M1, 144 tewion at Support rupture

0.2, 2.31 0.25 135-6-90 0.18 1.85 16.7 Large #I - 2.79, pe tensile sambrans, 3-3, no st1el rupture

2.31 0.25 135-8-90 0.18 1.85 11.3 Large •- 2.04, pe tensile membrane, 3-31, 573 tensLon at midapan

1. 3 1.69 0.25 135-8-90 0.24 1.85 14.9 2.52 -i 0.76, 3-13, no steel rupture
"L.69 0.25 135-5-90 0.24 1.65 14.5 4.45 - 2.04, 3-M., no steel ruptue

000.25 0.63 Lace 1.37 0.25 9.2 1.25 Test terminated due to loading device, 3-3, no Steel rupture

0.1'
0. '!2.00 0.38 LOAe 0.19 0.50 6.7 0.90 ]LoAded vtl rupture of steel or water meal, 3-El

04 - - lonS 0.00 - 1.6 1.00 Loade util rupture of Steel or water seal, 3-H

1.6.2.00 0.38 LGAO 0.19 0.50 13.3 1.23 Loaded until rupture of steel or water geal, 3-El
2.00 0.38 LeS 0.19 0.50 12.6 0.95 Loade until rupture of steel or water seal, 3-M

1.26 0.50 Lace 0.42 0.42 10.8 0.87 Loaded until ruptue of steel or water seal, 3-M3

0.S0 0.50 LAOS 1.67 0.17 1.8 0.79 Loaded until rupture of Steel or water seal, 3-H



at supports

Remarks

.00% teansio steel ruptured at aidspan
I steel ruptured at idepan
i and 50 co•p. steel ruptured at uispan

t supp
t suppare at aidsepa, 50* tension steel rapt. at support

steel rapt. at asidepe, "40 tem. rapt. at support
Sa••spn, 434 tmnsi rupture at support

t sup• a . lteso rupte at suot
;% tee. Wrut. 0 midapsa, 14% ton. rapt. at support

t suplmidapan, 14% tMeaes k rpta at supO rt
At ten. rapt. I 9Aspmn, 14% Lem. rupt. at suppart
midepem, 14% tensio zuytm at soulp Po

t smpr Aldspem, 394 tension -uptur at support
i rupture at aidemen, 71% tension rapt. at support

i & 7% tension at support ruptured
S& 14% tension at support ruptured

rupt. & S6O tension at sumport ruptured
434 ta• "at midspan & 7% ton. at support rupt.

1.0 61
A.f & 29% coup. rupt. 0 midspan, 14% ten. 0 supp.

* rupti ruptured
Srupt, 40% ten at aidspan & 10% ten. at supp. rupture
. ruptI, 60% ten at aidapen & 20% ten, at supp. rupture
supp 1, 80% ton at uidspan & 20% ten. at supp. rupture
supp 1, 60% ton & 25% comp I aid & 45% ten at supp rup.
supp 1, 100 ten & 50% coup 0 aid a 45% ten 0 supp rup.

pp. ru) steel out, 5$0 ten at aid & 25% ten at supp rup.
40% tension at midops 0 15% ten at supp. rupt.

i & 100% tension at quppyrt rupture
S& 57s tension at support rupture

rupt
ipt 100o cotp at Ulspan 1 &8t tens at supp rupt
-ture $8% oup at aidsper s8% ton at supp rupt
ture at ispan & 2% tesain at sppot rupture

at aidopm & 14% tension at support rupture
- at UMOidPM rtr

)ture at midepe ruPtur
I at aidumm G 40% tension at support rupture

iaptur, at midepen ruptmr
wture & omp at midapen G 93% ten at support rupture

64 comp at midspen G 93% ten at supp rupture
jat support ruprture .
iat support rupture

e cane, 3-M, no steel rupture
ane, 3-31, 57% tension at udlspen rupture
ture
•ture

device, 3-8, no steel rupture

1 or water sea, 3-UN
I or water sea, 3-M
1 or water seal, 3-NEi1or water *"I1, 3-4M1 or water seal, 3-M_
1 or water seal, 3-NE

to ,a r s, .- in



Table 3.2 Static Box Tests

Kidspan support f f' d t Shear

Ileeant Rmetraint L/t p p0 p po (kA) (k1Q ) (in) (in) o/t () Reinforcement

1-76 4 sides 6.3 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.0 5.2 2.40 2.9 0.69 0.25 135-8-90 1.
12-76 4 sides 6.3 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 72.0 6.2 2.40 2.9 0.69 0.25 135-6-90 1.
13-79 4 i6des 6.3 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 60.0 4.6 2.40 2.9 0.69 0.25 135-6-90 1.
14-79 4 aides 3.3 1.65 1.65 1.65 1.85 68.0 4.1 6.40 7.3 0.69 0.75 135-8-90 1.

81-83 2 iddeL 13.2 0.49 0.69 0.69 0.69 68.5 6.2 1.94 2.5 1.50 0.23 D-135 0.

62-43 2 sides 13.2 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 65.5 5.2 1.94 2.5 1.50 0.25 D-135 0.
33-63 2 ild"e 13.2 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 68.5 5.2 1.94 2.5 1.50 0.25 D-135 0.
U4-93 2 sides 13.2 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 68.5 5.6 1.94 2.5 1.50 0.25 D-135 0.

35"3 2 sides 13.2 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 68.5 3.5 1.94 2.5 1.50 0.25 D-135 0.
96-63 2 sides 13.2 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 68.5 4.5 1.94 2.5 1.50 0.25 D-135 0.



[aaend for Niscellaneoum Syskbol.

DO - depth of burial
3-1 - 3-hinged mechani.m

3-MK - 3-hinged smchaniam •mbrane

Shear p
forcement s 6 /t 0 I/u Remarks

5-5-90 1.53 0.55 5.7 1.00 DOD - L/2, Collapse U-I, loot tension at coup. steel rupture at aidspan rupt
5-S-90 1.53 0.55 3.6 1.00 DOB - L/2, 3-W(, test tera at U, 80% ton. & 60t coup. * aid, 100% ten. 0 sup
5-S-90 1.53 0.55 4.8 1.00 DOS - L/5, collapse at U-I, 100% tension & comp. steel rupture 0 midspan rup
5-S-90 1.10 0.69 9.9 0.91 DOD - L/5, shear failure, no steel raptured

D-135 0.18 0.60 1.7 1.00 DOD - 4L/11, collapse at U-I, interior support failed
D-135 0.18 0.60 16.9 0.47 :3-, loot tension at aidepan and rupture
D-135 0.18 0.60 15.6 0.46 ;DOB - 4L/11, 3-H, loot te on at idapan and support rupture
D-L35 0.18 0.60 7.9 0.72 -DOB - 4L/11, 3-8, 00% teson at aidspan and support rupture

S-135 0.18 0.60 15.3 0.55 DOB - 4L/11, 3-R, l00t tension at midspan and support rupture
D-135 0.13 0.60 15.3 0.98 .00 - 4L/11, 3-3, 1004 tension at midspan and support rupture

-i *- -Sma l e -E



Table 3.3 Dynamic Slab Tests . , ,
Z U-* a Imrclet rsinre faric

II-1- • l~l eillt| Isil l • ia w * cinsirlsi meldel 1d. *
0-1 - Stab lto hrlntl pesltlm awd eswqwtd oan a .eMrclt wd n

W a Stab - loabu-a thks ot bk a Wvptd a nUs

- - Mut I. hwe1. posotluem &a omm1d en

tWrN O.Wo e bLeA
oe teues beirut w fetves. l

-3 a go. In ets pattnes. tmweed tee esel

4 a " to ado plek stim*5uUN.Iw toS peime ad ssfli SFsem

Kiessat Restrain Lt fe p' t t214st Restr~al, zL/t ,p of' P I' (kbi) (koi) (in) (in) ./t (in)

71-1-43-1 R-1 a 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 4.0 12 1.0 0.50
13-1-63-2 U-1 6 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 4.0 12 1.0 0.50
78-1-63-3 3-1 6 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 4.0 12 1.0 0.50
lS-1-43-4 3-1 8 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 4.0 12 1.0 0.50
17-1-63-5 3-1 8 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 4.0 12 1.0 0.50

1/3-1-63-1 3-1 8 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 6.0 4 1.0 0.16
P/3-1-63-2 3-1 8 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 6.0 4 1.0 0.16

3-1-63-3 3-1 8 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 6.0 4 1.0 0.16
13-1-63-4 R-1 8 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 6.0 4 1.0 0.16
1/3-1-63-5 H-1 8 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 6.0 4 1.0 0.16
1/3-1-63-6 H-1 8 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 6.0 4 1.0 0.16

78-1-64-1 E-1 8 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 >-2.5 12 1.0 0.50
17-1-64-2 V-1 8 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 >-2.5 12 1.0 0.50
18-1-64-3 V-2 8 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 >-2.5 12 1.0 0.50

k/3-1-64-1 V-2 8 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 >-5.0 4 1.0 0.16
t/3-1-64-2 V-1 8 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 >-5.0 4 1.0 0.16
1/3-1-64-3 R-1 8 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 >-5.0 4 1.0 0.16

CMI-1-64-1 H-2 8 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 5.1 4 1.0 0.16
tM-1-64-1 W-3 8 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 5.1 4 1.0 0.16
tUN-1-64-1 V-3 8 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 5.1 4 1.0 0.16

RALO-64-1 V-3 8 1.30 1.30 1.30 1.30 4 0.6 •.)38
BAL-64-2 V-3 8 1.30 1.30 1.30 1.30 4 0.6 0.38

1/3-2-64-1 V-3 8 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 4.9 4 1.0 0.16
1/3-2-64-2 V-3 8 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 4.9 4 1.0 0.16
1/3-2-64-3 V-3 8 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 4.9 4 1.0 0.16
1/3-2-64-4 V-3 8 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 4.9 4 1.0 0.16
1/3-2-64-5 V-3 8 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 4.9 4 1.0 0.16

1/3-31-64-1 V-3 14 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 >-,6.0 4 0.5 0.19
1/3-51-64-2 V-3 14 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 >-6.0 4 0.5 0.19
1/3-31-64-3 V-3 14 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 >-6,0 4 0.5 0.19
1/3-81-64-4 V-3 14 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 >-6.0 4 0.5 0.19

1/3-32-65-1 V-4 6 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44 4
1/3-32-65-2 V-4 6 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44 4
1/3-83-65-1 V-4 6 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 4
1/3-83-65-2 V-4 6 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 4
1/3-84-65-1 V-4 6 0.65 1.40 1.40 0.65 4
'1/3-84-65-2 V-4 6 0.65 1.40 1.40 0.65 4
,1/3-84-65-3 V-4 6 0.65 1.40 1.40 0.65 4
1/3-84-65-4 V-4 6 0.65 1.40 1.40 0.65 4
1/3-84-65-5 V-4 6 0.65 1.40 1.40 0.65 4
1/3-84-65-6 V-4 6 0.65 1.40 1.40 0.65 4
1/3-84-65-7 V-4 6 0.65 1.40 1.40 0.65 4
1/3-84-65-8 V-4 6 0.65 1.40 1.40 0.65 4
1/3-84-65-9 V-4 6 0.65 1.40 1.40 0.65 4
1/3-84-65-10 V-4 6 0.65 1.40 1.40 0.65 4
1/3-84-65-11 V-4 6 0.65 1.40 1.40 0.65 4
1/2-84-65-12 V-4 6 0.65 1.40 1.40 0.65 4
1/3-84-65-13 V-4 6 0.65 1.40 1.40 0.65 4

*
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go"e 12 1.0 0.50 No"e - - as 2.62 Saurtce pitted. Slight damage
None 12 1.0 0.50 onme - - as 1.68 Murace pitted, hairline cracks. 8110gt da
Ease 12 1.0 0.50 Wane - RD 1.08 Partial surace crushing, large Cracks. so
Kane 12 1.0 0.50 Non - - IS 1.04 Partial crushing, small rubble. coplete 9
None 12 1.0 0.50 None - - as 1.67 Partial crushing, small rubble. Complete d
None 4 1.0 0.16 Noe - - CWW 1.02 • into two e . alLlre
me" 4 1.0 0.16 None - - am 1.72 Hairl•ne cracks. slight damage
MOne 4 1.0 0.16 None - - CM 1.01 Reduced to =wJil rubble. Comlete failure
gone 4 1.0 0.16 WORe - cow 1.72 Several large sections end small rubble. C
None 4 1.0 0.16 Eon - - CMW 0.99 Broken into two sections. Failure

4 1.0 0.16 NOne -- - CMW 2.59 Partial crushing, mall rubble. Failure

None 12 1.0 0.50 No" - RD 2.57 Partial crushing, mall rubble. Complete 9
None 12 1.0 0.50 None R -- RB 1.01 Nediun cracks. Slab displaced 20-30 ft. 8
1aoe 12 1.0 0.50 None -R D B 1.01 Pitted and cracked. Slab and support dismp'
EOne 4 1.0 0.16 None C - CVr 1.02 Broken into two sections. Failure
Bone 4 1-0 0.16 *one .. .. CV? 1.02 Broken into two sections. Failure

4 1.0 0.16 None - -- Cv? 2.57 No damage, slight
Mone-
na" 4 1.0 0.16 None- - Cro 0.49 Reduced to small rubble. Complete failure.
None 4 1.0 0.16 Eone - •- C 0.46 Reduced to small rubble. Complete failure.

4 1.0 0.16 None C y rV? 0.47 Reduced to small rubble. Complete failure.
gone
gone 4 0.6 0.38 None .. .. R1 2.47 Pitted, large cracks with rubble. Heavy df

4 0.6 0.38 None .. .. RB 0.50 Reduced to smal rubble. Complete failure.
None

S4 1.0 0.16 None - CVW 1.99 Broken into two sections. Failure
gone 4 1.0 0.16 none - - CVW 1.51 Broken into two sections with supplementari
g 4 1.0 0.16 Eons - - CM 0.50 Large and mall rubble. Complete failure
Iane 4 1.0 0.16 None a - CVI 3.51 No vood blocks. Temperature steel failed.

4 1.0 0.16 None - - CIW 2.52 Large cracks. Nediums damage
gone
gone 4 0.5 0.19 None - - CVI 0.50 Center reduced to mall rubble. Complete I
lone 4 0.5 0.19 None - - CWI 1.51 Tension steel failed. Large deflection.
lone 4 0.5 0.19 None - -- CVI 3.51 Hairline cracks. Slight damage.

4 0.5 0.19 None -- CVI 2.52 Hairline cracks. Slight damage.

lae 4 None -- - wire 0.50 Total destruction. Disintegration at cent
e 4 Eone -- - wire 1.25 Heavy damage. No steel failure. Several1

[one 4 Eone -- - RB 0.50 Heavy damage. No steel failure. Bent mnt
_me 4 None - - RB 1.25 Heavy damage. No steel failure. Several

4 None -- - RB 0.50 Heavy damage. No steel failure. not quit
__e 4 None - - RB 0.50 Total destruction. Disintegration of cent
ram 4 None - - RB 1.25 Total destruction. Disintegration of conc
kme 4 None - - RB 1.00 Total destruction. Disintegration of cone
___ 4 Eaoe - - RB 0.50 Total destruction. Disintegration of cornc

S4 Kane -- RB 1.60 Partial destruction. Shear failure of cor
one 4 None - - RB 0.55 Total destruction. Disintegration of com
anm 4 none - - RB 0.60 Total destruction. Disintegration of com
On 4 ENone - - RB 1.25 Total destruction. Disintegration of oam
one 4 None - - RB 0.80 Total destruction. Disintegration of corn
oe 4 Noe - - RB 0.80 Total destruction. Disintegration of con,
ne 4 None - - RB 1.25 Partial destruction. shear failure.

4 Noe - - RB 1.00 Total destruction. Disintegration of con

L-.m .ialiaiE l b H•ii



Reaarks

Sdamage -ght damage

re -llne cracks. Slight damag
re ahing, large craoks. Medium damage

mall rubble. Complete failure
mall rubble. Complete failure
.ions. Failure

,at failiuzIgh damage
ible. Complete failure
ins and small rubble. Complete failure
:ions. Falure

wre all rubble. Failure
it damage &all rubble. Complete failure
1. Medium, displaced 20-30 ft. Slight damage

Slab and support displaced. Medium damage
-ions. Failure
ions. Failure

L/3 scale)
L/3 scale) ble. Complete failure. (1/3 scale)
[/3 scale) ble. Complete failure. (1/3 scale)

a. W.P ble. Complete failure. (1/3 scale)

L/3 scale) with rubble. Heavy damage. (1/3 scale)
ble. Complete failure. (1/3 scale)

acks. Fai ions. Failure
ions vith supplementary cracks. Failure

.1l defl. le. complete failure
perature steel tailed. Small dofl. Heavy damage.
31 damageare

r Damage all rubble. Complete failure
Large deflection. Heavy Damage

ight damage.

Diag fail ight damage.

r Cracks. Disintegration at center. Diag failure.
o section*eel failure. Several major cracks. Spalling
r cracks. eel failure. sent into two sectimos.
At into tleel failure. Several major cracks. Spalling.
Diag. fai.eel failure. Not quite bent Into tvo sections.

Disintegration of ceter. Diag. failure. (+) steel rupt.
Disintegration of Concrete.
Disintegration of Concrete.

,Disintegration of Concrete.
-qd t~ee• Shear failure of concrete.
and steeJ Disintegration of concrete and steel.

.Disintegration of concrete and steel."and stee. Disintegration of concrete.
Disintegration of concrete and steel.
Disintegration of concrete.

Shear failure.
Disintegration of concrete.

J- 9 - 10l00I



Table 3.3 Dynamic Slab Tests (continued)

t u fm r Kp-oatint Leere for ___l__________M

V.4 . Slab in %Wrtlet position urt spplmed in V-u - Stab In verticaI position and uppted by t.•cg.: .elnfor,, bt
stidt tSvu p or in tnm strt , tundt t

If's . $tab lin Vertical. position i stoat tornI or Ni-4 - Stab in horilsotat positiont in stoat itsn
ord stuerf olaf booft restraint Oates,"i aset I- I aty rmtroald

*4 . Stab n wtol~ VCIMIpoi~tion In ono etstotsr."
baited wltk ao no of botts at oak pPU't

zlemnt Restraint L/t P p' P Ps (Wsi) (ksi) (in) (in) s/t (in) Reiv

1/3-3--5-1 V-4 6 0.65 1.40 1.40 0.65 4
1/3-84-65-2 V-4 6 0.65 1.40 1.40 0.65 4
1/3-67-65-1 V-4 2 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 12
1/3-88-65-1 V-4 2 0.69 1.33 1.33 0.69 12
1/3-89-65-1 V-4 1.85 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 13
1/3-810-45-1 V-5 0 0.65 1.40 1.40 0.65 4

1/3-610-65-2 V-5 6 0.65 1.40 1.40 0.65 4
1/3-611-65-1 V-S 6 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 4
1/3-811-65-2 V-5 6 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 4

1/3-612-65-1 V-5 6 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 4
1/3-413-65-1 V-5 6 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 4
1/3-613-65-2 V-5 6 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 4
1/3-314-65-1 V-5 4 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 6
1/3-815-65-1 V-s 6 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 4

1/3-811-66-1 V-6 6 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 4

1/3-511-66-2 V-6 6 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 4

1/3-811-66-3 V-6 6 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 4

1/3-$11-66-4 V-6 6 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 Nylon fiber added 4

1/3-811-66-5 V-6 6 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 low 4

1/3-S11-66-6 V-6 6 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 Cut steel wire added 4

1/3-812-66-1 V-6 6 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 4

1/3-813-66-1 V-6 6 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 Cut steel wire added 4

1/3-813-66-2 V-6 6 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 Nylon fiber added 4

1/3-813-66-3 V-6 6 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 Cut steel Wire added 4

1/3-813-66-4 V-6 6 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 low 4

1/3-814-66-1 V-6 4 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 6

1/3-816-66-1 V-6 2 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 12

1/8-1-66-1 U-4 6 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 1.50

1/6-81-66-1 V-3 6 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 1.50

1/0-32-66-1 V-3 6S 0.65 1.40 1.40 0.65 1.50

1/0-82-66-2 V-3 6 0.65 1.40 1.40 0.65 1.50

1/8-82-66-3 V-3 6 0.65 1.40 1.40 0.65 1.50

1/8-82-66-4 V-3 6 0.65 1.40 1.40 0.65 1.50

1/8-82-66-5 V-4 6 0.65 1.40 1.40 0.65 1.50

, D
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Lood fo Hisenio IN&A&

;at rtin-fo Ing bin to Uadlvi S - tess n lmaripiew alm t E ei
ft * umv - at or SwaaWOW Iadiet e.I

Orita.a4a "a I@Mera. OWWOwt
betwom ,*arAu080106

60 Partia geeUt~non, - Sab br*ASW bAs r~fiasin

19 Toetl Sweetfmlm - *aba SeIna~ engtowtv*
r Pro*Flow ftylow f"INOmu

et (in) s/t (in) Reinforcemmnt $a ?ye cftjlbV) eak

4 LAce0 0.40 Is 0.50 Partial destruction. (+) steel, tailed. COonrte a
12 Lae 0.0-3125 =edUmnam=g. stee intact. Nin Rar lling12 l~~one - RS 0.50 toa esrcio.Da. failure. Steel faire.

S12 lace 0.53 RD 0.50 HevBaae teel Lat. Several crack tat darta13 L~ace 0.53 RS 0.40 Uenoromn intact. Seamy opelling.
4Lace 0.40 as 1.00 eadium damage. steel intact. Some spligof be4 zoaa 0.40 US 0.e0 Mediust damage. Steel Intact. sonseW sehat o bo

4 Lace 0.15 in 0.60 Partial destruction. ?miolm steel failed. Cool
4 Lace 0.15 RD 1.00 neavy anmg. faiure of tensiorn asteel me am

4 75% for both surface.
4 oop, 0.30 IS 1.-00 Vartia destruction. All tension steel tailed. a
4 laos 1.20 as 0-50 WvY dam. ic, steel failure. larve deflection. cc

4 Lace 1.20 33 0.50 avy dam. TenIoe, steel failed I be& swop a carn.
ENone - RS3 0.50 Mediuma damage. Anl steel intac. Caspiste spalhi

N one - Its 0.42 Total destruction. Most steel failed.

CLace 0.15 RD 1.00 Heavy damage. All steel intact. Heavy scabbing h
* Concrete crushed ca bottom.

ALace 0.15 no 1.00 Mediva damage. Wood suppot blocks. Steel intact
Delta marX - 2.50

S4 Lace. 0.15 3 1.-00 Heavy damage rncipient Tension steel failed at oen
* Concrete crushed between steel.

4 Lace 0.15 RD 1.00 Tension steel failed both supports and center. cc
'Oartial destruction.

a4 Lace 0.15 RD 1.00 Total destruction. All steel failed. Concrete dj
between steel.

4 Lace 0.3.5 as 1.25 Partial destruction. Tension steel failed. Parti
acceptor surfaoe.

p4 LOOP 0.30 RD 1.25 No reinforcement failure. Ka'bor cracks at corneri
0 ae12 B 07 Spalling -it center. ND.

4 Lm 120 D 075 Couplets surface spalling. Love 5- of Concrete 4
a 4 ace 1.20 112 0.75 No spalling. Slight cracking on donor side. All

C Amex -2-7/80. MD.a4 Lams 1.20 RD 0.75 Ceter of panel crushed. Major cracks at wopport
5 4 in middle (amo). All steel intact. AMU - 3-1/44

4Lace 1.20 US 0.75 AllI flaral steel Intact. Several ties failed.
a 6 spellng (donor and &cOqp.or). W.6Lame 1.20 IS 0.50 0No steel. fail=*e. Complete spelling an both side

Scbing at mi~dspan. WD12 Lame 1.20 RD 0.30 All flowea1 steel intact. Ties fail. at benws.
Broken come fell out. PD.

h1.50 None - 0.44 PD. Broke through at center. Lar" and sMall ft

1.50 0.5 Accetor facm cracked.1.50tam .33 .So Daonor spelled and cracked at supprts. Ace. opal

1.50 nowe. - P.5 ositive steel failure at center.
0.5 2. Positive steel failed at suports. Center p

1.*50 0.50 Owieel etryd
0.0 2. Positive steel failed at Center. Center Poe

1.5 - .50 caupletely destiyed.I.So am - .50 1. Positive steel failed at supports. Center l
oonestel* destroyed.1.50 None - 0.50 IZ. Positive steel failed at center. Center pas

1.50 Nmom - 0.50 TD ose 7 oti comstey def 96
(domor) and center (accept=r).
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tab broke-ep QUld*y.

id at cen Remarks

Itter saa
)app spa ion. (+) steel failed. Concrete crushed at center

Steel intact. Minor spalling.
arf aces. .Diag. failure. Steel failure. Center shattered.
karfaces. I Int. sevraml crack tot depth. Deep spelling.
qmplling ct. Heav epelhinw.

end~Sa cet ~spell"n of both surfaces.a
steel Intact. Some 33e11-n of both surfaces.

failure on. Taensia steel filed. Coepletet "pellin.
to spell Slur. of twaises steel $onae sppart and center. Spelling
deflect faces.

If acc. an. All tassic stoel failed. Shear faluore in concrete.
1. falurae. lage deflection Complete spelling both side.
steel failed 0 boft d~p G can. U1 deflection at center.

faces. All Stool Intac. complete apelling of ace. surface.
Pn. Most steel failed.

kcc. spa 1
11 steel intact. Sieavy scabbing both faces.

Heavy 'a bottom.

ate ndaWood support blocks.- Steel intact. Ace. spelling 0 center.

ipient eansion steel failed at center. Heavy spalling.
=ated fz between steel.

iled both sugpport and center. concrete undamaged.
apalling ion.

in. All steel failed. Concrete dislocated from

itera-- -ion. Tensich steel failed. Partial "plling on-

failure. Major cracks at c-nr'its.
il intact or. MD

Sc) spalling. lower 50 of concrete disintegrated.
I. ight cracking on donor side. All steel intact.

4lete
crushed. Major cracks at support (donor). Spolling

All steel Intact. Amax - 3-1/90. M.
1intact. Several ties failed. Complete

dizin and acceptor). W.
comlete spelling on both sides.

its. intact. Ties fail at bonds. Slab disintegration.
Out. PD.

an~d cra
at couster. Large and small fragments.

Mi of a1 acked.
cracked at Aeprs ce. spelling and cracking.

of slab allure at center.
failed at Supports. Cate- portion of slab,

)n of sl
failed at center. Center portion Of Slab

of slab
is failed at supports. Center portion of slab

I faled at center. Center portion of slab

on completely destzeged. Steel broke at suports
(acomptor).-
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Table 3.3 Dynamic Slab Tests (continued)

i•amd Iar gEnfarcin htm

_____nU , gnrcial rminfocln ar

V-3 • itabI wital iistlim OW swdPwU by

V" 4 u*t -a"& lal pielth n Wfit .otrnurW.
It.6 u1* Af .6 ZoItatu at --. iport

V-.7 - 0461* k • IN ftii f u t nAcumv. .4th

34 $1* to huitNntal pltlmn in estel tUnut

Kidopam Support, f f, d t bSk
ElLement Restraint Lit p pi' p p' (kei) (isi) (in) (in) sit (in) RGWnfoI

1/5-63-66-1 V-3 6 0.65 1.40 1.40 0.65 1.50 La

1/8-83-66-2 V-3 6 0.65 1.40 1.40 0.65 1.50 _L&

1/8-84-6"-1 V-3 6 0.65 1.40 1.40 0.65 1.50 Lai

1/8-84-66-2 V-3 6 0.65 1.40 1.40 0.65 1.50 Lai

1/8-84-66-3 V-3 6 0.65 1.40 1.40 0.65 1.50 Lai

1/6-85-66-1 V-3 4 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.25 La-

1/8-85-66-2 V-3 4 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.25 1&1

1/8-55-66-3 V-3 4 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.25 Lai

1/3-811-67-1 V-7 6 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 low 4.00 Lai

1/3-811-67-2 V-7 6 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 Cut stoel wire added 4.00 Lai

1/3-811-67-3 V-7 6 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 Cut steel wire added 4.00 Lai

1/3-SI1-67-4 V-7 6 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 Nylon fiber 4.00 LaO

1/3-811-67-5 V-7 6 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 Nylon fiber 4.00 Lai

1/3-813-67-1 V-7 6 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 4.00 Lai

1/3-413-67-2 V-7 6 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 Cut steel wire added 4.00 La,

1/3-813-67-3 V-7 6 2.70 2.70 2.70 -2.70 Cut steel wire added 4.00 Lr'

1/3-813-67-4 V-7 6 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 low 4.00 Lai

1/3-813-67-5 V-7 6 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 low 4.00 Lai

1/3-814-67-1 V-7 6 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 6.00 Lai

1/3-814-67-2 V-7 4 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 6 La

1/3-816-67-1 V-7 2 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 12 La

1/3-816-67-2 V-7 2 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 12 La

1/3-817-67-1 V-7 2 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 4 La

*[I
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ant pi (in) aft (i) Reinforcement 4 Type (ft/lb" )

1.50 Lace 0.40 0.50 1P. Donor badly Cracked and broken through.
oPa ate"• failed.1.50 Lace 0.40 0.80 fe. No Steel ailedc n spka

0. Acceptor cracking and spelling. A - 1/40.

1.50 Lace 0.40 0.50 MD. Donor slightly spalled. Acceptor deeply
1.0Lco st00l 04l0ed. NO deflecti0R.1.50 Lae 0.40 0.40 .ND. Donor Spelled and cracked. Acceptor d0e1. . a.ax. - 3/1601.50 Lace 0.40 0.40 ND. Donor spelled and cracked. Acceptor d•_-. Amx - 3/16"2.25 Lace 1.20 0.50 MD. Donor spelled and cracked. Acceptor dee_1. sasil deflection
2.25 Lace 1.20 0.50 MD. Donor spelled and cracked. Acceptor de

1. Anax - 3/4"
2.25 Lace 1.20 0.50 MD. Donor spalled and cracked. Acceptor dee-1. Amnx - 3/4-

0. 4.00 Lace 0.15 1.50 HD. Donor (complete spell, one lacing failed
all flexural steel intact). Acceptor (oMVplet
all steel intact, A - 6", horizontal movement

0. d 4.00 Lace 0.15 1.50 ED. Donor (no spall, flexurel steel failed iz
Amex - 4"). Acceptor (no spall, flex steel fa
center, just beyond incipient failure).

0. d 4.00 Lace 0.15 1.50 HD. Donor (no spell, flexural steel failed ir
Amax - 4"). Acceptor (no spell, flex steel fa
center, just beyond incipient failure).

0. 4.00 Lace 0.15 1.65 MD. No steel fail, no spell, crack at both st
donor center, A - 2.9"

0. 4.00 Lace 0.15 1.65 MD. No steel fail, no spell, crack at both st
40c0donor center, A - 2.9". 4.00 Lace 1.20 1.00 RD. Donor (complete spell exc 8" vertical st3

Amax - 5" horizontal movement). Aob (ocupletA
except 6" vide vertical strip at rt. support,

1. d 4.00 Lace 1.20 0.90 RD. Donor (no spall, slight crush, all steel
spell, all steel intact), Amax - 3-1/4".

1.d 4.00 Lae 1.20 0.90 AD. Donor (no spael, slight crushing, all stA1. (No spell, all steel Intact), Amax - 3-1/40.
4.00 Lace 1.20 1.00 RD. Complete spelling, all steel intact, ASe

1.; horizontal movement.1. 4.00 Lace 1.20 1.00 RD. Complete spalling, all steel intact, Ana
horizontal movement.

6.00 Lace 1.20 0.50 ND. Donor (complete spall, 2 laces broke al-
chopped at bottom. Acceptor (comlete spell,

Amex - 3").
6 Lace 1.20 0.50 RD. Donor (nearly complete Spell, am lace f

steel intact. Acceptor (complete spell, 3 la12 Lace 1,20 0.30 RD. Complete spell both sides, lace fail at
no flexural steel failure, A - 2".12 Lace 1.20 0.35 ND. Complete spall both sides, one flex and
acceptor center, one lace failed at donor cr.,

4 Lace 1.20 0.90 ND. Donor (complete spell except 6" vert sti
Acc (coop spelling, all steel intact), Amax

L.. .



broken
through. Acm. broken through.

at supi
n! and spelling at supports.

led. . 1/4-.
tar deeply spelled.

palled.

ple.captor deeply spelled.polled.
captor deely speled.

spelled.
captor deeply spalled.

spelled.

captor deeply speled.
ipalled.

captor deeply spalled.
support,
ailing, ing failed at support,
slab). or (complete spalling,
ter 1/2 '1 movement of slab).
I at 1 failed in lower 1/2 at rt. supp.

ex steel failed at
re) .

jar 1/2

I at 1 failed in lover 1/2 at rt. supp.
ex steel failed at'
re).

.tS coMp
at both supports coup crush

ts cop
at botIr supports coup crush

all ste.
lling ertical strip, all steel intact,
steel it. (complete spalling

) support, all steal intact).Ict). A(

all steel intact). Ao (no
Lntact). L/4".

mg, all stoel intact). ACM.
1-1/2". - 3-1/4w.

ntact, Amax -'3-1/2".
1-1/2".

atact, Amax - 3-1/2".
kft supp.
steel in' broke along left support, concrete

te spell, all steel intact

I at rt.
tail at ww lace failed at rt. supp. flex
"r 1/2 of pall, 3 laced fall at canter.

a fail at upper 1/2 of slab,~s fail.

A - 2.41 flex and 2 laces failed at
kil rein donor center, A - 2.4"
horz nor vert strip, all reinf•r. intact).

, Amex - 50, bars Mar.).



Table 3.3 Dynamic Slab Tests (continued)

V-7 * 5I heated U Glfkdni "tM -e U * comwrc1e4 retnfwmmnt bt

with Ieeaul .gd reIs pwt

Kidspan Support f f , d t Sear

Element Restraint L/t p p* p p' (Wsi) (kei) (in) (in) G/t (in) Reinforcement

1/3-S17-47-2 V-7 6 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 4 Laoe

1/3-618-67-1 V-7 4 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 6 aIce

113-.18-67-2 V-7 4 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 6 laWe

113-510-67-3 V-7 4 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 6 Laos

"1"1"48 4 sIdes 20 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 74.5 4.0 4.5 0.33 0.25 single 180

2-%Wy Slab
1-2-68 4 Sides 20 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 74.5 4.0 4.5 0.33 0.25 Laoe

2-IMy slb
1-3-88 4 20 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 74.5 4.0 4.5 0.56 0.25 single 16o

2-wy slab
T-4-66 4 20 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 74.5 4.0 4.5 0.33 0.23 single 180

2-way slab
T-5-66 4 Sides 15 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.31 74.5 4.0 6.0 0.67 0.25 NO"

2-%Wa slab
1--66 4 sides 20 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 66.0 4.0 4.5 0.33 0.38 single 180

2-wmy slab

K4D1-69 Rigid 12 2.11 2.11 2.11 2.11 49.9 5.7 4.88 6.0 0.50 0.63 laos,

X4D2-69 Rigid 12 2.11 2.11 2.11 2.11 49.9 5.4 4.68 6.0 0.50 0.63 lAoe

14D3-69 Rigid 12 2.11 2.11 2.11 2.11 49.9 5.5 4.88 6.0 0.50 0.63 Lace

K9D1-69 Rigid 24 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 49.6 3.8 2.25 3.0 2.00 0.38 Lace
2-way slab

]9D2-69 2-way slab
Rigid 15.2 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 47.4 3.3 3.75 4.75 1.26 0.50 Lace

9rD3-69 2-vay slab
Rigid 15.2 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 47.4 3.6 3.75 4.75 1.26 0.50 Lace

- .---



1 -- r --.. ..

. for HimeituIMiSM Sfpbg

d -- S14110t*r Indd mw 91th @WIOSVwS distribugAd
In firir tbes

3-i - 341.ald %mnim
P. -0 a ai-fa. easpr i wp
a N ish so= - at o eraa hnd h lto* flehti

Shear 
e9' r.n f1w* emnS einforce wint a TeZ(ft'.

20 Lace 1.20 1.00 HD. Donor (nearl oaspleta spall, all steel intact). AcM. (near

csmplete spell all steel Intact, Aax - 50, ho0r. sOy.)..20 LAe 1.20 0.50 RD. Coqplete spalling, no steel failed, A - 1.7*.20 Laos 1.20,20 Lao 1.20 0.50 RD- CcqPlete Spalling, no steel tailed, A - 1.760.50 RD. Clomlete spelling, all tlexural steel Intact, one lase tailed a,.45 0.2 ItglR right su rt, A - 3.5-,45 0 rlel ISO 0.45 0.33 RD 0.69 * 10.1, n1o steel failed.22 0.q Lace 0.22 0.67 RIt 0.74 * - 9.3, no steel tailed
48 0.! single 180 0.48 0.56 R1 0.65 • 10.5, no steel failed

.47 0.( single 160 0.47 0.67 RE 0.69 0 12.2, no steel failed
- -" None - - RB 1.10 0 10.4, no steel failed; 2.56 long shear crack at I support
.89 0." single 80 0.69 0.33 R0S.45 0.04033 R 0.65 0 4.0, DO Steal failed

.45 0.45
.37 0.! LaOe 137 0.50 RB d 5- on 4th loading, P,, - 106 psi, 3-H, No steel ruptweS0 Lace 1.37 0.50 as d 9~.2 on 2nd loading, P,, - 206 psi, 3-R, No steel rupture
.37 0.! Lace 1.37 0.50 RB d a 7.6 an 2nd loading: P,, - 229 pi, 3-8, no st~eel rupture
.19 0.! Lace 0.19 O.S0 RB d - 0.14, P. - 10.5 psi, Failed on next cycle, yraguent

loose trom nesh.

.42 0., Lace 0.42 0.42 RD d 9 " 1.2, Poo , 87 psi, Destroyed on next loading.
.42 C.4 Lace 0.42 0.42 B d - 52, P., - 91 psi. Destroyed on next loading.



Table 3.4 Dynamic Box Tests

Kidspan Support f t' d t dn Shea

Ulewent Restraint L/t P• p p' (ksi) (ksi) (in) (in) s/t (in) Aio_

1/8-1C-71 4 sides 10.0 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 91.5 5.7 3.00 0.42 0.14 Lac

71-77 2 sides 12 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 60 6 4.00 1.00 0.50 Son

72-77 2 sides 12 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 60 6 - 4.00 1.00 0.50 3MG
73-77 2 sides 12 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 60 6 - 4.00 1.00 0.50 Pon
F4-77 2 sid"s 12 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 60 6 -- 4.00 1.00 0.50 SON
75-77 2 ildes 12 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 60 6 - 4.00 1.00 0.50 Mon
76-77 2 sides 12 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 60 6 - 4.00 1.00 0.50 3aM
1r7-77 2 aids 12 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 60 6 - 4.00 1.00 0.50 3OM
F1-77 2 aides 9 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 60 6 - 4.00 1.00 0.50 Jim
F9-77 2 sides 9 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 60 6 -- 4.00 1.00 0.50 MOM

710-77 2 sides 9 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 60 6 - 4.00 1.00 0.50 3100
11-77 2 sides 9 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 60 6 - 4.00 1.00 0.50 NM

r112-77 2 sides 9 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 60 6 -- 4.00 1.00 0.50 Now
F123-77 2 sides 6 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 60 6 - 4.00 1.00 0.50 50m
714-77 2 sides 6 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 60 6 -- 4.00 1.00 0.50 3am
F15-77 2 sides 6 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 60 6 -- 4.00 1.00 0.50 Mom
716-77 2 sides 16 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 60 6 -- 4.00 1.00 0.50 Noin
F17-77 2 sides 18 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 60 6 - 4.00 1.00 0.50 Sam
F18-77 2 sides 18 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 60 6 -- 4.00 1.00 0.50 Nov
F19-77 2 sides 18 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 60 6 -- 4.00 1.00 0.50 NO0
120-77 2 sides 18 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 60 6 - 4.00 1.00 0.50 No0n
121-77 4 sides 18 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 60 6 -- 4.00 1.00 0.50 Not0
F22-77 4 sides 18 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 60 6 -- 4.00 1.00 0.50 3Nor
F23-77 4 sides 16 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 60 6 -- 4.00 1.00 0.50 N1or

FR1-78 4 sides 8.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 75 7.0 4.80 5.60 0.71 0.50 do-k
FH2-78 4 sides 8.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 57 7.6 4.80 5.60 0.71 0.50 135-1

•13-78 4 sides 8.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 57 7.8 4.80 5.60 0.71 0.50 135-9
FH4-79 4 sides 8.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 65 6.7 4.80 5.60 0.71 0.50 135-S
F55-79 4 sides 8.6 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 69 6.1 12.00 13.50 0.41 0.50 135-9
756-79 4 sides 8.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 65 6.8 4.80 5.60 0.71 0.50 135-.15
7!7-79 3-bay 8.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 71 5.1 4.80 5.60 0.71 0.50 135-4

DSI-81 2 sides 8.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 63 3.9 4.80 5.60 0.71 0.50 dank
D82-81 2 sides 8.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 63 3.9 4.80 5.60 0.71 0.50 135-1
D83-81 2 sides 8.6 1.0 i.0 1.0 1.0 63 4.0 4.80 5.60 0.71 0.50 135-
D94-81 2 sides 8.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 63 5.9 4.80 5.60 0.71 0.50 135-1
DS5-81 2 sides 8.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 63 6.0 4.80 5.60 0.71 0.50 135-2

DS1-82 2 sides 6.2 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 80 7.0 6.40 7.30 0.55 0.50 135-1
DS2-82 2 sides 6.2 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 80 7.7 6.40 7.30 0.55 0.50 135-2
D83-82 2 sides 6.2 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.7'5 80 7.5 6.40 7.30 0.55 0.50 135-1
DS4-82 2 sides 6.2 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 67 7.4 6.40 7.30 0.55 0.63 135-1
DS5-82 2 sides 6.2 .1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 67 7.8 6.40 7.30 0.55 0.63 135-1
DS6-82 2 sides 6.2 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 67 7.3 6.40 7.30 0.55 0.63 135-1

SB1-82 rigid 8.3 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 90.2 6.9 2.40 2.90 0.69 0.18 '1CIO(
S82-82 rigid 8.3 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 90.2 6.9 2.40 2.90 0.69 0.18 C1o5E

P1-83 2 sides 13.2 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 68.5 6.2 1.94 2.50 1.50 0.25 doublq
F2-83 2 sides 13.2 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 68.5 5.3 1.94 2.50 1.50 0.25 doubl4

73-83 2 sides 13.2 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 68.5 5.0 1.94 2.50 1.50 0.25 doubl4
F4-83 2 sides 13.2 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 68.5 5.0 1.94 2.50 1.50 0.25 doubl4
75-83 2 sides 13.2 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 68.5 5.1 1.94 2.50 1.50 0.25 doubl1
F6-63 2 sides 13.2 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 68.5 3.2 1.94 2.50 1.50 0.25 doubl4
17-83 2 sides 13.2 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 68.5 4.1 1.94 2.50 1.50 0.25 doublb
F8-83 2 sides 13.2 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 68.5 5.3 1.94 2.50 1.50 0.25 doubli

IL.



DOW I depth ot burial PI. - yak wariý
3-8 - 3-hinge mnoctanim MD - IMAM OW"

3-W - 3-hLaged mbactoim mmbeawe c - iO"Imp
b - undeterxule r - pulled -a"

E' d t d6 Shear
ksi) (in) (in) s/t (in) Reilnforceent Reowlt * ,,rks

it 5.7 3.00 0.42 0.14 Lace Wall, z - 0.50, no steel failed, heavy damgi

6 4.00 1.00 0.50 None 0.47 0.2 Z - 2.40, open-end box, buried vail, sand, C-no•
6 - 4.00 1.00 0.50 None - -- 1.40 0.6 Z 1.80, open-end box, buried wail, send, C-
6 -- 4.00 1.00 0.50 None - -- 7.10 3.0 Z 1.20, open-end box# buried vall, seand, C
6 - 4.00 1.00 0.50 None -- 2.40 1.0 Z 2.00, opeo-nad box, buried wel, emnd, C.
6 - 4.00 1.00 0.50 None c- -- Z a 1.50, open-en box, buried weal, send, C
6 - 4.00 1.00 0.90 None - - 0.70 0.3 Z 2.30, open-end box, buried vail, samid, C-
6 - 4.00 1.00 0.50 None - - 15.20 6.5 Z 1.90, open-end box, buried aill, sand, C.
6 - 4.00 1.00 0.50 None - - 1.00 0.3 SZ-1.60, open-end box, buried vail, send, 0
6 - 4.05 1.00 0.50 None - -- 10.40 3.3 Z - 1.20, open-end box, ed wel, sand, 0
6 - 4.00 1.00 0.50 None - - 0 0 Z - 2.00, open-end box, iried b alU, saed, CI
6 - 4.00 1.00 0.50 None - - 29.10 10.0 Z - 1.50, open-end box, buried vail, mand, C
6 -- 4.00 1.00 0.50 None -- - 1.60 0.5 z - 1.90, open-end box, buried wall, wand, cD
6 -- 4.00 1.00 0.50 None .. .. 29.10 10.0 Z - 1.40, Open-end box, buried wall, sand, 0
6 -- 4.00 1.00 0.50 None - 0 0 Z - 1.50, open-end box, buried wall, sed, c
6 -- 4.00 1.00 0.50 Romne - -- 7.10 3.5 z 1.00, open-end box, buried wall, sand, C
6 -- 4.00 1.00 0.50 None - -- 26.60 6.0 Z - 0.75, open-end box, buried wall, sand, C0

-- 4.00 1.00 0.50 None -- -- c C z 0.50, open-end box, buried wail, Sand, C
6 -- 4.00 1.00 0.50 None - - 1.80 1.1 Z - 2.80, open-end box, buried Wall, sand, C
6 -- 4.00 1.00 0.50 None .. .. 10.20 6.5 Z - 2.30, open-end box, buried vail, sand, C
6 -- 4.00 1.00 0.50 none . . c c Z - 2.30, open-end box, buried wail, sand, C
6 -- 4.00 1.00 0.50 None .. .. 0 0 z - 1.86, open-end box, buried vail, sand, C
6 -- 4.00 1.00 0.50 None .. .. 2.20 1.4 Z - ).16, open-end box, buried vall, rand, C
6 -- 4.00 1.00 0.50 None .. .. C -- Z - 0.70, open-erd box, buried vail, sand, C

.7.0 4.80 5.60 0.71 0.50 double 1.50 0.71 1.20 -0.50 DOB - L/2, 3-H, Pw - 1812, no steel broken
7.6 4.80 5.60 0.71 0.50 135-S-90 1.50 0.71 C c DOB - L/2, S, all steel broken at supports,

1 7.8 4.80 5.60 0.71 0.50 135-S-90 1.50 0.71 14.00 6.00 DOB - L/2, 3-H, Pw - 2176, 5% tension at mid
1 6.7 4.80 5.60 0.71 0.50 135-S-90 1.50 0.71 26.60 12.00 DOB - L/5, 3-H, P" - 1900, 10% tension at mi
1 6.1 12.00 13.50 0.41 0.50 135-S-90 1.50 0.41 7.50 3.25 DOD - L/5, S, Pw - 11,500, no steel broken

6.8 4.80 5.60 0.71 0.50 135-S-90 1.50 0.71 c C DOB - L/2, 3-EN, P - 8052, 60% ten at UidsV
15.1 4.80 5.60 0.71 0.50 135-S-90 1.50 0.71 c c DOB - L/S, 3-M[, P" - 2364, 95% tension and

1 .9 4.80 5.60 0.71 0.50 double 1.50 0.71 c C DOB L/5, 5, PS 4109, 27% ten & 14%'coup
3.9 4.80 5.60 0.71 0.50 135-S-90 1.50 0.71 c C DOB L/5, S, PP, - 5664, 9% ten TIpPtzre at I

1 4.0 4.80 5.60 0.71 0.50 135-S-90 1.50 0.71 22.60 10.00 DOB L/5, S. P,, - 3333, no steel rupture
1 5.9 4.80 5.60 0.71 0.50 135-8-90 1.50 0.71 C C DOD L/5, S, P- 4031, 73% ten & 45% coup
1 6.0 4.80 5.60 0.71 0.50 135-S-90 1.50 0.71 C C DOB L/5, S, P" - 6025, 68t tension & 55% 4

I
1 /.0 6.40 7.30 0.55 0.50 135-S-90 0.50 0.22 c c DOD - L/5, S, P" - 7624, 29% tension & 14%

7.7 6.40 7.30 0.55 0.50 135-S-90 0.50 0.22 C C DOB - L/5, S, Pas - 5682, 46% tension & 21%
0 7.5 6.40 7.30 0.55 0.50 135-S-90 0.50 0.22 10.40 4.13 DOB w L/5, S, P - 3448, no steel broken
0 7.4 6.40 7.30 0.55 0.63 135-S-90 0.50 0.22 C C DOD - L/5, S, Pw - 8875, 7% tension rupt'Ar
0 7.8 6.40 7.30 0.55 0.63 135-S-90 0.50 0.22 28.20 12.00 DOD - L/5, S, P - 5034, no steel broken
0 7.3 6.40 7.30 0.55 0.63 135-S-90 0.50 0.22 8.90 3.50 DOD - L/5, S, P - 3377, no steel broken

0.
0 5.9 2.40 2.90 0.69 0.18 cloSed hoop 0.25 0.69 b b DOB - L/2, P, - 3300, steel rupture undeter

5.9 2.40 2.90 0.69 0.18 Closed hoop 0.25 0.69 3.60 0.75 DOB - L/2, Poo 800, no steel broken

0. 5.2 1.94 2.50 1.50 0.25 double 135 0.18 0.60 0.90 0.25 DOB = 4L/11, 3-H, P, - 127, no steel broken
5.3 1.94 2.50 1.50 0.25 double 135 0.18 0.60 C C DOB - 0, Pg. - 129, 100% tens & coup midsp

0. failed near midheight
05.0 1.94 2.50 1.50 0.25 double 135 0.18 0.60 0.20 0.06 DOB - 4L/11, P, - 34, no steel broken

5.0 1.94 2.50 1.50 0.25 double 135 0.18 0.60 1.70 0.50 DOB - 4L/l1, P,, - 142, no steel broken

0.5.1 1.94 2.50 1.50 0.25 double 135 0.18 0.60 3.10 0.88 DOD - 4L/I1, P9 - 158, no steel broken

0. 3.2 1.94 2.50 1.50 0.25 double 135 0.18 0.60 2.40 0.69 DOB 4L/11, P. - 141, no steel broken

0.4.1 1.94 2.50 1.50 0.25 double 135 0.18 0.60 2.30 0.66 DOB - 4L/11, P, - 134. n steel broken
0.5.3 1.94 2.50 1.50 0.25 double 135 0.18 0.60 1.70 0.50 DOB - 4L/l1, P0 - 134, no steel broken

0.
0.
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Lcqnd for Hicllaneouu_•: SymbolS

P. peak surface overpressure
WD - Msdiu Damage - less than

incipient failure, light spalling
rans C - collapse

r - pulled out

Remarks

I failed, heavy damage

buried vall, sand, C-4 cylindrical charge,

buried Vall, sand, C-4, small cracks
buried wall, sand, C-4, major damage, near bre.ca
,buried wall, sand, C-4. small cracks
buried vall, sand, C-4, breach
burled wall, sand, C-4, small cracks
buried vall, sand, C-4, breach

, buried wail, sand, C-4, small cracks
, buried vail, sand, C-4, major damage, near breach

buried vail, sand, C-4, small cracks
, buried vall, sand, C-4, breach

buried vail, sand, C-4, small cracks
buried vail, sand, C-4, no coment

, buried wall, sand, C-4, slight cracks
buried wall, sand, C-4, cracked concrete
buried wall, and, C-4, severe concrete damage
, buried wall, sand, C-4, breach
buried vail, sand, C-4, cracks
buried wall, sand, C-4, breach
buried wall, sand, C-4, breach
buried wall, sand, C-4, slight cracks
buried wall, sand, C-4, rear spalling
buried wall, sand, C-4, breach

812, no steel broken
I broken at supports, none at midspan, P,, = 9000
176, 5% tension at midspan rupture
900, 10% tension at sidspan, 40% ten & 20% comp @ supp
500, no steel broken
8052, 60% ten at midspan, 95% ten & 45% coap at supp
2364, 95% tension and compression rupture at support

9, 27% ten & 14% 'comp at support rupt, remain bars r
4, 9% ten rupture at supp remaining bars pulled out
3, no steel rupture
1, 73% ten & 45% cou rupt at support, remain bars r
5, 68% tension & 55% comp rupture at support

4, 29% tension & 14% comp rupture at support
2, 46% tension & 21% coop rupture at support
8, no steel broken
5, 7% tension rupture at support, remaing bars pull
4, no steel broken

77, no steel broken

steel rupture undetermined
o steel broken

127, no steel broken
0% teans & coup Q aidspan MD, 100% tens @ support r wall
eight
no steel broken
no steel broken
no steel broken
no steel broken
no steel broken

,,no steel broken



Table 3.4 Dynamic Box Tests (continued)

Kidepan Support f d t n

Elemet Restraint L/t P p p' (ksi) (ks'i) (in) (in) Sit (in) Rej

P1-84 2 sides 14.7 1.20 0.40 1.60 1.14 63.5 3.1 1.59 2.25 1.00 0.20F2-84 2 sides 14.7 1.20 0.40 1.60 1.14 63.5 3.2 1.59 2.25 1.00 0.20F3-84 2 sides 14.7 1.20 0.40 1.60 1.14 63.5 3.0 1.59 2.25 1.00 0.20F4-84 2 sides 14.7 1.20 0.40 1.60 1.14 63.5 3.3 1.59 2.25 1.00 0.20

3-84 2 sides 14.8 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51 4.3 5.35 6.00 0.67 0.18 1

S4-85 2 sides 10 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 74.4 5.6 3.57 4.30 0.69 0.25 2S-85 2 sides 10 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 74.4 6.4 3.57 4.30 0.69 0.25 343Am-85 2 sides 10 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 74.4 6.1 3.57 4.30 0.69 0.25 236-85 2 aides 10 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 63.4 6.4 3.41 4.30 0.69 0.38 256A-65 2 sides 10 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 63.4 6.4 3.41 4.30 0.69 0.38 2B7-65 2 sdits 5 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 63.4 5.7 7.74 8.60 0.35 0.38 297A-85 2 sides 5 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 63.4 5.7 7.74 8.60 0.35 0.38 3B8-85 2 sides 10 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 74.4 5.6 3.57 4.30 0.69 0.25 238A-65 2 sides 10 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 74.4 5.6 3.57 4.30 0.69 0.25 289-85 2 sides 10 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 74.4 6.0 3.57 4.30 0.69 0.25 2310-85 2 sides 10 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 74.4 6.0 3.57 4.30 0.69 0.25 2KW-87 4 sides 12.9 1.10 0.36 1.10 0.36 61.6 3.0 7.40 10.30 0.58 0.75

one-way

H1-89 2 sides 10 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 67.4 6.1 3.41 4.30 0.70 0.38 2
H2-89 2 sides 5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 67.4 6.4 7.74 8.60 0.35 0.38 3
N3-89 2 sides 10 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 67.4 5.9 3.41 4.30 0.70 0.38 3
N4-89 2 sides 10 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 67.4 5.9 3.41 4.30 0.70 0.38 3
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or straightend at support. Tenusion. Nowm. No p
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-- 10.30 0.58 0.75 None - - 14.00 17.00 Full scale, thin steel decking on bottom surfao
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.Figure 3.5. Load-Deflection Relationship for Restrained Slabs
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Figure 3.6. Posttest View of Slabs With Stirrups, W-83 Series
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Figure 3.7. Load Deflection Curve for Close Stirrup Spacing
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Figure 3.8. Posttest View of W-84 Series

Figure 3.9. Damage to Structure Tested to Clay Backfill



Figure 3.10. Damage to Structure Tested to Sand Backfill

Figure 3.11. Interior View of Structure Tested in Sand Backfill
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Figure 3.12. Shallow-buried Box With 10-inch Roof Deflections

Figure 3.13. Shallow-Buried Box Uith 12-inch Roof Deflection
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION

4.1 Introduction

Sixteen one-way reinforced concrete slabs were statically

loaded at WES in May and June, 1991. The slabs were uniformly

loaded with slowly changing water pressure to compare the behavior

of laced and nonlaced slabs in a controlled laboratory

environment. The review of current design criteria and data from

previous studies as presented in preceding chapters indicates

that, in addition to shear reinforcement details, the primary

parameters that affect the large-deflection behavior of a one-way

reinforced concrete slab include: support conditions, amount and

spacing of principal reinforcement, scaled range (when subjected

to blast loads), and the span-to-effective-depth (L/d) ratio. The

effects of these parameters on the structural response of a slab

must be considered in the study of the role of shear

reinforcement. The following sections describe the slabs'

construction details, the material properties, reaction structure,

instrumentation, and the experimental procedure. The experimental

results, along with discussion and analyses, are presented in

subsequent chapters.

4.2 Construction Details

The slabs were designed to reflect the interaction of shear

reinforcement details with the other primary parameters. The

characteristics of each slab are qualitatively presented in Table

4.1. The same characteristics are presented in Table 4.2 in a

quantitative manner, reflecting the practical designs based on
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available construction materials. All slabs were designed to be

supported in a clamped (longitudinally and rotationally

restrained) condition. Each slab had a clear span of 24 inches, a

width of 24 inches, and an effective depth of 2.4 inches,

maintaining the L/d ratio at a value of 10. The slabs were 3

inches thick. The experimental program was designed to compare

the effects of lacing bars and stirrups on slab behavior for three

values of principal reinforcement ratio and three values of shear

reinforcement spacing.

It was important that the ratio of principal steel spacing to

slab effective depth (s/d) was held nearly constant among the

slabs. Data from previous studies indicated that this ratio

should be less than 1.0 in order to enhance the large-deflection

behavior. The s/d ratio was maintained at a value of

approximately 0.6. The shear reinforcement spacing was varied

from a value equal to the effective depth (d) to approximately

3d/4 and d/2 (d/2 is the value typically given in design manuals

for blast-resistant structures). It was impossible to maintain

all of these design parameters at exact values using the

reinforcement bar sizes available, but the variations were slight.

For example, the purposely ',aried parameter between slabs no. 6

and 7 was the principal reinforcement ratio, while the shear

reinforcement ratio category was "medium" for both slab no. 6 and

slab no. 7. However, the actual shear reinforcement ratio values

were 0.0034 and 0.0036 for slabs no. 6 and 7, respectively. The

values of shear reinforcement ratio were identical when compared

between a laced slab and a slab with stirrups for any category of

principal reinforcement quantity. Figures 4.1 through 4.3 are
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plan views showing slab proportions and the principal steel and

temperature steel layouts for each of the slabs.

The temperature (transverse) steel spacing was identical for

all of the slabs, but one difference in the temperature steel

placement occurred between laced and nonlaced slabs. The

temperature steel is typically placed exterior to the principal

steel in laced slabs, but it is placed interior to the principal

steel in the slabs having stirrups or no shear reinforcement. One

exception was slab no. 13 (contained stirrups) in which the

temperature steel was placed exterior to principal steel, thereby

providing a correlation of the effect of this parameter being

different for laced and nonlaced slabs.

Figures 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 are sectional views cut through the

lengths of the laced slabs. The dashed lacing bar in each figure

indicates the configuration of the lacing bar associated with the

next principal steel bar. The positions of the lacing bars were

alternated to encompass all temperature steel bars. However, some

temperature steel bars were not encompassed by lacing bars in

slabs no. 4 and 5 due to the spacing of the lacing bar bends. The

spacings of the lacing bar bends were controlled by the shear

reinforcement quantities in corresponding slabs with stirrups.

Figures 4.7 through 4.10 are sectional views cut through the

lengths of the slabs with stirrups. Figure 4.11 shows typical

stirrup details for slabs with D3 principal reinforcement. The

stirrups for slabs with D1 principal steel were similar, differing

slightly in length due to the differences in principal

reinforcement bar diameter. In slabs with stirrups, the stirrups

were spaced along the principal steel bar at the spacings shown in
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Table 4.2, never encompassing the temperature steel.

The slabs were constructed in the laboratory with much care

to ensure quality construction with minimal error in reinforcement

placement. •'igures 4.12 through 4.27 are photographs of slabs no.

1 and 16 prior to the placement of concrete. Figure 4.28 is a

close-up view of the lacing in slab no. 9, and Figure 4.29 is a

close-up view of the stirrups in slab no. 16.

4.3 Reaction Structure Details

Figure 4.30 shows a cross-sectional view of the reaction

structure. The reaction structure had a removable door to allow

access to the space beneath the slab specimen particularly for

instrumentation requirements. Placement of a 36- by 24-inch slab

in the reaction structure allowed 6 inuaes of the slab at each end

to be clamped by a steel plate that was bolted into position,

thereby leaving a 24- bv 24-inch one-way restrained slab to be

loaded with uniform pressure.

4.4 Instrumentation

Pach slab was instrumented for strain, displacement, and

pressure measurements. The data were digitally recorded with a

personal computer. Two displacement transducers were used in each

experiment to measure vertical displacement of the slab, one at

one-quarter span and one at midspan. The displacement transducers

used were Celesco Model PT-101, naving a working range of 10

inches. These transducers measured the displacement of the slab

by means of a potentiometer which detected the extension and

retraction of a cable attached to a spring inside the transducer.

More specifically, a Celesco Model PT-101 tiansducpr contains a
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springmotor that winds a cable around a drum that is attached to a

linear rotary potentiometer. When the cable is completely

retracted, the potentiometer is at one end of its range. As the

cable is extended, the drum rotates (thus rotating the

potentiometer) until the cable is at full extension and the

potentiometer is at the other end of its range. A DC voltage is

applied across the potentiometer, and the output is taken from the

potentiometer's wiper. As the cable is retracted and the wiper

moves along the potentiometer, the output voltage varies since the

potentiometer acts as a voltage divider. The body of each

transducer was mounted to the floor of the reaction structure, and

the cable was attached to a hook glued to the slab surface.

Retraction of the cables into the transducers' bodies occurred as

the slab deflected and downward displacement occurred at the one-

quarter span and midspan locations. Two single-axis, metal film,

0.125-inch-long, 350-ohm, strain gage pairs were installed on

principal reinforcement in each slab. Each pair consisted of a

strain gage on a top bar and one on a bottom bar directly below.

One pair was located at midspan (ST-i, SB-i), and one was located

at one-quarter span (ST-2, SB-2).

Strain gages were also installed at mid-height on shear steel

in the slabs that contained shear reinforcement. Strain gages

were placed on lacing bars in laced slabs at locations along the

length of the slabs similar to the locations of stirrups with

gages in the corresponding slabs with stirrups. The gages were

placed on the shear reinforcement associated with the center

principal steel bars. Figures 4.31 through 4.37 show the

locations of the strain gages on the shear reinforcement in the
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slabs. Two Kulite Model HKM-S375, 500-psi-range pressure gages

(PI and P2) were mounted in the bonnet of the test chamber in

order to measure the water pressure applied to the slab.

4.5 Experimental Procedure

The 4-foot diameter blast load generator (Figure 4.38) was

used to slowly load the slabs with water pressure. Huff (21)

presented a detailed description of the test device, which is

capable of developing static loads up to 500 psi. Preparations

for the experiments began with the reaction structure being placed

inside the test chamber and surrounded with compacted sand. A

slab was then placed on the reaction structure. The wire leads

from the instrumentation gages and transducers were connected.

After placing the removable door into position, the sand backfill

was completed on the door side of the reaction structure. A

1/8-inch-thick fiber-reinforced neoprene rubber membrane and a

1/8-inch-thick unreinforced neoprene rubber membrane were placed

over the slab, and 1/2- by 6- by 24-inch steel plates were bolted

into position at each support as shown in Figure 4.39. Prior to

the bolting of the plates, a waterproofing putty was placed

between the rubber membrane and the steel plates to seal gaps

around the bolts in order to prevent a loss of water pressure

during the experiment. A torque wrench was used to manually

achieve approximately 50 foot-pounds on each bolt, and a

consistent sequence of tightening the bolts was used for each

experiment. The bonnet was bolted into position with forty

1-1/8-inch-diameter bolts tightened with a pneumatic wrench. A

commercial waterline was diverted to the chamber's bonnet, and a
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time of approximately 18 minutes was required to fill the bonnet

volume of the chamber. A relief plug in the top of the bonnet

indicated when the bonnet had been filled. At that time, the

waterline valve was closed to allow closing of the relief plug.

The waterline valve was again opened slowly, inducing a slowly

increasing load to the slab's surface. A pneumatic water pump was

connected to the waterline to facilitate water pressure loading in

the case that commercial line pressure was not great enough to

reach ultimate resistance of the slab in any of the experiments.

Monitoring of the pressure gages and deflection gages indicated

the behavior of the slab during the experiment and enabled this

author to make a decision for termination by closing the waterline

valve. The loading was controlled at a slowly changing rate,

resulting in a load application time of several minutes.

Following termination of the experiment, the bonnet was drained

and removed. Detailed measurements and photographs of the slab

were taken after removal of the neoprene membrane. -inally, the

damaged slab was removed and the reaction structure was prepared

for another slab.

4.6 Material Properties

The sixteen slabs were cast from one batch of concrete, which

was proportioned to give a compressive strength of approximately

4,000 psi in about seven months. This time period was required

since the project funding allowed casting of the slabs in the fall

of 1990 and testing in the summer of 1991. Ten test cylinders

were cast. Results of the uniaxial concrete cylinder tests are

presented in Table 4.3.
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DI, D2, and D3 deformed wires were used as reinforcement in

the slabs. The wire was heat-treated in an oven at WES with the

goal of producing a definite yield point at a yield stress of

approximately 60,000 psi. Before heat treatment, the wire had an

approximate yield stress of 90,000 psi. Numerous trials with

various oven temperatures were required before satisfactory

results were obtained. The results of tensile tests performed on

specimens from heat-treated batches used in construction are

presented in Table 4.4. Figure 4.40 is typical of the stress-

strain curves plotted during the tensile tests.
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Table 4.1 Slab Characteristics (Qualitative)

Slab Pt.j. Phear Lacing Stirrups Principal Shear
Steel Steel
Spacing Spacing

------------------------------------------------------------
1 small none - 0.67d

2 medium none - 0.63d

3 large none - 0.53d

4 small small x 0.67d d

5 large small x 0.55d d

6 small medium x 0.67d

7 medium medium x 0.63d 3u/.,

8 small large x 0.67d d/2

9 large large x 0.55d d/2

10 small small x 0.67d d

11 small medium x 0.67d 3d/4

12 medium medium x 0.63d 3d/4

13 medium medium x 0.63d 3d/4
(Temperature steel placed exterior to principal steel)

14 small large x 0.67d d/2

15 large small x 0.55d d

16 large large x 0.55d d/2
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Table 4.2 Slab Characteristics (Quantitative)

Slab PtW8 i0M Pahear Lacing Stirrups Principal Shear
Steel Type* Steel
and Spacing Spacing

(type/inches) (inches)
----- --------------------------------------------------------

1 0.0025 none - - D1 / 1.60

2 0.0056 none - - D2 / 1.50

3 0.0097 none - - D3 /1.33 -

4 0.0025 0.0026 x D1 / 1.60 2.4

5 0.0097 0.0031 x D3 / 1.33 2.4

6 0.0025 0.0034 x DI / 1.60 1.85

7 0.0056 0.0036 x D2 / 1.50 1.85

8 0.0025 0.0052 x D1 / 1.60 1.2

9 0.0097 0.0063 x D3 / 1.33 1.2

10 0.0025 0.0026 x D1 / 1.60 2.4

11 0.0025 0.0034 x D1 / 1.60 1.85

12 0.0056 0.0036 x D2 / 1.50 1.85

13 0.0056 0.0036 x D2 / 1.50 1.85
(Temperature steel placed exterior to principal steel)

14 0.0025 0.0052 x D1 / 1.60 1.2

15 0.0097 0.0031 x D3 / 1.33 2.4

16 0.0097 0.0063 x D3 / 1.33 1.2

* D1, D2, and D3 deformed wires have nominal cross-sectional
areas of approximately 0.01, 0.02, and 0.03 inches, respectively.
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Table 4.3 Results of Concrete Cylinder Tests

Cylinder Age Compressive Strength
(days) (psi)

1 7 2780

2 7 2600

3 28 3400

4 28 3660

5 243 4400

6 243 4050

7 243 4260

8 243 4100

9 243 4120

10 243 3980

941*



Table 4.4 Tensile Tests for Steel Reinforcement
(deformed wire)

Wire Type* Yield Stress Ultimate Stress
(psi) (psi)

D..52,860.58,.040----------__

D1 52,860 58,040
52,680 58,040
60,710 62,500
58,040 62,050
54,460 59,820

D2 62,500 72,320
61,610 73,210
67,860 77,230
61,430 72,320
55,360 65,180

D3 62,280 71,170
64,290 72,770
66,070 72,770
64,730 71,880
66,070 73,210

* D1, D2, and D3 deformed wires have nominal cross-sectional
areas of approximately 0.01, 0.02, and 0.03 inches, respectively.
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24"

D1 Temperature Steel
6" spaced at 1.2" o.c.

24w I--- - -- - Note: Dl stool used in each direction,
but at different spacings.

I

D1 Principal Steel
6" spaced at 1.6" o.c.

2T
Figure 4.1. Plan View of Slab Nos. 1, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, and 14

24"
6" 24i D1 Temperature Steel

6" spaced at 1.2" o.c.

24w

6" I D2 Pricipal Steel
__ _ -spaced at 1.5" o.c.

Figure 4.2. Plan View of Slab NOB. 2, 7, 12, and 13
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rI

24"

6" D1 Temperature Steel

-spaced at 1.2" o.c.

24"

6" D3 Principal Steel

spaced at 1.33" o.c.

Figure 4.3. Plan View of Slab Nos. 3, 5, 9, 15, and 16

2A4
6 24" 6"

Lacing Temperature D1 at 1.60" for Slab 4
Steel D3 at 1.33" for Slab 5

Figure 4.4. Sectional View Through Length of Slab Nos. 4 and 5
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6" * 24" 6"

2.46.

Lacing Temperature D1 at 1.60" for Slab 6
Steel D2 at 1.50" for Slab 7

Figure 4.5. Sectional View Through Length of Slab Nos. 6 and 7

1.2m
24N 6 3

2- dVVm

Lacing Temperature Steel D1 at 1.60" for Slab 8

D3 at 1.33" for Slab 9
Figure 4.6. Sectional View Through Length of Slab Nos. 8 and 9

2.4

6n4*' 24" 6"

2.V

Stirrup Temperature D1 at 1.60" for Slab 10
Steel D3 at 1.33" for Slab 15

Figure 4.7. Sectional View Through Length of Slab Nos. 10 and 15
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1.85"

6" - 24" 6"

2.43

D1 at 1.60" for Slab 11
Stirrup Te ature D2 at 1.50" for Slab 12

Steel
Figure 4.8. Sectional View Through Length of Slab Nos. 11 and 12

1.85W
6" 24" 6"

2.403

Stirrup Temperature D2 at 1.50" for Slab 13
Steel

Figure 4.9. Sectional View Through Length of Slab No. 13

ITr

1_ 6' 10 24" 6"

Stirrup Temperature D1 at 1.60" for Slab 14
Steel D3 at 1.33" for Slab 16

Figure 4.10. Sectional View Through Length of Slab Nos. 14 and 16
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77,

0 D1 Stirrup

-o -D3 Principal Steel

11/16"

Figure 4.11. stirrup Details for Slabs with D3 Principal Steel

Figure 4.12. Slab No. 1 Prior to Concrete Placement
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Figure 4.13. Slab No. 2 Prior to Concrete Placement

Figure 4.14. Slab No. 3 Prior to Concrete Placement
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Figure 4.15. Slab No. 4 Prior to Concrete Placement

Figure 4.15. Slab No. 5 Prior to Concrete Placement
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Figure 4.17. Slab No. 6 Prior to Concrete Placement

Figure 4.18. Slab No. 7 Prior to Concrete Placement
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Figure 4.19. Slab No. 8 Prior to Concrete Placement

Fiure 4.20. Slab No. 9 Prior to Concrete Placement
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Figure 4.21. Slab No. 10 Prior to Concrete Placement

Figure 4.22. Slab No. 11 Prior to Concrete Placement
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Figure 4.23. Slab No. 12 Prior to Concrete Placement

Figure 4.24. Slab No. 13 Prior to Concrete Placement
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Figure 4.25. Slab No. 14 Prior to Concrete Placement

Figure 4.26. Slab No. 15 Prior to Concrete Placement
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Figure 4.27. Slab No. 16 Prior to Concrete Placement

Fiqure 4.28. Close-up View of Lacing in Slab No. 9
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Figure 4.29. Close-up View of Stirrups in Slab No. 16

6- If7 DIA. 60 KS! THREADED

~.. RODS W4-O.C,

0 6ý0
1/2'- THICK STEEL

PLATE STIFFENERS

. ,h.. J6 : 112'- THICK STEEL

Figure 4.30. Cross Section of Reaction Structure
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Stirrup
Figure 4.31. Strain Gage Locations on Stirrups in Slab Nos. 10 and 15

6" *l 241624" 6

Stirrup
Figure 4.32. Strain Gage Locations on Stirrups in Slab Nos. 11 and 12

1.85"

6" 0 24" 6"

' czd000 
0 0 0 0 0 >

Stirrup
Figure 4.33. Strain Gage Locations on Stirrups in Slab No. 13
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.2"

6" 24" 6"

Stirrup
Figure 4.34. Strain Gage Locations on Stirrups in Slab Nos. 14 and 16

2.4"
. 6"- J 24"1 6"

Lacing
Figure 4.35. Strain Gage Locations on Lacing in Slab Nos. 4 and 5

6m 400 24" 6"

SL-1 .1a L X

Lacing
Figure 4.36. Strain Gage Locations on Lacing in Slab Nos. 6 and 7
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1.2
•. ",•24",- 6"

BL-1

Lacing
Figure 4.37. Strain Gage Locations on Lacing in Slab Nos. 8 and 9

Figure 4.38. Four-Foot-Diameter Blast Load Generator
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Figure 4.39. Membrane with Steel Plates in-place
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75,000

0.
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(/7
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STRAIN, IN./IN.

Figure 4.40. Typical Stress-Strain Curve for Reinforcement
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CHAPTER 5

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

5.1 Introduction

The electronically recorded data plots for all sixteen

experiments are presented in the Appendix. In this chapter, the

data are presented in various forms (i.e., tables and composite

plots), and the results of the experiments are evaluated.

Posttest photographs and sketches showing the extent of structural

damage are included. Section 5.2 provides an overall presentation

and discussion of the experimental results. Sections 5.3 and 5.4

respectively address two specific regions of response: ultimate

capacity and tension membrane. The implications of the results on

design criteria (allowable response limits) are expressed in

Section 5.5.

5.2 Results and Discussion

Figures 5.1 through 5.16 show the posttest condition of each

slab immediately after removal of the neoprene membrane, and

Figure 5.17 is a posttest view of the undersurfaces of all sixteen

slabs. In Figure 5.17, the slabs were placed in increasing order

from left to right with slabs no. 1 through no. 5 being shown in

the front row. In general, each slab responded as a three-hinged

mechanism. The posttest-measured midspan deflection (A) of each

slab, along with values of two parameters often used to quantify

the response or indicate the ductility of a slab, are presented in

Table 5.1. The ratio of midspan deflection (measured posttest) to

clear span length is given for each slab. Also, the maximum

support rotation for each slab is given. Consistent with TM 5-
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1300 (1), these support rotation values are computed by simply

taking the arctan of the quotient of the midspan deflection

divided by one-half the clear span length.

The discussion and analyses presented in this chapter greatly

rely on the slabs' load-deflection data. Figure 5.18 shows the

general shape of the midspan load-deflection curves. Although

plots of the load-deflection curves for the slabs will be

presented in subsequent sections, values of load and deflection at

points A through D of Figure 5.18 are given in Table q.2 for

convenience in numerical comparisons. The decision to terminate

an experiment depended upon the trend of the monitored

load-deflection curves or was due to a water leak causing pressure

loss; therefore, the deflection at termination varied among the

slabs. The complete load-deflection curves at midspan were not

recorded for slabs no. 12, 14, and 16 due to degradation of the

deflection gage connections to the slabs. Large cracks, as

presented in Table 5.3, formed directly at the points of

connection during the experiments and dislodged the deflection

gage cable at midspan for these slabs. However, the complete

load-deflection curves measured at the one-quarter span location

were successfully recorded and will be discussed.

To complement the discussion related to deflection data,

deflection profiles for slabs no. 1 through 16 are shown in

Figures 5.19 through 5.34, respectively. The profiles are

approximations developed by connecting the support (zero

deflection) with the quarterspan and midspan deflections. The top

portion of each figure shows the deflection profile as the load

increases up to the ultimate capacity (termed "peak" in the
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legends of the figures). The lower portion of each figure shows

the deflection profile as the load decreases in the region

corresponding to that from point "A" to between points "B" and "C"

in Figure 5.18. The profiles corresponding to the region

following the ultimate load are not given for slab no. 16 since

the deflection gage became unattached from the slab prior to the

attainment of the ultimate capacity. For all slabs, the

deflection profiles are not presented for midspan deflections

greater than 3.0 inches nor greater than that corresp(iding to

point "C" of Figure 5.18 because the midspan deflection

measurements were not accurate at greater deflections. These

inaccuracies were due to the significant geometry changes of the

slabs and are somewhat quantified in Table 5.4. The posttest

measured deflection was greater than the electronically recorded

maximum deflection for each slab. The primary reason for the

discrepancies between the posttest measured deflections and the

electronically recorded maximum deflections was the change in the

geometry of each slab during the experiments. As a slab deflected

(in the form of a three-hinge mechanism), a prominent crack formed

at midspan. In most cases, the crack formed slightly to the left

or to the right of the point of connection of the deflection gage

to the slab. As slab deflection (or rotation at the hinge lines)

continued, the deflection gage point of connection was moved both

horizontally and vertically. The horizontal component tended to

pull the cable of the deflection gage out of the gage housing as

opposed to the desired retraction of the cable into the gage

housing. Therefore, error was introduced into the recorded

deflection values, particularly at large deflections. The R/M
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ratio, defined and given in Table 5.4, is an indication of the

discrepancy in recorded and measured deflections at midspan. The

value of discrepancy was lowest for slabs no. 2 and 3, which

included shear response and were not pushed to very large

deflections.

Figures 5.19 through 5.34 present deflection profiles for the

slabs at various load levels. The legends in the figures include

notations, such as ST-2, indicating that the particular strain

gage reached yield strain at that load. Strain gages that did not

indicate yielding of reinforcement are not given in the figures.

ST-i and SB-1 were strain gages respectively located on the top

and bottom principal steel bars at the quarterspan of each slab.

ST-2 and SB-2 were respectively located on the top and bottom

principal steel bars at the midspan of each slab. The locations

of strain gages on the shear reinforcement were presented in

Chapter 4, specifically in Figures 4.31 through 4.37. It is not

beneficial to attempt detailed comparisons of strain gage data for

the slabs since localized yielding of a bar may have occurred at a

location other than the gage location. For example, a strain gage

located at midspan may not have indicated that yielding or rupture

of a bar occurred even though it was obvious from posttest

inspection that the bar ruptured. Therefore, the data should only

be used to gain some insight into the general behavior of the

slabs.

Slabs No. 1. 2. and 3

For discussion, the slabs may be grouped by design parameter

values. Slabs no. 1, 2, and 3 were all constructed without shear
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reinforcement and served as baseline slabs for this study. The

load-response behavior and failure modes of these three slabs

varied. The principal reinforcement ratio was small (0.0025) in

slab no. 1, and flexural failure occurred prior to shear failure.

The experiment was terminated when it appeared that the load

resistance of the slab was rapidly deteriorating and that collapse

was impending. This resulted in the well-defined three-hinge

mechanism shown in the photograph of Figure 5.1.

The lack of shear reinforcement and the presence of a medium

(0.0056) principal reinforcement ratio in slab no. 2 resulted in a

combined flexure-shear failure mode as shown in Figure 5.2.

Actually, the experiment on slab no. 2 was terminated due to a

loss in the water pressure that composed the loading. This water

leak occurred at one of the supports due to improper sealing

around the bolts. Because of the failure mode, it was decided

that slab no. 2 should not be reloaded.

As shown in Figure 5.3, shear was the dominate failure mode

for slab no. 3, which possessed a large (0.0097) principal

reinforcement ratio. The three different failure modes of slabs

no. 1, 2, and 3 confirmed the need for these three baseline

experiments within the shear reinforcement study.

Figures 5.19, 5.20, and 5.21 indicate that slabs no. 1, 2,

and 3 responded in generally similar modes up to the peak load

resistance (typically the ultimate flexural capacity, except for

slab no. 3). These three figures show that some yielding of

principal reinforcement occurred before the slabs attained the

peak resistance. The deflection profiles indicate that the slab

sections between yield lines did not remain perfectly straight and
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unde formed.

Slabs No. 4 and 10

Slabs no. 4 and 10 differed only in the types of shear

reinforcement (lacing in slab no. 4 and stirrups in slab no. 10).

Figures 5.4 and 5.10 show that both slabs responded as

well-defined three-hinge mechanisms, as was the case for the

baseline slab (slab no. 1) corresponding to these two slabs. The

posttest measurements presented in Table 5.1 indicated that slab

no. 4 was pushed slightly further than slab no. 10 before

experiment termination. Both slabs sustained support rotations

beyond 22 degrees. Figures 5.35. 5.38, and 5.44 show the extent

of concrete damage for slabs no. 1, 4, and 10, respectively. The

region of particular interest is the hinge line at midspan on the

bottom surface. While these figures indicate some variation in

the extent of medium and light damage, the extent of heavy damage

was very similar for each slab. The values in Table 5.3 indicate

that the widths of the bottom cracks at midspan were also similar

for slabs no. 4 and 10. Variations in these crack width values

were partly due to the maximum midspan deflections of the slabs

since the bottom surface midspan crack of a slab that deforms as a

three-hinge mechanism opens as the slab geometry changes with

increasing deflection. For example, the crack widths for slabs

no. 1, 4, and 10 were approximately 1.88, 2.5, and 2.13 inches,

respectively. The midspan deflections (given in Table 5.4) for

slabs no. 1, 4, and 10 were 4.4, 5.5, and 5.0 inches,

respectively. The variations in the extent of light and medium

damage in slabs no. 1, 4, and 10 may lead one to believe that the
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lacing in slab no. 4 caused the damage to be concentrated at the

hinge line; however, such a conclusion should not be made until

similar comparisons are evaluated for all slabs in this study.

Actually, "medium" and "light" damage levels in Figures 5.35

through 5.50 refer to regions of small and hairline cracks,

respectively. Therefore, both the medium and light damage levels

given in these figures coriespond to significantly less damage

than the heavy damage level. In fact, very few of the cracks

associated with the medium and light damage levels are visible in

the photograph presented in Figure 5.17.

Figures 5.22 and 5.28 indicate that the shapes of the

deflection profiles for slabs no. 4 and 10 were similar up to near

the deflection at which tensile membrane behavior begins. To a

significantly greater extent than occurred for slab no. 1, the

sections between yield lines straightened as deflections increased

and deformation at the hinge lines became more pronounced.

Figures 5.22 and 5.28 indicate that principal reinforcement

yielded prior to the slabs reaching their ultimate capacities.

Also, the strain gage data indicated yielding of the lacing bars

at midspan in slab no. 4 and yielding of stirrups at midspan in

slab no. 10 prior to the slabs reaching their ultimate capacities.

The data indicated that yielding of the lacing at midspan in slab

no. 4 occurred earlier (lower load and deflection) than did the

yielding of stirrups in slab no. 10.

Slabs No. 6 and 11

Similar to slabs no. 4 and 10, slabs no. 6 and 11 differed

only in the types of shear reinforcement (slab no. 1 was the
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baseline), but the amount of shear reinforcement was greater than

in the case of slabs no. 4 and 10. Support rotations of

approximately 25 and 26 degrees were sustained for slabs no. 6 and

11, respectively. As shown in Figures 5.6 and 5.11, both slabs

responded as well-defined three-hinge mechanisms. Figures 5.40

and 5.45 indicate that the damage at midspan on the bottom surface

was more concentrated near the midspan hinge for slab no. 11

(contained stirrups) than for slab no. 6 (contained lacing). This

is the reverse of the observation for the effects of stirrups and

lacing in slabs no. 4 and 10. Dominate midspan crack widths were

very similar for slabs no. 6 and 11 at values of approximately 3.5

and 3.4 inches, respectively.

The deflection profiles presented in Figure 5.29 for slab no.

11 resemble the shapes of the profiles for slabs no. 4 and 10.

However, the deflection profiles given in Figure 5.24 for slab no.

6 are different from profiles discussed thus far in that they

indicate a steeper slope for the slab section between the

quarterspan and midspan points than for the section between the

support and quarterspan. Such a deflection profile is

representative of a cantilever; however, the plastic hinges at the

supports can not provide the moment capacity required to induce

the cantilever-type profile. As shown in Figure 5.6, there was no

visual evidence of negative bending between the hinge lines.

Therefore, the deflection profiles for slab no. 6 indicate error

in the deflection measurements. The error in the deflection

measurements may have been the result of deterioration of the

bottom surface of the slab at midapan. This deterioration

included cracking and some scabbing of the concrete cover. Since
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the cable (in tension) of the deflection gage was connected to the

bottom surface of the slab, the deterioration of the surface

resulted in midspan deflection measurements that were greater than

the true deflections as the tension in the cable tended to pull

the scabbed concrete from the slab. Although it has been stated

that geometry changes at very large deflections tended to make the

measurements be less than the true deflections, Figures 5.19

through 5.34 do not include the range of very large deflections

where the effects of the geometry changes are significant.

Therefore, the profiles that indicate negative bending between

hinge lines should be assumed to be nearly straight lines.

Figures 5.24 and 5.29 indicate that the yielding of principal

reinforcement and shear reinforcement near the midspan of slabs

no. 6 and 11 occurred prior to the slabs reaching their ultimate

capacities. The data indicated that the lacing in slab no. 6

yielded at lower loads and deflections than did the stirrups in

slab no. 11.

Slabs No. 8 and 14

Slabs no. 8 and 14 represented a further increase in the

amount of shear reinforcement for the slabs with the small

principal reinforcement ratio. Both of these slabs sustained

support rotations of approximately 25 degrees. Slab no. 14 was

one of the three slabs in which the midspan deflection gage became

disconnected during the experiment; however, Figure 5.51 and the

values in Table 5.5 indicate that the response of the two slabs

were very similar throughout the entire range of deflections as

based on the data measured at the one-quarter span. Figures 5.42
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and 5.48 present the damage surveys for slabs no. 8 and 14,

respectively. These figures indicate that both slabs incurred

some spreading of medium and light damage at midspan; however, the

region of heavy damage was slightly wider for slab no. 14. This

observation indicates that the lacing in slab no. 8 allowed the

concentration of cracking at the hinge line. The values in Table

5.3 indicate that the dominate midspan crack widths were similar,

being slightly greater for slab no. 14 which also incurred

slightly more deflection.

The deflection profiles for slabs no. 8 and 14, respectively

shown in Figures 5.26 and 5.32, indicate yielding of principal

reinforcement prior to the slabs attaining their ultimate

capacities. The data also indicated that lacing yielded at the

midspan of slab no. 8 prior to it reaching its ultimate capacity.

Strain gages located on stirrups near the midspan of slab no. 14

did not indicate yielding of the stirrups. However, yielding of

stirrups near the support apparently did occur for slab no. 14.

Slabs No. 7. 12. and 13

Only the medium category of shear reinforcement was

investigated for the medium amount of principal reinforcement

(base~ine was slab no. 2). Slabs no. 7 and 12 differed only in

the type of shear reinforcement. Slabs no. 7 (contained lacing)

and 12 (contained stirrups) were pushed to support rotations of

approximately 21 and 25 degrees, respectively. Figure 5.52 and

the values in Table 5.5 indicate that the two slabs behaved very

similarly, primarily differing in the maximum deflection attained.

From Figures 5.7 and 5.12, it is obvious that the medium category
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of shear reinforcement was sufficient to prevent shear failure (as

opposed to the flexure\shear failure in the baseline slab no. 2).

Also, the photographs indicate a smoothing of the midspan crack

region of the three-hinge mechanism when compared to the

previously discussed slabs that contained the small amount of

principal reinforcement. Figures 5.41 and 5.46 indicate that the

extent of heavy damage was greater for slab no. 12 than for slab

no. 7. This is also reflected by the approximately 4.0-inch wide

midspan crack incurred by slab no. 12 compared to the

approximately 2.1-inch wide crack of slab no. 7 (given in Table

5.3). These differences in damage are reasonable when the maximum

midspan deflection values (approximately 4.5 and 5.7 inches for

slabs no. 7 and 12, respectively) are considered.

Slab no. 13 was similar to slab no. 12, differing only in the

placement of the temperature reinforcement. The temperature

reinforcement was placed exterior to the principal reinforcement

in slab no. 13, but interior to the principal reinforcement in

slab no. 12. This construction variation was included in the

study in order to evaluate the differences in the temperature

steel placement in slabs with lacing and stirrups. A previous

study (10) indicated that the exterior placement of the

temperature reinforcement may enhance the ductility of a slab,

possibly overshadowing some effects of shear reinforcement.

Although slab no. 13 was pushed significantly further than slab

no. 12, its mode of response was not significantly different. The

maximum load resistances attained for the secondary resistance

(given as P. in Table 5.2) were similar for slabs no. 12 and 13 at

values of 43 and 41 psi, respectively. However, slab no. 13 was
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capable of maintaining the peak reserve capacity up to a larger

deflection as is evident from the values given in Table 5.1.

Figure 5.13 shows a significant loss of concrete in the

compressive crushing zone at midspan. The bending of the

principal reinforcement in the midspan zone resembled that of slab

no. 12. The large support rotation of approximately 30 degrees

for slab no. 13 resulted in the concrete falling from the

reinforcement. A small core of concrete remained attached to the

reinforcement, primarily due to the shear reinforcement that was

present in the form of stirrups. Figures 5.46 and 5.47 indicate

that the spread of damage levels was similar for slabs no. 12 and

13. However, the crack width for slab no. 13 was significantly

greater than that for slab no. 12 due to the greater midspan

deflection as reflected by the posttest measured deflection of 7.0

inches (compared to 5.7 inches for slab no. 12).

Figures 5.25, 5.30, and 5.31 indicate that the deflection

profiles of slabs no. 7, 12, and 13 were similar. Sections

between hinge lines were generally straight, and yielding of

principal reinforcement occurred prior to the slabs reaching their

respective ultimate capacities. Although the strain gages on the

lacing bars near midspan of slab no. 7 did not indicate yielding,

gage SL-4 (located between quarterspan and midspan) did indicate

yielding of the lacing bar. None of the strain gages on stirrups

in slabs no. 12 and 13 indicated yielding of the stirrups.

Slabs No. 5 and 15

Slabs no. 5 and 15 each contained a small amount of shear

reinforcement in the form of lacing bars and stirrups,
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respectively. These slabs contained a large amount of principal

reinforcement (the baseline slab was slab no. 3). Although a

water leak caused termination of the experiment at a support

rotation of approximately 24 degrees for slab no. 15, Figures 5.5

and 5.15 indicate that the failure modes for the two slabs were

similar. Slab no. 5 was pushed to a support rotation of

approximately 30 degrees. Although only a small amount of shear

reinforcement was used in these slabs, the failure mode was

primarily that of flexure rather than the shear failure that

occurred in the baseline slab no. 3.

Figures 5.39 and 5.49 show that damage levels were similar on

the bottom surfaces of slabs no. 5 and 15, although the values of

midspan crack width given in Table 5.2 are significantly different

(6.75 and 2.25 inches for slabs no. 5 and 15, respectively). The

midspan crack widths were similar for slab no. 5 and the

previously discussed slab no. 13, both of which attained midspan

deflections of approximately 7.0 inches. As is evident in the

photographs of Figure 5.5 and 5.13, somewhat more smoothing of the

material occurred near midspan for slab no. 5 than for slab no.

13. Likewise, Figure 5.39 indicates a broad spreading of cracking

on the top surface of slab no. 5. Inspection of Figure 5.15 also

indicates a considerable degree of smoothing at the midspan hinge

of slab no. 15.

Figures 5.23 and 5.33 indicate that, for midspan deflections

of up to nearly 3.0 inches, the slab sections between the hinge

lines of slabs no. 5 and 15 remained straight. These figures

indicate that yielding of the principal reinforcement in slabs no.

5 and 15 occurred prior to the slabs attaining their ultimate
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capacities. Also, the strain gage data indicated yielding of a

stirrup near the support of slab no. 15 when the load was near the

ultimate resistance of the slab. The data indicated yielding of

lacing bars at locations near the s1dpport and near the midspan of

slab no. 5. The yielding of the lacing in slab no. 5 occurred at

load and deflection levels significantly less than that

corresponding to the yielding of stirrups Ln slab no. 15.

Slabs No. 9 and 16

Slabs no. 9 and 16 each contained the large quantities of

principal reinforcement and shear reinforcement. These slabs were

pushed to support rotations of approximately 23 to 24 degrees.

Figures 5.43 and 5.50 indicate that slightly more spreading of

cracks occurred at the hinge lines of slab no. 9 (contained

lacing) than did occur for slab no. 16 (contained stirrups), but

no significant differences in damage levels were evident. As

given in Table 5.3, the midspan crack width was slightly less for

.slab no. 9 (2.25 inches) than for slab no. 16 (crack width of 2.75

inches), although the midspan deflection was slightly greater for

slab no. 9 (5.3 inches versus 5.1 inches of deflection for slab

no. 16). Figure 5.53 shows that the response of the two slabs

were similar throughout the load history. Slabs no. 9 and 16 did

exhibit some top surface smoothing of the deformation at midspan;

however, the degree of smoothing did not appear to be as great as

it was for slabs no. 5 and 15.

Figures 5.27 and 5.34 present the deflection profiles for

slabs no. 9 and 16, respectively. Profiles were not available for

slab no. 16 for the response following the ultimate resistance
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since the midepan deflection gage became disconnected during the

experinent. The strain gage data indicated yielding of the

principal reinforcement in both slabs prior to the slabs reaching

their ultimate capacities. Figure 5.34 shows that the strain gage

data indicated yielding of a stirrup near the support at a high

pressure level prior to the ultimate resistance of slab no. 16;

however, the strain gage (SL-1) on lacing at a location near the

support of slab no. 9 did not function properly during the

experiment. Figure 5.27 shows that yielding of lacing near the

midspan of slab no. 9 occurred at a high pressure level prior to

the ultimate resistance. Figure 5.27 indicates that the slab

sections between hinge lines of slab no. 9 remained straight

during the region of response shown beyond the ultimate

resistance.

The large amounts of shear reinforcement in slabs no. 9 and

16 contained the concrete at large deflections (prohibited damaged

concrete from falling out of the large cracks) significantly

better than the small amounts of shear reinforcement in slabs no.

5 and 15. The better containment or confinement did not prohibit

the rupture of the principal reinforcement; however, confinement

is generally beneficial for the reduction of concrete debris that

may injure personnel or damage sensitive equipment inside actual

structures.

5.3 Ultimate Capacity

The method of limit analysis of reinforced concrete slabs

generally known as the "yield-line theory" is usually accredited

to Johansen (34). An assumed collapse mechanism consistent with
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boundary conditions is used to estimate the ultimate load capacity

of the slab. Johansen's yield criterion neglects the presence of

any in-plane (membrane) forces in the slab. A mechanism is

assumed to form when the moment capacities at critical sections

have been exceeded. Segments of the slab between the critical

sections (yield lines) are assumed to behave elastically with no

effect on the ultimate capacity. The yield-line theory assumes

that the slab bas sufficient shear strength to insure a flexural

collapse mode of failure.

In an often-referenced study, Ockleston (35) tested a slab in

a dental hospital building and found that the interior panel of

the under-reinforced floor system, acting as a restrained slab,

carried more than double the load predicted by Johansen's yield-

line theory. In 1958, Ockleston (36) explained that the

unexpected results of his test in 1955 were not due to

reinforcement strain hardening, tensile strength of concrete, nor

catenary actions. He concluded that the increase in load capacity

was due to the development of inplane compressive forces, termed

"arching" or "dome action."

Under slowly applied uniform loading, a beam or one-way slab

element initially undergoes elastic deflection. As loading

continues, plastic hinges first form at the supports and later at

midspan. As discussed by Park and Gamble (37), the ultimate

flexural capacity is enhanced in slabs whose edges are restrained

against lateral movement. This plastic theory for the load-

deflection behavior of a restrained strip at and after the

ultimate resistance is often referred to as "compressive-membrane

theory." Full restraint against rotation and vertical translation
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is assumed at the supports. Partial restraint against lateral

displacement is assumed at the supports as compressive membrane

action is dependent on the lateral restraint. As the slab

deflects, changes in geometry cause the slab's edges to tend to

move outward and to react against the stiff boundary elements.

The membrane forces enhance the flexural strength of the slab

sections at the yield lines. For the slabs in this study, the

resistance at point "A" in Figure 5.18 corresponds to the ultimate

capacity.

Two relatively difficult-to-define parameters required in the

computation of the ultimate flexural resistance due to

compressive-membrane action are: (a) the stiffness of the

surround supporting the slab and (b) the midspan deflection

occurring at ultimate capacity. Park and Gamble (37) demonstrated

that the surround stiffness need not be enormous to achieve

membrane action similar to that for an infinitely rigid surround.

Significant membrane action occurs when the surround and the one-

way slab have the same stiffness. For slabs with relatively low

values of the ratio of slab length to thickness (which applies to

the slabs in this study), little increase in membrane action is

achieved by having a surround much stiffer than the slab. As

discussed by Park and Gamble, many researchers have attempted to

deve.'cp methods for determining &,/t, the ratio of the deflection

(AA) associated with PA to the slab thickness. This ratio is

affected by the relative stiffness of the surround and slab. It

is also affected by whether the slab exhibits one-way or two-way

action.

Most of the research for slabs in the area of compressive-
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membrane effects on ultimate capacity has concerned two-way slabs,

such as in the investigations by Park (38), Morley (39), Hung and

Nawy (40), Isaza (41), Brotchie, Jacobson, and Okubo (42), and

Wood (43). Park (38), Morley (39), and Wood (43) assumed the

central deflection at ultimate load to be 0.5 times the slab

thickness for fully restrained slabs. Hung and Nawy (40) used

experimental values of deflection at ultimate load and noted that

the ultimate load was not always reached at a deflection equal to

0.5 times the slab thickness. Instead, values ranging from

approximately 0.4 to 1.0 times the slab thickness were considered.

Work by Isaza (41) indicated that the ultimate capacity, enhanced

by compressive membrane action, occurred at a midspan deflection

of approximately one-sixth of the slab thickness. The range given

for the AA/t ratio is broad when these researchers' values, which

varied from 0.17 to 1.0, are considered.

In addition to the previous investigations conducted at WES

and NCEL as described in Chapter 3 of this thesis, only a few

investigators have studied- the behavior of one-way slabs. Roberts

(44) and Christiansen (45) loaded longitudinally restrained,

conventionally reinforced one-way slabs. The ultimate capacity

varied from 1.5 to 17 times the Johansen yield-line load. The

enhancement beyond the yield-line load increased as the concrete

strength was increased. It also increased as the principal

reinforcement ratio decreased.

A computer program, consistent with the theory as presented

by Park and Gamble, was written during this study to compute the

enhancement due to compressive-membrane action for the slabs. The

theory is based on the equilibrium and deformations of a slab
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strip as shown in Figure 5.54. Park and Gamble showed that the

sum of internal moments, including thrusts, can be expressed as

follows:

M, + M, - n,8 = 0.85f.:1h [_1h (1 - 3)

+ (I-)( + 1t) +-2 (2 - -L) + (- ) + 3
L 8h 2 4h 2 L

- V1 P2 L' (1E + 2t)2] 1 (T' - T + CS1 + CS)

16h82 L 3.4f,'

+ (Ca + C,) ( h - dl - + (TI + T) (d - +A)
2 2 2 2

In the above expression, E represents the sum of elastic, creep,

and shrinkage strains and t is the lateral movement of one

support. M, and Mu' are the ultimate moments of resistance along

the plastic hinge lines at midspan and the supports, respectively.

All other terms are represented in Figure 5.54. For a pure three-

hinge mechanism, P has a value of 0.5 and the displacement, 6, is

simply the midspan deflection that has be termed A in this thesis.

When external forces are included and the principle of

virtual work is applied for a slab of width B, the following

equation results to express the resistance of the slab to a

uniform load, w.

w = 8 (M,' + M, - nA)/L2B

The ultimate capacities experimentally obtained for the

sixteen slabs are summarized in Table 5.6. In Table 5.6, the

slabs are grouped according to their reinforcement details (first
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by principal reinforcement quantity, and second by shear

reinforcement quantity). Similarly, Figures 5.55 through 5.57 are

composite presentations of smoothed (for visual clarity) midspan

load-deflection curves for the slabs, grouped by reinforcement

details. Since the complete midspan load-deflection curves were

not available for slabs no. 12, 14, and 16, the reader will also

be referred back to Figures 5.51 through 5.53 in the following

discussion for a comparison of data recorded at the quarterspan

location. As noted in Table 5.6, the region of the data near the

ultimate capacity for slab no. 1 was not recorded due to a low

range setting for the data-acquisition software (slab no. 1 was

the first slab tested in this series). It is obvious from the

shape of the midspan load-deflection curve of slab no. 1

(presented in Figure 5.55) that the maximum recorded resistance of

57 psi was near the slabs's ultimate capacity and that the actual

ultimate capacity was probably in the range of 60 to 65 psi. The

computed Johansen yield-line values are given in Table 5.6 for

comparison to the experimentally-obtained ultimate capacities. It

appears that compressive membrane forces acted to increase the

ultimate capacities of the slabs from approximately 1.2 to 4.0

times the computed yield-line strengths. Also, the AA/t ratio

varied among the slabs with values from approximately 0.15 to

0.37. The lowest values obtained for AA/t corresponded to slabs

no. 1 and 3. Since slab no. 3 failed in shear prior to attaining

its potential ultimate flexural capacity, the inclusion of its

AA/t value of 0.15 in the calculation of an average value is not

appropriate. Also, it appears that slab no. 1 experienced a

double peak in the region of ultimate capacity. The midpoint of
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its double-peak region corresponds to a AA/t value of

approximately 0.25. With the elimination of slabs no. 1 and 3,

the average of the AA/t values presented in Table 5.6 for the

remaining fourteen slabs is approximately 0.29. There was no

consistent pattern for the values of Al/t in relation to the slab

construction parameters. However, it is apparent from the P./YL

ratio given in Table 5.6 that the compressive membrane enhancement

was greatest for the slabs with the smallest principal

reinforcement ratio. The compressive membrane enhancement was

slightly greater for the group of slabs with the medium quantity

of principal steel than for that with the large quantity.

From an inspection of Table 5.6, as well as Figures 5.51

through 5.53 and Figures 5.55 through 5.57, it appears that the

ultimate capacities of the slabs were affected by shear

reinforcement characteristics as exhibited by the following

pattern: the baseline slabs (nos. 1, 2, and 3) had the lowest

values, followed in increasing order by the corresponding slab

with stirrups, and then by the corresponding slab with lacing.

For example, the ultimate capacities of slabs no. 1, 10, and 4

were 57 (actually near 60 to 65), 63, and 71 psi, respectively.

This pattern was also demonstrated by slabs no. 3 (failed in shear

prior to reaching the potential ultimate flexural capacity), 15,

and 5; slabs no. 1, 11, and 6; and slabs no. 3, 16, and 9.

However, this pattern did not hold for slabs no. 2, 12, 13, and 7,

all of which contained medium amounts of both principal and shear

reinforcement (except for no shear reinforcement in baseline slab

no. 2). Slabs no. 2, 12, 13, and 7 displayed ultimate capacities

of 87, 85, 89, and 83 psi, respectively. Additionally, the
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ultimate capacities were approximately equal for slabs no. 8

(contained lacing) and 14 (contained stirrups), both of which

contained a small amount of principal reinforcement and a large

amount of shear reinforcement.

The results of the application of compressive-membrane theory

to the slabs in this study are presented in Table 5.7. The

experimental values given in Table 5.6 for the ultimate capacity

(PA) and the &A/t ratio are repeated in Table 5.7 for ease of

comparison. For each slab, the table presents the ultimate

capacities computed using compressive membrane theory with three

different assumed values of AA/t: (a) the experimental value

taken from Table 5.6, (b) a relatively low value of 0.1, and (c) a

relatively high value of 0.5. Actually, only AA is substituted

into the theory. The AA/t ratio is used in this discussion for

consistency with the nomenclature typically used when compressive

membrane theory is discussed in the literature. The AA/t ratio is

convenient as a parameter for comparing data and for the designer

that wants to consider compressive membrane behavior by relating

existing data to his slab of some thickness. Figures 5.58 through

5.73 present the computed ultimate capacities, corresponding to

more assumed values of AA/t than given in Table 5.7, plotted with

the experimentally obtained midspan load-deflection curves. In

particular, these figures visually indicate how well the

compressive membrane theory predicts the ultimate capacities of

the slabs when the Pexperimentally-obtained A./t values are used.

Figures 5.58 through 5.73 each show a horizontal line plotted at

the computed yield-line resistance values given in Table 5.6. The

sloping lines, representing tensile-membrane behavior, in these
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figures will be discussed later.

The values given in Table 5.7 show that the compressive

membrane theory closely predicts the ultimate capacities of most

of the slabs having p values of 0.0025 and 0.0056 (the first two

groups of slabs in the table) when the experimental values for

A./t are used. Of these two groups, the slab with the greatest

discrepancy between experimental and computed values is slab no.

6. The experimentally obtained ultimate capacity of slab no. 6

was significantly greater than the other slabs that had a p of

0.0025. As shown in Table 5.7, compressive-membrane theory

closely predicts the ultimate capacity of slab no. 6 when a AA/t

ratio of 0.1 is used.

For the slabs with a p of 0.0097, compressive-membrane theory

more closely predicts the experimentally obtained ultimate

capacities when a AA/t value of 0.1 is used rather than the

experimental values of AA/t. As shown by the experimental data

curve in Figure 5.60, an abrupt drop in resistance (shear failure)

occurred for slab no. 3 prior to the attainment of the potential

flexural capacity. The failure occurred at a load resistance of

approximately 106 psi, which is approximately 74 to 83 percent of

the ultimate capacities exhibited by the other slabs that had a p

value of 0.0097.

5.4 Reserve Capacity

As discus-ed by Park and Gamble (37), after the ultimate load

resistance has been reached in a reinforced concrete slab, the

load resistance decreases until membrane forces in the central

region of the slab change from compression to tension. In pure
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tensile membrane behavior, cracks penetrate the whole thickness,

and yielding of the steel spreads throughout the central region of

the slab. The load is carried mainly by reinforcing bars acting

as a tensile net or membrane. For a one-way slab, the

reinforcement must be sufficiently anchored or restrained at the

supports to allow development of the membrane forces. This action

typically results in an increase in load resistance, often called

"reserve capacity," at large deflections. Reserve capacity is

important in the design of protective structures since moderate to

severe damage is often acceptable if collapse is avoided. It is

possible for a slab's peak reserve capacity to equal or be greater

than the ultimate capacity. For each slab in this study, the

reserve capacity was less than the ultimate capacity.

The P. values given in Table 5.2 represent the peak reserve

capacities attained by each slab. Maximum deflections (ideally

corresponding to the peak reserve capacities) measured posttest at

midspan, as presented in Table 5.1, differ from the deflection

values given in Table 5.2. Values presented in Table 5.1 were

manually measured after each experiment while those in Table 5.2

were electronically recorded during the experiments. As discussed

in Section 5.2, a comparison of the electronically recorded

maximum deflections with the posttest measured deflections is

presented in Table 5.4.

Park and Gamble (37) presented the tensile-membrane theory

using standard membrane theory with the following assumptions:

(a) all concrete has cracked throughout its depth and is incapable

of carrying any load, (b) all of reinforcement has reached the

yield strength and acts as a plastic membrane, (c) no strain
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hardening of steel occurs, and (d) only the reinforcement that

extends over the whole area of the slab contributes to the

membrane. The theory assumes that tensile-membrane action is

dependent on yield forces in the steel. It does not account for

combined bending and tensile-membrane action. For a one-way slab,

the theory results in the following relationship:

A = wL 2/8TY

where A = midspan deflection

w = uniform load per unit area

T= yield force of the reinforcement per unit
width

L = clear span length

Figures 5.58 through 5.73 include plotted lines representing

the theoretical tensile-membrane slope for each slab. Each of

Figures 5.58 through 5.73 includes a plotted single point

representing the peak reserve capacity (same as PD in Table 5.2)

and the posttest measured maximum deflection taken from Table 5.4.

Two cases are presented in these figures for predicted tensile-

membrane slopes: (a) all principal reinforcement in each face is

assumed to contribute to tensile-membrane action, and (b) only

one-half of the principal reinforcement is assumed to contribute

to tensile-membrane action. Case (b) might represent the

condition where all principal reinforcement in the bottom face at

midspan has ruptured while all principal reinforcement in the top

face at the supports has ruptured. This condition requires that

the integrity of the slab sections between hinge lines is well-

maintained and significant pull-out or slip of the ruptured
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reinforcement is avoided. Except for slabs no. 2 and 3, the slabs

in this study are represented well by case (b) above as a 3-hinge

mechanism was formed and nearly all reinforcement in the tension

faces at the regions of the yield lines ruptured.

For each of the slabs with the smallest principal

reinforcement ratio (p - 0.0025), the predicted tensile-membrane

slope that accounts for one-half of the principal reinforcement is

near to the experimental curve at the low point (point C in Figure

5.18) that occurs prior to the increase in resistance. The best

match of the tensile-membrane slope being tangent to the

experimental curve occurs for slab no. 1. As shown in Figure

5.55, the dips in the load-deflection curves were lowest (in terms

of load resistance) for slabs no. 10, 11, and 14, which were the

only slabs containing stirrups in this group. Figure 5.51 shows

that the shapes of the quarterspan load-deflection curves for

slabs no. 8 (contained lacing) and 14 (contained stirrups) were

very similar; but, slab no. 8 maintained a resistance

approximately 3 psi greater than did slab no. 14. All of the

slabs with a p value of 0.0025 experienced an increase in

resistance up to or slightly higher than the Johansen yield-line

resistance. Also, the predicted tensile-membrane slope accounting

for all of the principal reinforcement intersects (or nearly

intersects) the experimental curve at the point of peak reserve

capacity (point D in Figure 5.18) for each of these slabs. This

intersection at the peak reserve capacity is merely a coincidence

since the predicted tensile-membrane slope that accounts for all

of the reinforcement is exactly twice that of the slope for when

only half of the principal reinforcement is considered. If
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strain-hardening of the principal reinforcement is taken into

account in accordance with the material property data presented in

Table 4.4, the predicted tensile-membrane slopes may be increased

by approximately 8 percent. An eight percent increase in the

slope associated with one-half of the principal reinforcement is

much less than the approximately 100 percent increase required to

match the peak reserve capacities of the slabs that had a p value

of 0.0025.

As previously mentioned, the load resistance of the slabs

with stirrups within the group of slabs that had a p value of

0.0025 (Figure 5.55) dropped to lower values after reaching the

ultimate capacity than the companion slabs with lacing or no shear

reinforcement. Similarly, the peak reserve capacity values for

the slabs shown in Figure 5.55 with stirrups were less than the

values for the slabs with lacing. The peak reserve capacity for

slab no. 1 (no shear reinforcement) was similar to that of the

slabs with stirrups. These values are presented in Table 5.8 for

ease of comparison and indicate that the lacing bars were more

effective than the stirrups in enhancing tensile-membrane

behavior. It is plausible that the lacing bars contributed to the

reserve capacity due to their continuity throughout the length of

the slab. The lacing bars bridged across the dominate cracks at

midspan. The tensile strength of the lacing was apparently not

fully mobilized during the tensile-membrane region of response

(none of the lacing bars ruptured). In fact, strain gage data

indicated that if shear reinforcement did not yield prior to a

slab reaching its ultimate capacity, then it usually did not yield

later during the experiment. Exceptions to this observation are
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lacing in slab no. 5 (based on gages SL-3 and SL-5) and stirrups

in slabs no. 12 (SS-1) and 13 (SS-4).

The composite of the midspan load-deflection curves for the

small group of four slabs with the medium amount (p - 0.0056) of

principal reinforcement is presented in Figure 5.56. The quantity

of shear reinforcement was not varied among these slabs except

that slab no. 2 did not contain any shear reinforcement. The

values in Table 5.9 indicate that the slabs containing shear

reinforcement achieved similar values of peak reserve capacity.

Figure 5.56 shows that each of the three slabs of this group that

contained shear reinforcement maintained a resistance of 20 to 25

psi during the transition region immediately prior to tensile-

membrane action. Since the midspan deflection gage connection

deteriorated during the experiment, Figure 5.52 is used to compare

the response in the tensile-membrane region for slabs no. 7 and 12

using data recorded at the one-quarterspan. Due to the

inaccuracies of the deflection gage measurements at large

deflections, the composite figures do not provide a complete

picture for the region of reserve capacity. The posttest measured

deflections must be considered as shown in Figures 5.64, 5.69, and

5.70 for slabs no. 7, 12, and 13, respectively. Figures 5.64 and

5.69 indicate that, as in the case of the slabs having a p value

of 0.0025, the two slopes given for the tensile membrane region

bracket (bound) the single point that represents the posttest

measured deflection and peak reserve capacity. Unlike for the

slabs with a p value of 0.0025, the peak reserve capacities of

slabs no. 7 and 12 are nearer to the predicted tensile-membrane

slope that accounts for one-half of the principle steel. The peak
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reserve capacity for slab no. 13 (Figure 5.70) plots a little

below this tensile membrane slope. Also unlike the slabs with a p

value of 0.0025, the reserve capacities for these three slabs

(nos. 7, 12, and 13) did not reach the Johansen yield-line value.

The lacing bars did not appear to affect the reserve capacity of

the slabs with a p value of 0.0056 to a different degree than did

stirrups.

Figure 5.57 presents the composite of the midspan load-

deflection curves for the slabs with the large amount (p = 0.0097)

of principal reinforcement. The peak reserve capacity values for

the slabs sho-.Irn in Figure 5.57 are presented in Table 5.10 for

comparison. It is apparent from Figure 5.57 that slab no. 5

behaved slightly different from the other slabs with shear

reinforcement. The curve for slab no. 5 flattened at a resistance

of approximately 68 psi after reaching ultimate capacity. After

approximately one inch of additional deflection, the resistance

gradually decreased and only increased slightly in the tensile-

membrane region. Figure 5.53 indicates that responses of slab no.

9 (contained lacing) and slab no. 16 (contained stirrups) were

very similar. Slab no. 16 achieved a slightly greater peak

reserve capacity. In fact, an inspection of Table 5.10 indicates

that, for all slabs having a p value of 0.0097, the slabs

containing stirrups achieved a greater value of peak reserve

capacity than did the laced slabs.

Figures 5.62, 5.66, 5.72, and 5.73 indicate that the tensile-

membrane slope that accounts for one-half of the principal steel

very closely approaches the peak reserve capacities (based on the

posttest measured deflections) of slabs no. 9, 15, and 16, but not
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slab no. 5. The beut fits occur for the two slabs with stirrups

(nos. 15 and 16).

It appears from this discussion, and is evident from the

values given in Tables 5.8, 5.9, and 5.10, that peak reserve

capacity was best enhanced by lacing in the slabs with a p value

of 0.0025, but by stirrups in the slabs with a p value of 0.0097.

The two cypes of shear reinforcement appeared to be equally

effective in slabs having the medium p value of 0.0056.

5.5 Response Limits

Although the sixteen slabs discussed in this paper were

statically loaded, their failure modes are assumed to be similar

to what would occur from dynamic test conditions (except for

close-in detonations). In particular, similar failure modes

should be expected in slabs located at distances far enough from

the explosive source such that loading occurs primarily from the

quasi-static loading (gas pressure) that accompanies internal

detonations.

All slabs (except for slabs no. 2 and 3 which did not contain

shear reinforcement and experienced shear failures) sustained

support rotations greater than 20 degrees. A support rotation of

20 degrees corresponds to "heavy" damage by the criteria given in

ETL 1110-9-7. The ETL criteria are for when the scaled range is

greater than 0.5 ft/ib 1 /3 , thereby eliminating the cases of very

close-in and contact detonations. Additionally, the criteria are

for slabs with L/d ratios greater than 5 and principal steel

spacings not greater than d. Also, stirrups are required at a

spacing not greater than d/2 when the scaled range is less than
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2.0 ft/lb1 13 and at a spacing less than d at larger scaled ranges.

Only slabs no. 8, 9, 14, and 16 had shear reinforcement

spaced at d/2. The stirrups or lacing in the other slabs that had

shear reinforcement were spaced at d or 3d/4. Although slab no. 1

had no shear reinforcement, it sustained support rotations that

exceeded the response limits given in ETL 1110-9-7 without

complete collapse. Slabs no. 1, 2, and 3 (no shear reinforcement)

did not meet the construction criteria given in the ETL since it

requires that a minimum of 50 psi shear stress capacity be

provided by shear reinforcement. All of the slabs contained

principal reinforcement spaced at less than d as required by the

ETL.

The experimental results support the "heavy damage" response

limits given in the ETL. In particular, the experiments indicate

that lacing is not required for slabs to be capable of achieving

the allowable response limits of the ETL, considering the

mentioned restrictions for use of the ETL criteria. By

restricting the use of the ETL to slabs that are loaded at scaled

distances greater than 0.5 ft/lb1'3 and have L/d ratios greater

than 5, an attempt is made to avoid failure modes that are

dominated by shear. The fact that not all of the slabs satisfied

each of the construction criteria parameters of the ETL, but did

sustain support rotations greater than 20 degrees, indicates some

conservatism in the ETL criteria. Some conservatism is desirable

for criteria in design documents, but these experiments indicate

that the allowable response limits of TM 5-1300 are overly

conservative. TM 5-1300 allows support rotations of only 4

degrees (8 degrees if tensile membrane forces can be developed)
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for slabs with stirrups and 12 degrees for slabs with lacing. It

is recognized that, while ETL 1110-9-7 is intended for use in the

design of military facilities that may be subjected to

conventional weapons effects, TM 5-1300 has a broad application.

Its use ranges from the design of military facilities for the

storage of weapons to the design of civilian facilities used in

explosives manufacturing. Therefore, a sweeping change in TM 5-

1300 response limits is not practical. Instead, the TM 5-1300

design criteria should be more varied, depending on the

application. Less conservative response limits should be allowed

for elements of facilities where large deflections are not

detrimental to the purpose of the structure. An example may be

the design of an explosives storage facility where the propagation

of an accidental explosion from storage bay to storage bay is

unacceptable, and structural collapse of divider walls must be

avoided. Particularly related to this study, there is enough

previous dynamic test data, when combined with the results of the

experiments performed in this investigation, to indicate that

lacing is not necessary for the allowance of large deflections

(corresponding to support rotations of 12 to 20 degrees) in at

least some applications of TM 5-1300. Realistically, a thorough

series of dynamic experiments are needed for extending this study

to the development of accurate design criteria for all

applications of TM 5-1300.
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Table 5.1. Support Rotation and Ratio of
Midspan Deflection to Clear Span
(Based on Posttest Measurements)

Slab Midspan Deflection (A) A/L 6
(inches) (percent) (degrees)

1 4.4* 18.3 20.1

4 5.5 22.9 24.6

10 5.0 20.8 22.6

6 5.5 22.9 24.6

11 5.9 24.6 26.2

8 5.5 22.9 24.6

14 5.7 23.8 25.4

2** 1.5 7.1 8.1

7 4.5 18.8 20.6

12 5.7 23.8 25.4

13 7.0 29.2 30.3

3*** 2.2 9.2 10.4

5 7.0 29.2 30.3

15 5.3 22.1 23.8

9 5.3 22.1 23.8

16 5.1 21.3 23.0

* Presented deflection values were manually measured following
removal of the neoprene membrane.

** Experiment terminated early due to water leak.

*** Slab failed in shear.
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Table 5.2. Midspan Load-Deflection Summary

Slab PA AA P A AB PC C PAC AD
(psi) (in) (psi) (in) (psi) (in) (psi) (in)

-----------------------------------------------------------

1 57* 0.52 8 2.41 8 2.41 23 3.61****

4 71 0.80 10 2.31 10 2.96 31 4.36

10 63 0.65 3 2.33 8 3.59 25 4.77

6 88 0.79 10 2.58 10 2.58 31 4.80

11 63 0.91 2 2.65 2 2.65 22 5.00

8 64 1.00 8 2.50 8 3.10 26 4.50

14 64 0.87 4 2.60 ** ** 23*** **

2 87 0.80 44 1.10 44 1.10 53 1.65

7 83 0.88 38 2.32 11 3.61 43 4.00

12 85 1.10 19 3.10 ** ** 43*** **

13 89 0.74 25 2.00 25 3.19 41 4.63

3 106 0.45 59 0.51 59 0.51 88 2.18

5 135 0.89 70 1.69 27 3.88 41 4.96

15 130 0.81 58 2.30 14 3.11 75 4.00

9 137 0.91 17 2.85 17 2.85 73 4.22

16 ** ** ** ** ** ** 79*** **

* Actual experimental value was greater than shown due to data
record clip during experiment.

** Large crack formed directly at deflection gage connection on

slab, causing loss of connection.

* Taken from data recorded at the one-quarterspan location.

**** Deflection values presented were electronically recorded
during the experiment.
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Table 5.3. Crack Widths

Slab Top Crack Bottom Crack Top Crack or Crushed Top Crack
Left Support Midspan Area, Midspan Right Support

(inches) (inches) (inches) (inches)

1 1.38* 1.88 1.5 1.13

2 0.25 NA NA NA

3 4.0 NA NA NA

4 1.13 2.5 2.5 1.13

5 3.0 6.75 5.0 3.0

6 1.25 3.5 2.5 1.5

7 0.88 2.13 2.5 0.88

8 1.5 3.13 2.5 1.25

9 3.0 2.25 2.0 1.25

10 1.0 2.13 2.5 1.25

11 1.25 3.38 3.25 1.5

12 2.0 4.0 4.5 1.75

13 3.0 6.75 5.0 3.0

14 1.25 3.25 2.0 1.25

15 1.25 2.25 5.5 2.0

16 1.25 2.75 2.0 1.25

* All crack widths were measured on slab surface following
removal of neoprene membrane.

NOTE: The left support is taken to be that on one's left hand
side when looking at the slab from the side with the
reaction structure's removable door (the view shown in
Figure 5.1)
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Table 5.4. Maximum Midspan Deflection

Slab Posttest Measured* Electronically* R/M
Midepan Deflection (M) Recorded Midspan

(in) Deflection (R)
(in)

1 4.4 3.61 0.82

4 5.5 4.36 0.79

10 5.0 4.77 0.95

6 5.5 4.80 0.87

11 5.9 5.00 0.85

8 5.5 4.50 0.82

14 5.7 - -

2 1.7 1.65 0.97

7 4.5 4.00 0.89

12 5.7 - -

13 7.0 4.63 0.66

3 2.2 2.18 0.99

5 7.0 4.96 0.71

15 5.3 4.00 0.75

9 5.3 4.22 0.80

16 5.1 -

* Deflection value manually measured after completion of each
experiment.

** Deflection value taken from data plots recorded during each
experiment.
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Table 5.5. Quarter-span Load-Deflection Summary

Slab PA •A Ps 5  6 PC Ac PD A
(psi) (in) (psi) (in) (psi) (in) (psi) (in)

-----------------------------------------------------

7 83 0.43 22 1.05 11 1.70 43 1.98

12 85 0.56 25 1.13 19 1.85 43 2.51

8 64 0.45 8 1.10 9 1.43 26 2.13

14 64 0.45 4 1.14 4 1.54 23 2.14

9 137 0.48 17 1.36 17 1.36 73 2.28

16 132 0.51 7 1.32 7 1.32 79 2.37
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Table 5.6. Measured Ultimate Capacity

S-ab Yield Line PA PA/YL AA AA/t S P•,.,i,
YL (psi) (psi) (in) (Ph..r)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 22 57* 2.6 0.57 0.19 none 0.0025

4 22 71 3.2 0.80 0.27 Jlacin 0.0025

10 22 63 2.9 0.65 0.22 s 0.0025
(0.0026)

6 22 88 4.0 0.79 0.26 ling 0.0025
(0.0034)

11 22 63 2.9 0.91 0.30 s 0.0025
(0.0034)

8 22 64 2.9 1.00 0.33 lacina 0.0025
(0.0052)

14 22 64 2.9 0.87 0.29 stirrups 0.0025

(0.0052)

2 53 87 1.6 0.80 0.27 none 0.0056

7 53 83 1.6 0.88 0.29 lacinQ 0.0056
(0.0036)

12 53 85 1.6 1.10 0.37 stirrups 0.0056
(0.0036)

13 53 89 1.7 0.74 0.25 stirrups 0.0056

(0.0036)

3** 92 106 1.2 0.45 0.15 none 0.0097

5 92 135 1.5 0.89 0.30 lacing 0.0097
(0.0031)

15 92 130 1.4 0.81 0.27 stirrups 0.0097
(0.0031)

9 92 137 1.5 0.91 0.31 lacina 0.0097
(0.0063)

16 92 132 1.4 - - stirrups 0.0097
(0.0063)

* Actual experimental value was greater than shown due to data
record clip during experiment.

** Shear failure occurred prior to attainment of potential
flexural capacity.
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Table 5.8 Peak Reserve Capacity for Slabs with p of 0.0025

Slab Shear Reinforcement PD
Pwwar (psi)

I none 23

4 l 31
0.0026

10 25
0.0026

6 lacing 31
0.0034

11 stirrups 22
0.0034

8 lacinc 26
0.0052

14 stirruos 23
0.0052

Table 5.9. Peak Reserve Capacity for Slabs with p of 0.0056

Slab Shear Reinforcement PD
Pahear (psi)

2 none 53*

7 lacing 43
0.0036

12 stirrups 43**
0.0036

13 s 41
0.0036

Reflects an increase in resistance following shear failure.
Experiment was terminated early due to water leak.

•* Taken-from one-quarter span data.
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Table 5.10. Peak Reserve Capacity for Slabs with p of 0.0097

Slab Shear Reinforcement PD
pahar (psi)

3 none 88*

5 l 41
0.0031

15 s 75
0.0031

9 laig 73
0.0063

16 s p 79**

0.0063

* Reflects an increase in resistance following shear failure.

** Taken from one-quarter span data.
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Figure 5.1. Posttest View of Slab No. 1

Figure 5.2. Posttest View of Slab No. 2
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Figure 5.3. Poattest View of Slab No. 3

Figure 5.4. Poattest View of Slab NO. 4
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Figure 5.5. Posttest View of Slab No. 5

Figure 5.6. Postteat View of Slab No. 6
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Figure 5.7. Posttest View of Slab No. 7

Figure 5.8. Postteat View of Slab No. 8
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Figure 5.9 Posttest View of Slab No. 9

Figure 5.10. Poattest View of Slab No. 10
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Fiur 5.1 -otts Vie of SlbN.1

Figure 5.11. Posttest View of Slab No. 12
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Figure 5.13. Posttest View of Slab No. 13

Figure 5.14. Poattest View of Slab No. 14
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Figure .15. PSYts iwo lbN.1

Figure 5.16. Posttest View of Slab No. 16
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Figure 5.17. Posttest View of Undersurface of Slabs

A

0

DEFLECTION (A)

Figure 5.18. General Midspan Load-Deflection Curve
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Figure 5.19. Deflection Profile for Slab No. 1
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Figure 5.20. Deflection Profile for Slab No. 2
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Figure 5.21. Deflection ProfIle for Slab No. 3
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Figure 5.22. Deflection Profile for Slab No. 4
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Figure 5.23. Deflection Profile for Slab No. 5
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Figure 5.24. Deflection Profile for Slab No. 6
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Figure 5.25*. Deflection Profile for Slab No. 7
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Figure 5.26. Deflection Profile for Slab No. 8
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Figure 5.27.. Deflection Profile for Slab No. 9
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Figure 5.28. Deflection Profile for Slab No. 10
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Figure 5.30. Deflection Profile fo-- Slab No. 12
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Figure 5.31. Deflection Profile for Slab No. 13
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Figure 5.32. Deflection Profile for Slab No. 14
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Figure 5.34. Deflection Profile for Slab No. 16
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Figure 5.35. Damage Survey of Slab No. 1
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Figure 5.36. Damage Survey of Slab No. 2
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Figure 5.37. Damiage survey of Slab No. 3
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Figure 5.38. Damage Survey of Slab No. 4
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Figure 5.40. Damage Survey of Slab No. 6
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Figure 5.41. Damage Survey of Slab No. 7
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Figure 5.42. Damage Survey of Slab No. 8
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Figure 5.43. Damage Survey of Slab No. 9
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Figure 5.44. Damage Survey of Slab No. 10
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Figure 5.45. Damage Survey of Slab No. 11
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Figure 5.46. Damage Survey of Slab No. 12
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Figure 5.47. Damage Survey of Slab No. 13
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Figure 5.48. Damage Survey of Slab No. 14
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Figure 5.49. Damage Survey of Slab No. 15
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Fi•ure 5.50. Damage Survey of Slab No. 16
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CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Summary

In addition to the presentation and analysis of the data

produced during this investigation, significant contributions of

this thesis included the collection and evaluation of existing

experimental data. The review of existing data indicated that

design criteria for protective or blast-resistant structures are

overly conservative in shear reinforcement requirements and

associated response limits. The restricted use of stirrups and

the low levels of attainable response (support rotations) assigned

by TM 5-1300 to reinforced concrete slabs are based on incomplete

experimental studies. No valid comparisons of the effects of

stirrups and lacing bars on slab response exist in the data base;

however, various experiments with various objectives were

conducted on reinforced concrete slabs during the late 1970's

until the present. This author's awareness of the various

experiments prompted the data review presented in this thesis and

the development of ETL 1110-9-7. The ETL was developed during the

early phase (data review) of this study; theretore, it was attempt

to use existing data to reduce the conservatism found in design

manuals.

The experimental investigation of this study was a first step

toward a thorough comparison and evaluation of the effects of

stirrups and lacing bars on the large-deflection behavior of the

slabs. In general, there were no significant differences in the

behavior of the slabs with lacing bars and the slabs with stirrups
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that were experimentally evaluated in this study. Care must be

taken when extending the results of the static experiments of this

study to the design of slabs in a dynamic environment. One should

not expect the failure modes of the slabs in this study to

replicate that of slabs subjected to blast from very close-in

detonations (perhaps, those at scaled ranges less than about 1.0

ft/lb13); yet, the results are appropriate for slabs subjected to

blast from far-away detonations or when the loading is composed

primarily of quasi-static gas pressures. Specific conclusions

drawn from this study and recommendations for future studies will

follow.

6.2 Conclusions

Data Review

Experiments conducted from the late 1970's to present

indicated that reinforced concrete slabs with stirrups can sustain

large support rotations. The data also indicated that design

criteria should place significant emphasis on parameters other

than simply the scaled range and the type of shear reinforcement.

The slab's span-to-thickness ratio, principal reinforcement

quantity and spacing, and support conditions are parameters that

can, in various combinations of values, be more significant than

shear reinforcement in affecting the failure mode and total

response of the slab. Specifically, conclusions drawn from the

data review include the determination of appropriate shear

reinforcement details and associated response limits for military

structures subjected to conventional weapons effects. The U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers adopted these criteria as they were
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derived from this study and are presented in ETL 1110-9-7:

a. Slabs with single-leg stirrups having a 135-degree

bend at one end and at least a 90-degree bend at the other end can

be designed to sustain support rotations of 12 and 20 degrees for

anticipated damage levels categorized as "moderate" and "heavy,"

respectively. The moderaue damage level is that recommended for

the protection of personnel and sensitive equipment. Heavy damage

means that the slab is near incipient collapse.

b. Limitations for applying the response limits,

consistent with the data, include:

(1) The scaled ranged at which the slab is subjected

to blast must exceed 0.5 ft/lb1'3.

(2) The span-to-effective depth (L/d) ratio must

exceed 5.

(3) Principal reinforcement spacing shall never

exceed the effective depth (d) of the slab.

(4) Stirrups are required along each principal bar at

a maximum spacing of one-half the effective depth

(d/2) when the scaled range is less that 2.0

ft/lb113 and at a maximum spacing equal to the

effective depth at larger scaled ranges.

Experimental Investigation

Ultimate C. In the experimental investigation of this

study, compressive membrane forces acted to increase the ultimate

capacities of the sixteen one-way slabs from approximately 1.2 to

4.0 times the computed Johansen yield-line resistance. It

appeared that lacing was slightly more effective than stirrups in
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enhancing the ultimate capacities of the slabs. Only for the case

of the slabs with a medium p value (0.0056) did the slab with

stirrups attain a greater ultimate capacity than that with lacing.

The average AA/t ratio (the ratio of midspan deflection

occurring at ultimate capacity to the slab thickness) for the

slabs was approximately 0.29. There was no consistent pattern to

indicate that the A./t ratio was affected by the construction

parameters studied. Consistent with previous work by others, the

enhancement in ultimate capacity by compressive membrane forces

was greatest for slabs with the smallest p, and it decreased as p

increased. The generally-known compressive membrane theory

closely predicted the ultimate capacities of the slabs having the

p values of 0.0025 and 0.0056 when the experimentally obtained

values of AA/t were used; but, a low A./t value of approximately

0.1 was required for the theory to predict the ultimate capacities

of the slabs having a p value of 0.0097.

Tensile-Membrane Behavior. Significant spreading of cracking

along the length of the slabs did not occur; therefore,

significant tensile-membrane behavior did not develop. For the

slabs having a p value of 0.0025, the tensile-membrane response

(and thus the peak reserve capacity) appeared to be best enhanced

by lacing. However, for the slabs having a p value of 0.0097, the

tensile-membrane behavior appeared to be best enhanced by

stirrups. The two types of shear reinforcement appeared to be

equally effective in the slabs with the medium p value of 0.0056.

Of the parameters that were varied, the principal reinforcement

ratio was the most significant parameter affecting the reserve

capacity. The tensile-membrane theory closely predicted the peak
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reserve capacities of the slabs with the large p value when one-

half of the principal steel was considered to be effective. It

closely predicted the peak reserve capacities of the slabs with

the small p value when all of the principal steel was considered

to be effective. The peak reserve capacities of the slabs with

the medium p value were bracketed by the theory when both cases

were considered.

As a result of the slabs responding as three-hinge

mechanisms, crack width was highly dependent on deflection. Some

smoothing (spreading of cracking and formation of a catenary,

particularly on the top face) occurred in the slabs with the large

p value. This smoothing appeared to be greatest for slab no. 5;

however, slab no. 5 exhibited the least tendency for tensile

membrane behavior. Slab no. 5 did exhibit a significantly more

gradual drop in resistance following the ultimate capacity. In

general, crack widths were slightly less in the laced slabs than

in the slabs with stirrups. Strain gage data indicated that

lacing bars yielded at lower pressure levels and smaller slab

deflections than did the vertical stirrups, indicating that the

lacing was mobilized earlier in making a contribution to a slab's

response. However, the overall responses of the laced and stirrup

slabs were very similar, differing little in resistance values.

Other than for slabs no. 5 and 15, the companion pairs of laced

and stirrup slabs exhibited load-deflection curves with very

similar shapes.

Overall Res~onse. This investigation indicated that one-way

slabs typical of protective construction (equal top and bottom

steel, restrained at ends) are susceptible to shear failure when
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reinforced with approximately 0.5 percent or more principal

reinforcement, but no shear reinforcement. Shear reinforcement

may not be needed to insure a flexural failure mode in slabs with

approximately 0.25 percent principal reinforcenent. Support

rotations from approximately 20 to 30 degrees were achieved by the

fourteen slabs that did not incur shear failure.

No significant differences were observed in the behavior of

the slabs with lacing bars and the slabs with stirrups that were

experimentally evaluated in this study. The slight increase in

ultimate capacity for laced slabs cannot justify the complications

and expense associated with the construction of laced slabs.

Single-leg stirrups with a 90-degree bend on one end and a 135-

degree bend on the other are sufficient for preventing shear

failure and for enhancing the reserve capacity to the same level

(or, as in some cases of this study, to a higher level) as lacing

bars. The experiments showed that, for slabs with principal steel

spaced at approximately one-half to two-thirds of d and shear

reinforcement spaced less than d, variations in the principal

reinforcement ratio has a significantly greater effect on slab

response than does the type and ratio of the shear reinforcement.

A c to Desian Criteria. The more ductile response

and improved large-deflection behavior that one would expect,

based on TM 5-1300, from a laced slab over a slab with stirrups

did not occur in this study. The damage levels experienced by the

slabs in this study fall into the heavy damage category of ETL

1110-9-7. The data from these experiments support the response

limits given in the ETL as being aggressive, yet adequate, design

values for slabs of military protective structures that can allow
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the occurrence of heavy damage, but not collapse. Additionally,

this study indicated that desiost criteria concerning shear

reinforcement and slab response limits in TM 5-1300 are overly

restrictive. Although the experiments conducted in this study do

not necessarily demonstrate the response of the slabs to any

possible blast environment that may occur in an explosives

manufacturing/storage facility, they are at least representative

of slabs loaded by the slower rising quasi-static pressure that

accompanies an internal detonation. Recognition of this

conclusion alone will result in a significant increase in the

allowable response limits (on the order of those given in ETL

1110-9-7) of some wall slabs within such facilities. In addition,

by combining the findings of the experiments conducted during this

investigation with the parameter study (data review), one may be

reasonably confident that the failure modes and response limits

exhibited by the slabs will be duplicated in a direct blast

pressure loading that results from a detonation at a scaled range

"greater than 2.0 ft/lb"3 and possibly as low as 1.0 ft/lb"/ 3 .

6.2 Recommendations

This investigation merged together an un6trstanding of the

history of the development of current design criteria with new

data that showed the similar effects of lacing bars and stirrups.

Modifications to the shear reinforcement criteria and allowable

response limits of TM 5-1300 should be initiated. As a minimal

revision, the allowable response limit for slabs that contain

stirrups and are subjected to blast at scaled ranges greater than

1.0 ft/lb"/ 3 should be increased to that of laced slabs (12 degrees
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of support rotation). Experiments using dynamic loading

conditions should be conducted to validate the findings of this

study and to further study the effects of lacing and stirrups in

close-in blast environments. Additionally, this study should be

extended to slabs with other L/d ratios, particularly "deep" (L/d

< 5) slabs.
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APPENDIX
DATA

A.1 Instrumentation Data

The electronically recorded data for all sixteen experiments

are presented in this appendix. All of the strain gage and the

deflection gage readings were plotted against the readings of each

pressure transducer (P-1 and P-2). For the plots presented

herein, the strain and deflection measurements versus the readings

of only one of the pressure gages are shown.

In general, the quality of the recovered data was good. As

often occurs when many strain gages are embedded in concrete,

several strain gages did not function properly. These included:

SL-4 in slab no. 8; SL-1 and SL-6 in slab no. 9; SS-1 in slab no.

10; ST-l in slab no. 11; and SS-3 in slab no. 14. All but one of

these malfunctioning gages were located on shear reinforcement.

One was located on a top principal reinforcement bar.

The data were considerably clean, but there were some

"instances of noisy records such as the unloading phase recorded by

gage D-2 of slab no. 3. The noise in that particular record is

likely due to the effects of water entering the deflection gage

housing following rupture of the membrane that covered the slab.

Noisy records primarily included that of strain gage readings when

measured values were considerably lower than the calibration

values.

As a result a of misunderstanding of the over-range

capabilities of a new digital data acquisition system, the data

from slab no. 1 (the first of the series) was clipped at an

overpressure level of approximately 57 psi. It appears from the
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shape of the load-deflection curve that the peak overpressure

applied to slab no. 1 was in the range of approximately 60 to 65

psi. The plots for midspan deflection measurements (D-1 gage

readings) of slab nos. 12, 14, and 16 indicate that the cable from

the deflection transducer became unattached to the slab surface

during the experiments on these three slabs. However, the

quarterspan deflections were successfully recorded throughout the

experiments.
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